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Abstract

Social media sites are arenas for online collaboration, political controversy or, at times, mob

justice. These sites are also arenas for discussion about policy problems. Dramatic events,

amplified by Twitter, create an opportunity for citizens to support solutions to social

problems or to hold politicians to account for decisions made or not made. While media

portrays such events as transformative and heroic, most policy decisions have a historical

pedigree that is invisible to the public. By focussing on three cases of political discussion

on Twitter (Idle No More, Copyright, and Cyberbullying), this dissertation measures the

extent that policy theory explains the role of online networks on the policy process using a

social network analysis of Twitter users in communication with each other during notable

policy events. Areas of interest include the national or regional character of the discussion,

the role of actors with continued interest in the topic, changes to network demographics

from issue to issue, the influence of organizations, the formation of strongly connected

components in the network structure and the differences in structure between dramatic

events and government announcements. In terms of the Twitter networks, policy theory

does a poor job of explaining how Twitter networks form, although the Idle No More and

copyright networks did reflect national interest and the importance of the organizational

model (including organizations, stable actors and professional groups) on the networks.

The cyberbullying networks were more international and less stable in terms of actor

participation than the other groups. The networks were found to be less influential on

policy than previous legislations and global agreements. The conclusion proposes the use of

stakeholder analysis techniques to help manage public agendas for government, including

an awareness of “thin” engagement approaches where the stability of networks cannot be

assumed for policy issues.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

By calling them “social” media, one implies that Twitter and Facebook fill psychological

needs to feel connected to others, attract the attention of peers and be seen in a positive

light. As such, social media is not something people necessarily do to build or sustain their

economic well-being. This reality is a problem for some. To its critics, social media is a

distraction from day-to-day life (Vita 2015). Even heavy users would likely agree. The

goings-on of “Internet people” across the globe can matter more than such things as a

clean house, daily exercise or being productive at work.

Social media is a distraction in another sense. It focusses attention on popular topics

like celebrity marriages and away from important social problems like the environment or

human rights. Social media is a distraction in the same way that television or paperback

books have been in the past, but two-way communications makes it even more compelling

(see Davis 1984; or Shirky 2008, for examples). The anxiety remains that the public will

either ignore important issues to our collective detriment or risk personal freedoms by

letting the politically powerful set state priorities. A distinction between Facebook and

Twitter must be made. The view that “Facebook is for friends” has been supported by

psychological evidence, while those who use Twitter to be “social” have been found to

be more conscientious and open compared to their Facebook counterparts (Hughes et al.

2012). Twitter may be a more meaningful distraction – its users have a bent towards social

justice and influencing positive change.

How governments, organizations and activists manage priorities in a well-meaning but

digitally distracted environment is another question. In Canada, a country where over
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eighty percent of the population has access to the Internet and sixty-nine percent have

access the World Wide Web through more than one device, understanding how people use

the Internet will increase in importance over time. Research on social media has expanded

to meet some of this demand, but policy-related work has lagged. Most research assumes

observations of social media connect to policy or that it is a special case that follows policy

theory.

Pre-confederation Canadians asked similar questions about who decides what is or is

not important to the state. In 1847, Lord Durham’s Report on the Affairs of British

North America records observations about the political circumstances at the time. His

recommendations were a prototype for Canadian Confederation twenty years later. It

characterizes pre-confederation Canadians as a people with “no security of person or

property – no enjoyment of what they possess – no stimulus to Industry.” He acknowledged

that Canadian political life was not an exercise in discovering the truth, but one of two

“races” – French and English – using ideas to gain followers and increase power:

It is not, indeed, surprising that each party should, in this instance, have

practiced more than the usual frauds of language by which factions in every

country seek to secure the sympathies of another community (John George

Lambton 2006, pg. 18).

The Durham report is an interpretation of Canadian social life by the equivalent of a policy

analyst at the time to conditions of rapid change and considerable conflict. French farmers,

comfortable with the laws established during the French settlements and influenced by

democratic ideals from rebellions in the U.S., France, Haiti & throughout South America,

sought greater political freedom while unaware of the economic threat posed by U.S.

competition (Ducharme 2006). The British executive sought greater economic freedom

and market liberalisation at the expense of disenfranchising the majority population. By

the 1830s conflicts emerged, with political uprisings and even a short-lived “Republic of

Canada” declared by journalist William Lyon Mackenzie in December of 1837. Durham’s

compromise was to combine both Upper and Lower Canada through a federal system of

responsible government. Three decades later, Canada formed as a federal parliamentary

democracy with plans for industrial development and expansion to the Western provinces.

Durham’s Report demonstrates that while much is different in Canadian politics in 2016,
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much is also the same. Worldwide revolutions of today – the fall of Communism, the rise

of Islamic States, the Abolition of Apartheid, the Arab Spring, advances in same-sex rights

– all have the capacity to create massive change, but also political conflict. While all of

Durham’s recommendations did not turn into policy immediately, his recommendations

provided the early colonies with points of discussion that could move the country forward

with minimal military conflict.

The era of Durham was also a time when, due to the development of technologies such

as the hand-cranked rotary press and the cost savings of wood pulp-based paper, more

citizens than ever would find themselves building a Newspaper or bookselling business

(Innis 2007). Like today’s blogger, new voices earned livings using the rotary press to

influence public opinion (Patterson 2013). William Lyon Mackenzie and Joseph Howe are

two historical members of this class. The British colonial government used sedition laws to

prevent Joseph Howe from using his independent paper to criticize public figures. He was

exonerated through political rather than legal means – his trial was a popular spectacle

that changed the focus away from his breaking the law towards the value of free speech in

Canadian society.

Post-confederation, the invention of the telegraph and the expansion of rail would expand

public awareness as “parochial papers in the predominantly rural areas were in this way

often also made economically dependent on papers in cities nearby and were annexed by

them in the form of regional supplementary editorships” (Habermas 1991, pg. 187). Local

papers shared content already produced in the cities, producing a protoype for what we

now call networked communication. The results for the relationship between the public

and the state were significant. As Habermas describes them:

the degree of economic concentration and technological-organizational coor-

dination in the newspaper publishing industry seems small in comparison to

the new media of the twentieth century – film, radio, and television. Indeed,

their capital requirements seemed so gigantic and their publicist power so

threatening that in some countries the establishment of these media was from

the start under government control. Nothing characterized the development of

the press and the more recent media more conspicuously than these measures:

they turned private institutions of a public composed of private people into
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public corporations (öffentliche Anstalten). (Habermas 1991, pg. 187).

Habermas suggests that a public sphere of “re-energized, activist, engaged citizenry

working together to create new small-scale communicative associative institutions that over

time either merge into larger ones or at least join forces” is the path to more proactive

decision-making (Froomkin 2003, pg. 753). The effect of a networked public on state

decision-making, however, is less certain.

Since confederation, Canada has sustained a geographically sparse population. Commu-

nication institutions like the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) and the Canadian

Radio-Television and Telecommunications corporation have likely played a role in its

political durability. Pressures from the United Kingdom and the United States have also

influenced its social life. Innis (2007) argues that the technologies societies use to com-

municate is essential to their survival. For example, Innis argues that Great Britain’s

communication in Canada took on durable forms. British-themed monuments – Winston

Churchill in Halifax, Elizabeth II in Regina and Victoria in Kitchener Ontario, for examples

– can be found throughout Canadian cities. To Innis, book publication was another path

to the continuation of British tradition inside Canada (Innis 2007). Innis called these

durable forms of communication “time-biased” media. They “favour decentralization and

hierarchical types of institutions” (pg. 27). Meanwhile, lightweight and disposable “space

biased” newspapers from the United States, specially designed for the distribution of

advertising, assured continued Canadian demand for American-made commodities. Such

space biased media favour the advance of ideas across geographical space creating dangers

of political monopolies that so far have been kept in check by radio (and later television and

the Internet) (Innis 2007). Global pressures from these two sources would remain important

throughout the 20th century. Examples include Canada’s support for Great Britain’s World

War efforts and continuous debates about the mutual lowering of tariffs with the U.S.

leading eventually to the signing of the North American Free Trade Agreement in 1994.

Relative to digital technology, newspapers’ “space bias” can be reconsidered. Paper news

today has downgraded to primarily local news as large city newspapers have moved online or

had their readership replaced by technologically savvy news blogs like the Huffington Post.

The global reach and disposable nature of social media like Twitter implies an expansion

of space-based forms of communication, but Innis has also argued that oral two-way forms
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of communication emphasize memory and discipline. Because social media like Twitter

contains both one and two-way communications, it could be a hybrid medium capable of

encompassing both time and space biases. More likely, its bias will emerge once seen in

historical context years from now. Rather than attempt to categorize Twitter according to

Innis communication theory, this dissertation will attempt to identify its potential influence

in Canadian government decision-making.

New technologies can both weaken and strengthen the state. They can also weaken or

strengthen civic power. In Canada, the use of social technologies like Twitter can properly

promote the Peace Order and good Government (POGG) stipulated in the Canadian

Constitution. For instance, the state can use Twitter to inform the public of upcoming

storms. Some actions, however, overstep the bounds of POGG and venture into abuse of

state power and the use of propaganda. The use of Internet by government also opens

the door to increased surveillance of citizens or to the weakening of institutions (e.g.. the

electoral process) that hold the state accountable (Glenn 2014; Morozov 2012; Yannis

Charalabidis and Misuraca 2012).

This dissertation will connect the communications and social studies literature on social

media to policy theory. The focus will be the role of social media in agenda setting – a stage

of policy development where state actors gather data, consult stakeholders and assess public

opinion before setting policy priorities. I have asked how states can manage an inclusive

and effective policy agenda in a digitally distracted world. Strategies for social movements

to influence government using social media were also of interest. Policy theory has a lot to

offer those involved in creating social justice campaigns online. In-depth analysis of social

media can inform both government decision making and policy theory.

Three cases will be used to answer these questions. The first is Idle No More, a cross-

Canada series of protests against an omnibus budget bill C-45 that protesters believed

infringed on First Nations Treaty rights. A committed group of Twitter users put pressure on

the government to consult First Nations about laws that affected them, but also expanded

the concerns to issues like the environment and poverty on First Nations reserves. The

balance between fair dealing and property rights during Copyright law reform in 2012 was

the focus of the second case. Professionals and academics domestically and globally shared

the details of legislation and court decisions across Twitter channels. Finally, the tragic
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suicides of Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons were two examples of public frustration

at a failure of police to place charges in severe cases of cyberbullying, sexual assault and

harassment. Each case was selected for its relevance to an online audience, the involvement

of activist groups and new policy to criminalize the distribution of intimate images without

consent.

Policy scholarship has an opportunity to contribute to the growing social media research

to connect the importance of public institutions to real-time patterns of humans engaged

in the act of communicating about social problems. This research will juxtapose three

historical cases of policy development with the online activity of networks that formed

during events between 2012 and 2013. This research will show that network structures are

context dependent and policy responses to dramatic circumstances often have a historical

and institutional pedigree.

On the other hand, behavioural effects play an essential role in the development of social

media networks. While policy network theories and their derivatives (such as Social Capital

theory, which will be discussed in Chapter 2) emphasize the role of trust, resources and

common belief systems, these findings suggest that these effects are less important to online

networks than cognitive reactions to the consumption of information. The findings support

emerging theory that relationships online are para-social, convening social relationships

with the consumption of information. The recommendations I provide will explore the

concept of “thin” engagement, its potential, and its pitfalls.

Much is said about the potential of “big data” and the opportunities of using real time

interactions to build policy. However, if scholars want to understand digital interactions, it

is necessary to explore both the institutional development of policy and the interactions of

actors in real-time. Big data analysis offers an opportunity to improve our understanding

of the role of ideas and social relationships on policy, but not without recognizing the

historical and global pressures of Canadian institutions.

This dissertation is organized in a mostly traditional manner. It begins with a literature

review that is separated into two parts from which the research questions and hypotheses

are derived. The first part, found in Chapter 2 is an extended definition of “agenda setting”

that covers the historical tradition of the phrase from the perspectives of administrative

governance, the media and public discourse. This chapter also offers a justification for the
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use of network analysis as a means to study agenda setting. Chapter 3 connects the use

of networks and agenda setting to the public user of Twitter as a tool for societal change.

Chapter 4 covers the methodology applied to answer the stated research questions. Chapters

5, 6 and 7 cover the cases for Idle No More, copyright and cyber-bullying respectively and

Chapter 8 provides a final conclusion with recommendations for government.
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Chapter 2

Agenda Setting Theory: Canada’s

Tradition

Since the early-to-mid 2000s, social media sites have contained both political conflict and

online collaboration. Social movements have used online tools to raise funds, frame policy

discussions, manage emergency responses and, during the Arab Spring in December of

2010, topple governments (Gerbaudo 2012; Murthy 2013; Smith 2010). Anonymous, the

online digital activism and vigilantism group, is a household name, despite having no

known leader and no recognizable social structure or hierarchy. Small groups of digital

creatives and DIY (“Do it yourself”) enthusiasts use social networking sites as a platform

to collaborate on social projects and build a better society (Aigrain 2012; Gerbaudo 2012;

Van Dijck 2013). Commercial Internet sites use social media to share Internet content,

promote their brand, and sell products, often attaching their products to prevailing social

concerns. The Internet is a vast, heterogenous, virtual space capable of establishing and

influencing the agendas of a large population. At minimum, it generates influential, if

fleeting social trends. However, the potential of social media as a tool for governance is an

open question. Social media can attract attention, but can it improve democracy? Policy

research can inform us how to use social media to manage effective and inclusive policy

agendas. So far, the relationship between online discussion and policy decision-making has

not had substantial input from policy scholars.

Agendas are artifacts – objects of social and historical interest – of both personal and

organizational life. They can keep one organized, set short and long-term priorities, set
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boundaries for what is “on” or “off” topic in a meeting or maintain focus in a discussion.

Setting an agenda can take on a variety of meanings. Celebrities set agendas by using their

fame to promote fashion trends, products, styles and even political candidates such as with

Marilyn Monroe singing “Happy Birthday” to the United States president (Wheeler 2013).

It can also refer to formal agendas at cabinet meetings or political retreats that contain

reviews of election promises made or not made (Blakeney and Borins 1998). Agenda setting

can be the process newspapers editors and television news producers use to determine

what among all possible public interest stories is actually important (McCombs 1992;

McCombs and Shaw 1972). Interest groups using their resources strategically to influence

public and therefore, political opinion are said to be doing so in order to “set the agenda”

(Knoke 1994; Ruiz 2014). Political representatives who want to gather support for their

initiatives by sharing important information are also engaged in a process of agenda setting

as they perform public speeches to set parameters for their decisions (Hajer 2010; Jones

and Baumgartner 2004). “Agenda setting” applies tangentially to the way social media

influences public opinion on policy issues; it makes sense to understand what its influence

entails and what they imply about public policy.

According to policy process theory, agenda setting is the first stage in how governments

make decisions and implement them (Brian W. Hogwood 1984; Nakamura 1987; Sabatier

2007). To Lasswell (1956), agenda setting involves an answer to the question: “how is

the information that comes to the attention of decision-makers gathered and processed?”

(pg. 2). The question could include queries about the role of scientific expertise, political

circumstances, capacity for government to deal with problems and whether any influential

champions are available to promote the cause. Unfortunately, real world policy development

rarely follows a linear process (Sabatier 2007). Policy agenda setting is not just information

gathering, but also an avenue to decide on a policy (Miller and McTavish 2013). More recent

views of agenda setting see it as a process where policy problems are identified, understood,

communicated and debated (Kingdon 2003; Sabatier 2007). These discussions suggest

that information is not simply “gathered and processed” but instead organically produced

through social interactions of people trying to cope with ambiguities in social, economic

and environmental issues. What does or does not capture attention of policymakers is

another essential component of the agenda setting process. On social media, these social
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interactions occur in a technologically-mediated environment, implying different kinds

of relationships, but ones that resemble more traditional interactions. On social media,

we still need to take social interactions seriously. Bond-forming relationships occur in

Bulletin Board Systems (BBSs), telephone conversations, discussion boards, online forums,

peer-to-peer communication, podcasting and blogging networks (McLuhan 1964; Pole 2010;

Rheingold 1993). In theory, these online social interactions span the globe and result

in kinship ties, support networks and unique online cultures despite an assumed lack of

physical contact (Aigrain 2012; Wellman and Gulia 1999).

A study of agenda setting that takes social interactions seriously must ask not only

how information comes to the attention of decision-makers, but also who produces the

information? For whom? Who receives the information? Who listens? In the online world,

who shares the information digitally and with whom? Social interactions, codified into

technological relationships that include email contact, “followers,” “friendships,” “likes,”

“retweets,” “views,” “links,” “email addresses” and so on are ways that citizens and public

officials can gather information. Tools that use these codified relationships – sites like

Twitter, Facebook and YouTube – are among the most popular on the internet (Alexa

2016). Share-ability of information means that not only friends, but also friends of friends

and friends of friends of friends matter to how information travels from ordinary citizens

to people with power and resources to do something about it. This collection of actors

mapped according to their relationships is called a network.

The term “network” implies a focus on relationships rather than social categories,

demographic traits or formal institutions (Wasserman and Faust 1994). As a metaphor,

“network” is quite separated from its use in net-making. Today, “network” is more abstract

suggesting a series of connections among people, computers, neurons or some other set

of interacting objects. As a result, it crosses disciplines from the physical, life and social

sciences to the humanities. Sometimes it is used to imply “complexity” itself (Hajer 2003).

Other times it is applied as a methodology for predicting outcomes in social relationships

(Knoke and Yang 2008; Prell 2011). There is no wonder why Dowding (1995) claimed that

networks “merely demonstrate [s/] what most of us would intuitively believe from more

casual, non-formal, observation” (pg. 89). However, the network metaphor has been able

to demonstrate how different relationship structures imply different social outcomes. The
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same group of actors can be observed in different ways by examining different kinds of

relationships, each of which comprises a separate network (Prell 2011).

2.1 Agenda Setting in Canadian Democracy

Civil interactions that form Canadian public policy often come from traditional authority

of the state. These include division of powers among the federal and provincial governments,

taxonomies of federal and provincial departments, rearrangements of ministries by practicing

governments, large-scale programs such as public health care and the system of laws

developed by parliament. The Prime Minister’s ability to form ad hoc cabinets to deal

with sensitive issues, appoint deputy ministers and make decisions in committee meetings

illustrates the power of the central office (Savoie 1999). The relationship between the British

crown and First Nations peoples predating Confederation is another tradition influencing

government decision-making, a theme covered in more detail in chapter 5. Durability –

time bias in Innis (2007) ‘s’ terms – is a feature of many of these institutions. However,

to look solely to historical explanations for government in some ways favours beliefs of

those for whom recorded history was created: namely public officials and decision-makers,

dominated by the legal system that ultimately composes government documents (Aucoin

1995a). It says much less about informal conversations of politicians and policy analysts

with individual interests, and the broader “crowd” for whom (or to whom) these artifacts

were created. For the most part, historical government documents imply that the agendas

created by government are rational: either in the sense that they were proposed because

they were likely to work, or that they were politically rational, meaning they get politicians

re-elected.

In societies where negotiation and compromise require a battle of ideas to shape public

perceptions, governments favour information-related instruments to legitimize choices rather

than applying more coercive instruments like taxes, legislation and military actions to force

policy directions (Hood 1990; Howlett, Ramesh, and Perl 1995). In theory, governments

use information to set boundaries among populations – to decide what problems are or are

not for government to solve, for example. In public discourse where boundaries of conduct

are not always clear, governments must think clearly about how they can govern a society:

when to use incentives or physical force, when to be “open” and when to keep information
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away from the public and so on (Dean 1999).

Public administration theory based on Max Weber’s view of the bureaucracy saw policy

agendas as a way of understanding and dealing with policy problems. The Weberian

model suggests that policy agendas come from government administration where roles are

assigned to public servants with expertise in dealing with policy problems (Weber 1946).

The primary tool for achieving expertise is the separation of tasks into navigable chunks,

and establishing routines to manage tasks. The response to fleeting public attention is

rationalization, especially through scientific knowledge to identify social priorities and

allocate appropriate resources (Blau and Meyer 1971). A portion of the government

agenda will be institutionalized through legislation, budgets and routines within the public

sector. Change happens incrementally as actors “muddle through” complex policy arenas

(Lindblom 1959, 1979). Even powerful elected governments with populist agendas will

find that public servants have ideas that can become a source for public policy if they

“are consistent with the broad outlines of government policy or that are in areas where

the government doesn’t have strong policy ideas” (Blakeney and Borins 1998, pg. 49).

In many cases, public servants are asked to present “the best” alternative for political

decision-makers to approve or reject rather than cataloguing a range of alternatives to

choose from (Öberg and Thelander 2015). Other scholars suggest that goals are more

likely to be defined by practices inside organizations rather than through elected official

direction (Peters 1992). Regardless of the process, few argue the bureaucracy plays no role

in building policy agendas, since institutions developed through bureaucracy are difficult

to destroy once established (Meyer 1990).

Behaviour inside the public service follows a “logic of appropriateness” established for

advancing individual achievement and merit (March and Olsen 1984; Savoie 2013). Inside

bureaucratic organizations, discipline is achieved through systems of social constraint and

reward, giving public servants varying levels of influence in what does or does not reach

the public agenda (Wilson 1991). Budgets define policy agendas according to available

resources and are a popular measure for how governments establish policy agendas (Jones

and Baumgartner 2005; Laumann and Knoke 1987; Stuart Neil Soroka 2002). Budgets

also heavily influence directions an organization take over a given year by connecting

anticipated costs to desired results, providing accountability for public funds (Simon 1957;
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Wildavsky 1978). However, systems of rules and conventions for public sector behaviour

are not readily available to media or public. Even when rules are made available they are

ignored by most of the population or poorly understood (Heclo 1977). This “government of

strangers” gives the bureaucracy power to influence the direction of policy despite efforts

by politicians and taxpayer’s associations to bring accountability to the population.

Systems of trust can influence which ideas find their way to the boardrooms of any

organization (Knoke 2012). When a public servant has a track record for achieving results,

she may find herself being handed increasingly large budgets to manage public affairs

compared to less experienced actors (Heclo 1974). Collective approval of colleagues afford

public leaders the authority to transfer challenging tasks on to others, with increased

assurance that tasks will be completed (Blau 1977). Other organizational actors influence

innovations by forgoing technical expertise to fill “structural holes” that connect influential

policy groups with each other, potentially producing new ideas that can ultimately influence

policy agendas (Burt 2009; Gailmard and Patty 2007). While formal organizations are

“goal-directed,boundary maintaining, activity systems,” public servants have power to work

within bureaucratic systems and influence agendas (Aldrich 1979; Laumann and Knoke

1987).

While this mechanism could be argued to be undemocratic, Canadian voters have

been happy to defer to the expertise of the public service provided that they avoid

scandal and elected officials maintain the power to direct policy in broad terms. After the

Quebec referendum, for instance, the Canadian Federal Sponsorship program established

by Chretien’s Liberal government was intended to promote federal support for industry

in Quebec. Despite a number of audits recommending changes to the way contracts and

tenders were offered to business, the program ran under public servant Chuck Guité for

seven years before Auditor General Sheila Fraser identified that nearly half the $250 million

of contracts were being given to Liberal-friendly marketing firms without services being

rendered. While it is possible to say that Fraser’s exposure of the the “sponsorship scandal”

proves that the checks and balances inside the Canadian governments work, many have

pointed to her public persona in the media as playing an important role in the establishment

of the Gomery Commission and getting accountability for public funds on the public agenda

in a way that previous Auditor Generals had not. The media attention on Fraser as a
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defender of the public purse gave the opposition Conservative party an opportunity to

establish themselves as defenders of the public purse also. Indeed, the first sentence of

the Conservative Party Platform was “the time for accountability has arrived” (Canada

2006). Also, Alfonso Gagliano, the Minister of Public Works at the time of the scandal

was accused of deliberate dishonesty in the Sponsorship scandal, was fired from his post as

Ambassador to Denmark by Paul Martin’s government and expelled from the Liberal Party

for life. Unlike his counter-parts in the public service, he has not faced any criminal charges

for the misplacement of funds. Public servants directed the agenda for the sponsorship

program for a number of years during the Chretien term in office without much concern by

the public after a number of audits showing its ineffectiveness. The program was suspended

in 2000 before Paul Martin entered office, but became an important part of Martin’s loss

to the Conservatives in the 2006. Public servants controlled the agenda for the sponsorship

program, and a public servant (the Auditor-General) brought the issue of public spending

to the public eye, many years after the problem was discovered. To a large extent, public

opinion was what drove the government to place accountability of public servants on the

policy agenda.

Organizations are unlikely to become interactive unless some threat to their reputation

occurs online (Coombs 2007). Waters and Williams (2011) ’s study of Twitter has confirmed

that organizations tend to interact through one-way communication as a way of informing or

educating the public rather than engaging communities through mentions. Some engagement

of the public did occur, however, suggesting that the lack of interaction could be due to lack

of training and expertise rather than a strategic decision to avoid two-way communication.

Lovejoy, Waters, and Saxton (2012) categorized organizational Twitter activities as including

as informational, engagement or involving calls for action. The majority (as many as 60%)

were informational, suggesting that organizational purpose remains a primary focus of

online activities.

2.2 The Media’s Role in Shaping Policy Agendas

In media research, “agenda setting” is a process for deciding on (and, in most cases agreeing

upon) topics of discussion in a political setting. Building an agenda involves influencing

others across geographical space. To many, agenda setting research involves examining
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the role that media plays in influencing the saliency of attitudes towards political issues

(McCombs and Shaw 1972). Many dispute the common belief that the media is directly

persuasive in shifting public opinion through propaganda, but believe instead that it

indirectly sways opinion by setting news stories in an assumed context (Kosicki 1993; Lewis

2001). Instead of “telling people what to think” news media began “telling them what

to think about” (Cohen 1963). As “gatekeepers” of policy information, the media have

been demonstrated to influence the public’s perception of what issues or are or are not

important at election time, for instance (Cook 1981). Part of this perception involves what

Lippmann (1946) called the “public agenda” that acknowledges that the total number of

issues that happen in the world is beyond the public’s direct experience. More practically,

the public agenda refers to what is important based on public opinion, usually understood

through opinion polls, public discussion and elections. More precisely, it refers to the social

problems, and to a lesser extent, potential policy alternatives that have captured public

attention and are topics of debate within public channels (Jones and Baumgartner 2004).

For this reason, the public needs news media to organize and prioritize the most important

issues for the public to know (McCombs, Danielian, and Wanta 1995). Governments, their

political opponents and interest groups interested in influencing government resources are

well advised to find favour among media, if only to ensure that the public is aware that a

social problem exists.

Connecting the role of media to policymaking has inspired a number of theories that

consider the role of public attention on social issues to be influential on government decision-

making. The issue-attention cycle proposed by Downs (1996) argues that media attention

on public issues is fleeting and goes through a cycle of awareness, alarmed discovery and

desire to resolve problems rapidly followed by awareness of costs associated with solving

the problem and eventual loss of interest. Events and issues that affect powerful minority

groups (numerical ones, not ethnic ones) will tend to cause the events to cause the cycle

process to develop (Downs 1996). Thus the issue-attention cycle proposes a political origin

for policy issues - the will of outside groups to periodically bring awareness of issues to the

broader society.

Kingdon and Thurber (1984) proposes that increased attention to public issues presents

a window of opportunity for policy makers to connect their proposed solutions to policy
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problems. In this view, problems, political resources and proposed solution exist in a

“primordial soup” awaiting the right context to turn into public policy. Policy change occurs

when multiple streams – of concern for problems, of imagining solutions or of bringing

together the right people – connect in ways that can drive change through the political

process.

The punctuated equilibrium model suggests that scarcity of attention is the source

for sudden shifts in policy directions. It affirms the constraints on policy change due to

organizational routines inside government, but argues it is the result of attention scarcity

and priority setting (Jones and Baumgartner 2005). This setting of priorities creates policy

“friction” whereby non-priority policy problems are ignored until exogenous circumstances

force renewed interest in the subject. Online media connects to punctuated equilibrium

theory because of such attention effects. If social media coordinates attention on policy

problems, it could be influential.

To Stuart Neil Soroka (2002), agenda setting “is the study of issue salience - the relative

importance of an issue on an actor’s agenda” (pg. 5). According to agenda setting theory,

an issue is “a social problem, often conflictual, that has received mass media coverage”

(Dearing and Rogers 1996 pg. 4 cited in Stuart Neil Soroka (2002) pg. 6) although Soroka

rightly points out that an issue does not require media attention to be important. Social

media coverage is a logical extension of the issue concept. Soroka categorizes issues into

three categories 1. Prominent issues like inflation that are based in real-world conditions

affecting the public, policy and media agendas. 2. Sensational issues that are led through

the media and 3. Governmental issues driven by the policy agenda of government. Saliency

is a measure of importance of an issue in a given time period usually measured by number

of articles, responses to “most important problem” question in public polling or discussion

in parliamentary debates (Stuart Neil Soroka 2002). Provided that it encompasses an

expanded understanding of media, public and policy agendas, Stuart N Soroka (2002)

shows that attention to public issues can inform the formation of policy provided that the

characteristics of an issue are taken into account.

Key to the agenda setting literature is the role of dramatic events (also called “focussing

events” or “exogenous shocks”) on coordinating attention to new social problems. For

Kingdon and Thurber (1984) and Birkland (1998) focussing events are windows of oppor-
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tunity for policymakers to expand the scope of public issues, propose solutions and attract

resources to organizations intent on dealing with the problems. Others argue that focussing

events destabilize networks, resulting in new power structures and coordinating ideas that

in turn influence policy (Sabatier 2006; Weible, Sabatier, and McQueen 2009). While

unpredictable events can create a sense of urgency, predictable events such as seasonal

gatherings or international meetings can also create an opportunity for groups to bring

new issues to the table (Howlett 1998).

Unfortunately, many attention-focussed models apply more effectively to the culture

and institutions of the United States then they do elsewhere (Brossard, Shanahan, and

McComas 2004; Howlett 1997). This does not mean that attention does not play a role in

agenda setting in Canada, but that agenda setting theory must take into account Canada’s

parliamentary government and poor-by-comparison national media infrastructure.

Media-focused agenda setting literature recognizes the role of news media as a ‘reality’

filter, structuring political discussion by framing it in a context or setting decided by news

editors (Lippmann 1946; Wolfe, Jones, and Baumgartner 2013). Media first play a role

in “priming” an agenda, meaning that they choose what information is accessible to the

broader public (Iyengar et al. 1984; Lenz 2005). They also play an important role in framing

discourse (Lasswell 1950). Depending on the wording of a story and what information is

available to public, a rebellion can be depicted either as a movement to liberate a country

from a tyrannical government or as a group of violent terrorists insistent on weakening and

destabilizing institutions.

Unfortunately, studies about media and public opinion often assume that the public’s

attention necessarily follows from media attention. Wolfe, Jones, and Baumgartner (2013)

point out that this view over-emphasizes the role of elections on the development of policy.

This trend characterizes a good amount of the literature on social media (see Boynton and

Richardson 2015; Skogerbø and Krumsvik 2015). The media play an important, but partial

role in the interaction of various systems that have influence in eventual policy decisions

(Jones and Baumgartner 2005). In one branch of the policy approach, deficits of attention

by policy actors result in some social problems taking precedence over others. In this case,

media attention can act more as an amplifier than a direct cause of policy change (Jones

and Wolfe 2010; Wolfe, Jones, and Baumgartner 2013). Media attention can also play a
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role in the speed of legislation being passed by government (Wolfe 2012). By establishing

correlations between media attention and public opinion, many political communication

studies miss the nuances that exist within the policy process. Good reasons can and do

exist in democratic societies to avoid public opinion in decision-making, for instance, when

the needs of the majority overwhelm those of a minority group. Governments also provide

the media with stories as a way to index social problems in the public sphere on policy

concerns that do not have wide public attention, such as sovereignty of Canada’s Northern

Territories (Jones and Wolfe 2010). In policy decision-making, “information does not flow

one way, as is the case for many public agenda setting studies, but in multiple directions

and with complex feedback into the system” (Wolfe, Jones, and Baumgartner 2013, pg.

177). Feedback can either be negative, where policy responses lead to diminishing attention

being applied to a policy problem, or positive where policy responses lead to increased

attention which in turn leads to more policy responses as has been shown to be the case

with responses to crime in the U.S. in the 1980s (Jones and Baumgartner 2005). Policy

agenda-setting is much more complex than many media studies assume it to be.

The media is influenced by technological change (Innis and Watson 1999; McLuhan

1964). The role of technological innovation on power structures through media is a major

theme in Canadian scholarship. Innis and Watson (1999) argued that communication media

technologies are “biased” either towards information “monopoly” or information “oligopoly”

based on their strength in traversing either time or space. His critique at the end of The

Bias of Communication calls for an emphasis on oral discussion because it

involves personal contact and a consideration for the feelings of others, and

in its sharp contrast with the cruelty of mechanized communication and the

tendencies which we have come to note in the modern world. (pg. 191)

Communication through technology, Innis argues, means that the publisher or producer of

media content dominates conversation. For instance, shifts in media format from newspaper

to radio to television created a political environment in Canada that placed much more

focus on political leaders than on policy issues (Soderlund et al. 1980). By the 1980 election,

political networks were “unable or unwilling to avoid presentation of material that can

be viewed as portraying leaders and parties favourably or unfavourably” (pg. 67). On the

other hand, Twitter and other social media feature forms of two-way communication that
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emulate oral discussion.

However, according to Norris (2000) the media broadcaster also “serves a civic forum

encouraging pluralistic debate about public affairs, as a watchdog against the abuse of

power, and as a mobilizing agent encouraging public learning and participation in the

political process” (pg. 12). To democratic theorists, the media plays a facilitation role as well

as an informative one. This is in contrast to state-controlled media that “reinforces state

control of the public by limiting information and, more generally, the public forum available

for discussion and deliberation” (Yoon and Boydstun 2014, pg. 209). Some users of social

media sites may be surprised to hear that online news contains both state-sanctioned and

democratic forms of media. Russia Today or RT, the most watched English-language news

source on YouTube, was founded as a state-sanctioned public relations tool for Vladimir

Putin’s Russian government, for instance (Yablokov 2015). The use of social media by

states to influence global opinion, while not new, has a diverse number of ways to spread

propaganda across national borders.

The production of newspapers, radio, television and the printing press all put considerable

power for structuring political discourse in the hands of the few. Social media, on the

other hand, allows regular citizens to produce, modify and collaborate through a variety

of channels. Early on, Rheingold (1993) believed that “access to alternative forms of

information and, most important, the power to reach others with your own alternatives

to the official view of events, are by their nature political phenomena,” placing increased

power in the hands of citizens (p. 268). As Shirky (2008) argues, with reduced costs of entry

into the political marketplace, digital technologies created an environment where people

can “organize without organizations” by utilizing informal network arrangements to achieve

social goals. Not only are websites easy to access, the infrastructures underlying those

websites are increasingly accessible to a larger group of individuals. Open source coding

languages, software libraries, data standards and communities provide considerable access

to the main components for a digital start-up. Entrepreneurs such as Mark Zuckerberg

(founder of Facebook), Biz Stone (co-founder of Twitter) and Chad Hurley (founder of

YouTube) started their work at fairly young ages with relatively small budgets. The power

of social media has also been given greater legitimacy due to its relatively rapid adoption by

traditional media (Neuman 2010; Schlosberg and Collins 2014). The current reality of social
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media is one where traditional media organizations act in concert with virtual communities

of activists and amateur problem solvers. To Chadwick (2011) this combination creates a

“hybridized” news cycle that is influential in orchestrating power dynamics in the political

world. It not media alone that shapes power, but instead professional journalists interacting

with politicians, pundits, and citizens not only through television and newspapers, but

also with their own blogs and social media accounts. This leads us to examine political life

beyond the organizational confines of media towards a broader understanding of “chattering

classes” and how they shape policy-relevant information.

Examples of social and traditional media engaged in altering political opinion have been

numerous. The interaction of media and the social media was evident during the Egypt

protests in Tafhir Square. The interaction of satellite television, especially Al Jazeera,

with on-the-ground sharing of photos on social media placed the issue of poverty and

authoritarian state control onto the global public agenda (Nisbet and Myers 2010; Tufekci

and Wilson 2012). In the California “Proposition 8” referendum that sought to define

marriage as a union between a man and a women (thus negating the possibility of same-sex

marriages) found mainstream media coverage before the election continued on social media

channels afterwards, leading to an eventual Supreme Court decision that would favour the

same-sex marriage rights of LGBT people (Ben Sayre and Shah 2010). The public discusses

articles from the media, while journalists exchange stories and ideas across social networks.

2.3 Technology and Its Influence on Canadian Government

By the 1970s, the power of rationalization and bureaucratic control by the public service

found strong enemies in the political sphere who felt that government was a barrier to

economic growth (Aucoin 1995a; Hood 1990; Osborne 2006). For instance, Bennis argued

that in organizations, “democracy is inevitable” because it “becomes a functional necessity

whenever a social system is competing for survival under conditions of chronic change”

(pg. 19). The main changes called for 1) increased efficiency of services through market-

oriented policies and management techniques developed in the private sector and 2) greater

collaboration across government departments by “letting the managers manage.” This

view included a perception that when bureaucracies have considerable power, they prefer

the status quo and become a barrier to change, a view challenged by those who had
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studied public organizations more closely [Meier and O’Toole (2008); Wildavsky (2003);

Wildavsky (1978);]. In anglo-american countries like the United States, United Kingdom

and Canada, the move away from public administration was codified into a program called

the “New Public Management” (NPM) (Aucoin 1995b; Hood 1991; Osborne 2010). The

NPM, influential in Anglo-American countries such as Australia, New Zealand and the

United Kingdom, called for increased outsourcing and privatization of public services while

calling for public servants to apply the management and leadership techniques of the

private sector to implement what remained (Aucoin 1995a; Hood 1991; Savoie 1999, 2003).

The result was not so much a shift to more democratized decision-making, but instead

a change in the service relationship to “customers” and “clients” from “citizens.” While

the move to internal democratizing of decision-making for efficiency may have occurred,

the public-private relationship was instead less inclusive and more focussed on market-like

allocation of resources (Pierre 1995). For Canada this lead to an expansion of the role

central agencies like the Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS) and the Privy Council Office

(PCO) and more managers with roles that crossed the various ministries. While the long-run

benefits of this approach have been relatively uncertain, one side effect of the New Public

Management approach in Canada is that agenda-setting power in government became

increasingly centralized away from the departments and constituency offices and towards

the “court government” consisting of the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO) and its most

trusted central agencies (Savoie 1999). That Deputy ministers, the administrative heads

of Canadian government departments, are appointed by the Prime Minister only further

ensures that the PMO gains influence over the bureaucracy in departments (Aucoin 2006;

Bourgault and Dunn 2014). In short, while the NPM approach sought to place more power

in the hands of the citizen, it instead gave increased power to the Prime Minister’s Office

over departmental jurisdictions.

The use of information technology to improve government services or “e-government”

became one spin-off of NPM. E-government is the use of information technology to

improve activities in government, especially services and programs. The short-run gains

from e-government may have been lost due to a failure of the public sector to gain the

necessary expertise in technologically dominated environments. On the one hand, the

security orientation of government clashed with more user-friendly values of the silicon
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valley, creating pressure for technologies to adjust to the complex needs of government

organizational relationships (Fountain 2001; Yildiz 2007). Maintaining a separation of

systems in the context of distributed authority requires not only IT expertise, but also

awareness of institutional arrangements. The main response by governments has been

to outsource the function to vendors (Howlett and Migone 2013). However, pressures to

ensure that e-government practices increase efficiency combined with the vendors interest

in gaining a profit have been a constraint on the success of these contracts (Allen et al.

2001). Nonetheless, the inclusion of IT to the organizational dynamic amplifies the reliance

of political actors on the skills of their public servants in determining what is or is not

possible when it comes to proposing public policy. Meanwhile, the influence of both the

NPM and new technologies on the public service has placed pressure on the anonymity

of public servants inside a 24-hour social rapid-fire media environment (Kernaghan 2014;

Savoie 2013). Public servants today face rapidly expanding citizen demands and more

complex environments on which to meet those demands. Public sector reform in many

ways has turned into a constant.

With the introduction of new technologies public servants became more visible to the

media, public and other political jurisdictions (Aucoin 1995b; Savoie 2003), a greater need

for control by the executive was required to direct policy. Aucoin (2012) argues that a shift

towards a “New Political Governance” (NPG) catalyzed in Canada after a succession of

minority governments beginning with the Paul Martin liberals in 2004. In broad terms,

NPG is an extension of the NPM that looked to non-governmental organizations for the

implementation of policy. The movement was characterised by a number of reforms including

an increase in funding to non-profit organizations and voluntary sector organizations and

an expansion of charitable status reforms (Smith 2005). Under NPG public servants would

be expected to become politically loyal to the governments of the day (Aucoin 2012;

Osborne 2010). This “promiscuous partisanship” has in many ways eroded the power of

the House of Commons as representative of the voting public and increased the power to

govern in the hands of the Prime Minister as evidenced by Steven Harper’s near unilateral

decision to prorogue parliament in 2008 to avoid a non-confidence vote and again in 2009

alleged (by the opposition) to avoid accountability for a scandal related to Afghanistan War

detainees. Smith (2009) argues that the reason for this approach was a desire to include
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an element of democratic populism in the Canadian government, something she argues

was misguided. On the other hand, Cameron (2009) correctly predicted that “the system

worked” - the opposition was able to force the government into correcting its approach and

be held accountable. The introduction of this populist approach has created a paradox of a

less-anonymous public service, but one that is also constrained in terms of what it can say

in media channels online or otherwise.

Expanding the ideas of openness and transparency to the way people connect through

the Internet (also called “the social web”)" sparked a more recent development called “open

government” or “government 2.0” (Chun et al. 2010; Dunleavy et al. 2006; Eaves 2010;

Eggers 2007; Tapscott, Williams, and Herman 2007). In all of these cases, the use of social

data collected from Internet sources has become paramount to government’s understanding

of social relationships and the risks and opportunities that come from an increasingly

networked world. At the organizational level, new technologies have been argued to permit

increased collaboration across government departments, increasing the awareness of the

scope of impacts of policy decisions across specialized policy areas (Hood 1990; Hood and

Margetts 2007). These new uses of technology have raised questions in government of both

the governance “of” technology and governance “with” technology (6 2001). Social media

engagement under this paradigm is attractive because sharing information and building

trust is less coercive than regulation and enforcement. On the other hand, while the costs

related with implementing technology are relatively inexpensive, the costs of managing and

maintaining technology can outmode the savings over the long-term (Mayer-Schönberger

and Lazer 2007).

Empirical studies of governments using social media data for public governance is

extensive and growing. An examination of social presence by a politician demonstrated

that people who communicated with a politician through Twitter tended to have a stronger

affiliation for the candidate and was therefore more likely to vote for him or her (Lee and

Jang 2011). Political actors therefore have an empirically backed interest in engaging the

public through such social network sites as Twitter and YouTube. Meanwhile, the size

of an individual’s social networks both online and off has been shown to have a positive

affect on civic engagement, with “weak ties” (emotionally non-intense and informational)

increasing public perception of political candidates (Zúñiga and Valenzuela 2011). Parallel
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to potential of participatory forms of governance are increasing calls for “data-driven”

government, or government that uses the mass amounts of behavioural data included

on social media and other sources to better evaluate existing policy and to more closely

monitor policy implementation. The perceptions of Chief Administrative Officers of U.S.

open government initiatives at the municipal level are positive, provided that they are

approached in incremental ways taking best practices from other jurisdictions into account

(Ganapati and Reddick 2014). This development has been duplicated to some degree in

Canadian municipalities. The Canadian federal government engaged in a consultation for

a “Government 2.0 Action Plan” for 2014-16 to follow the lead of its neighbour to the

south, including the development of an @canada Twitter account for public messaging

(Government of Canada 2014). However, this development received negative media attention

as journalists discovered that a tweet required a 12-step approval process before being

published (Press 2014).

Noordegraaf (2015) identifies three pressures on public managers associated with social

media like Twitter. First, citizens can coordinate resistance to policies by activating

groups and/or informally building support for critiques of evidence-based policies such as

vaccine campaigns or anti-smoking regulations. Second, groups can engage in self-interested

behaviours that place risks on existing institutions..1 Technology-savvy individuals can

identify and exploit digital loopholes to undermine a well-regulated industry. Finally, public

managers face a reputation risk when letters, emails or online activities are exposed to the

online public, undermining authority and trust of public institutions.

“Mediatization” of online information factors into policy discussion as information

provided in one format can be taken out of context when presented in another (Hajer

2010). Political actors will use this information strategically to undermine government

agendas. Current approaches by public servants in dealing with these issues have included a

decentralization of communications in various departments, increased social media training,

redefinition of terms to include digital forms, but continuing to provide a non-personal

approach focussed on providing information to media and citizens (David 2013; Deschamps

and McNutt 2014; Meijer and Bolívar 2016; Meijer and Thaens 2013). In short, the approach

does not stray from the traditional bureaucratic approach, although the potential of social
1This pressure is also called the “Uber” effect after a popular online transportation-coordination website

argued to undermine the typically more strongly regulated taxi industry see Rogers (2015); Cramer and
Krueger (2015)
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media has up to now been praised (with caveats) in public sector trade magazines (see

Cole 2009).

Noveck (2010) believes collaborative governance labs (also called “Living Labs”) are a

way for governments can encourage participation by the public in government decision

making. The GovLab is one example. With a goal “to strengthen the ability of institutions –

including but not limited to governments – and people to work more openly, collaboratively,

effectively and legitimately to make better decisions and solve public problems,” the

GovLab represents a process through technology to identify and address public problems

from outside government. Through GovLab, informal groups of individuals are tasked to

define, prototype, test and complete policy projects determined collaboratively through a

combination of informal meetings, Internet communication and collaborative web spaces.

The governments’ role is less about establishing priorities for policy action, but instead to

provide resources that enable citizens to address the problems on their own. For example,

the OrgPedia project seeks to develop a process for “combining open government data,

such as regulatory filings, with open private data, such as NGO reports, and crowdsourced

data gathered from individuals about companies” (GovLab 2016). Unlike the establishment

of policy agendas through the bureaucracy, the purpose of these labs is to place government

in an arms length relationships with citizens tasked to address the problems in networked

relationships.

2.4 Public Discourse, Social Activism and Agenda Setting

In Canada, research dedicated to distinctions between open and amorphous “issue net-

works” and closed and exclusive policy communities has been influential in describing

the role of relationships in decision making (Coleman and Skogstad 1990; Smith 2005).

Communication exchange is a tool for policy advocates to find others with similar patterns

of belief about a policy field. These core beliefs or “belief systems” form over time due to

combinations of “complex communications and mutual predictability, both shared by a

shared attitude space” (Erickson 1982, pg. 172) . These communications form in various

network structures including cliques, strongly connected network components and other

complex trust relationships developed over time. Policy change occurs within subsystems,

it is hypothesized, when network actors in the dominant group cede their policy positions
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to new realities and new core beliefs emerge in the policy field (Sabatier 2007). Changes to

these patterns occur after some dramatic or “focusing” event causes groups to re-think their

policy positions, possibly destabilizing the coalition that has formed over time. The reason

why such patterns of behaviour matter has much to do with the desire of governments to

be able to package policies in such a way that they will be appealing to the public (Smith

2005). Knowing when the tide has changed on certain values and approaches can be an

essential component to policy success and political re-electability.

As the power to influence policy agendas occurs inside the walls of government buildings,

so does the political process influence policy. Seen in this context, governments are complex

systems in an environment of complex systems – coping with the dynamics of political

change as well as structuring it. Thus, the decision not to place something on the policy

agenda has implications for Canadian social life in the same way that inclusion does

(Atkinson and Coleman 1989).

While public opinion plays an essential role in the agenda setting process, decisions can

be influenced by competing interests from industry actors, local and provincial governments,

and, in a minority government scenario, the interests of opposing parties (Eissler, Russell,

and Jones 2014; Jones and Baumgartner 2004; Stone 1989). As stated earlier, the public

agenda refers broadly to what is important based on public opinion usually represented by

opinion polls and public discussion. However, just because a problem or idea has captured

public attention does not necessarily mean that it will find its way to the meetings rooms

of government actors (Boulus, Dowding, and Pietsch 2013). Instead, ideas and problems

are contested in the public sphere, through normative claims about what is true, what is

important, what is optimal, and what diverse groups with varied interests understand –

what Habermas (1984) calls “argumentation.”

Because discourse happens through communications from person to person, networks are

way to observe political activism in action. Policy network theory borrows from a literature

about the role of social cohesion in economic and social well-being, commonly called “social

capital” (Bourdieu 2011; Coleman 2000; Putnam 2001). While it covers a range of social

mechanisms, social capital is a society’s capacity to coordinate themselves toward common

goals, without incurring costs associated with such things as market failures, transaction

costs and lack of knowledge (North 1990; Ostrom 2000). Derived from traditional definitions
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of capital as an “investment of resources with expected returns in the marketplace” social

capital implies that firms and governments can invest in social relationships to advance

overall well being (Lin 2001, pg. 3). The way this process works is diverse. According to

Ostrom (2000) :

Agreements can be based on mutual learning about how to work better together.

They can be based on one person agreeing to follow someone else’s commands

regarding this activity. Or, they can be based on the evolution or construction

of a set of norms or rules that defines how this activity can be carried out

repeatedly over time and how commitments will be monitored and sanctions

imposed for nonperformance. (pg. 176)

Social capital refers to social arrangements that social groups can use to achieve beneficial

group results. When Ostrom wrote the paper, she noted some challenges with observing

social capital, for example, the difficulty of articulating notions of “common understanding”

and how social capital is “not easy to see and measure” (pg. 179). Network models including

those from DeGroot (1974), Granovetter (1973), Coleman (2000) and Lin, Fu, and Hsung

(2001) had already been used to operationalize learning, compliance and social obligation

relationships, but the approaches gained in popularity during the 1990s when the idea of a

network became common place with the introduction of the Internet (see Freeman, White,

and Romney 1992). Nonetheless, a healthy society emerging from trust relationships is

central to effective policy agenda setting and bears further scrutiny.

To its originator, Pierre Bourdieu, social capital refers to the benefits that society gains

through social obligations based on “a durable network of more or less institutionalized

relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition” (Bourdieu 2011, pg. 248). Members

of social groups profit by increasing the membership of the group, although group solidary

does not always occur consciously. Members lose when they fail to meet obligations or

go against social wishes and thus lose connections with others. The skill of building and

maintaining connections, then provides a source of nobility for those who possess it. Those

with this skill may “speak on behalf of the whole group, represent the whole group, and

exercise authority in the name of the whole group” (252). The durability of capital echoes

Harold Innis’s durability of time-spaced communication inside a space-based media.

Social capital gains can be made through support networks (Wellman and Wortley 1990).
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Rather than using social organization to constrain self-interest, social support mechanisms

use access to community networks to find resources, access information, increase motivation,

and reduce uncertainty. For instance, a study of men with AIDS in the 1990s demonstrated

the advantages of reciprocated support on the psychological well-being of people dealing

with a life-threatening disease (Hays et al. 1995). While professional care workers increased

informational support, it was the opportunities for men to participate in a mutual sharing

of emotional and informational support that best provided social well-being. The benefits

of social support on emotional and mental well-being have been extended to a range of

community services including restorative justice conferencing, community health initiatives

and crime prevention programs. The assumption is that communities are happier when

they are able to work ‘with’ community groups, professional organizations and government

institutions rather than having programs providing ‘for’ them or instructions being given

‘to’ them. In policy circles those who already have social support are less inclined to accept

support mechanisms from their institutions, while those without require them, increasing

inequality.

Social capital is a foundational element to understanding the interface between the

online public and government agenda-setting in Canada because it explains the benefits

of approaching agenda-setting through online networks rather than the formal machinery

related to government. It highlights an assumption about network models. While online

social networks like LinkedIn and Twitter have been suggested to be effective at managing

social capital through weak tie relationships (Vickey 2011), it is too blunt an instrument

to apply directly to online social networks without forethought. For instance, it is unclear

whether learning, obligation, support or some other mechanism applies to an online social

network in the same way that it does for local markets, geographic communities or other

civic categories. Online social networks facilitate “connection” but the nature and extent

that those connections can be converted into capital is an open question. Looking at online

media as an information production and consumption activity draws upon Bourdieu (1998)

’s ideas about Habitus that profess behaviour and structure interact to produce predictable

social outcomes (Couldry 2012; Park, Song, and Lee 2014). Bourdieu uses the term “field”

to suggest an artifice of social rewards and punishments (much like a sports field) and

“habitus” to describe the way people develop a “’feel’ for the game and the stakes, which
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implies both the inclination and the capacity to play the game, to take an interest in the

game, to be taken up, taken in by the game” (Bourdieu 1998). Twitter’s system of finding

followers, attracting attention and influencing people appears very much like Bourdieu’s

“game” as is the “game” of finding your policy ideas on the agendas of various governments

which will be the focus of the next section.

Social capital approaches to agenda setting most commonly relate to policy that has

a community component. Water policy is an important example. In Walkerton, Ontario,

the water supply was contaminated with e. coli bacteria due to heavy rainfall and the

run-off from agricultural fields that had been fertilized with manure (Parkes et al. 2010;

Shrubsole 2004). The main deficiency found from later assessments was a lack of integration

among various stakeholder groups, including municipal actors, land-use partners, weather

specialists and the public. It was also assessed that scientific certainty would not be a

requirement for action where public health was at risk. Instead a planning framework

that emphasized risk assessment, public transparency and a participatory approach to the

governance of water systems was implemented to replace the more science-based approaches

of the past (Shrubsole 2004). Thus, close-knit networks of community, professional and

organizational stakeholders lie at the heart of much water policy in Canada. Agendas,

therefore, are highly dependent on the interactions of interest groups that possess different

levels of interest and power within the policy field.

2.5 The Network society

The introduction of information technologies have given citizens unprecedented access not

only to the world’s information, but also to a variety of perspectives in a global scope.

Castells (1999) has argued that new technologies form a crisis of democracy, caused by a

new informational politics that has developed after the introduction of the Internet. Some

scholars such as Hindman (2008) suggest that this new environment enables powerful elites

to dominate political discourse because they own the main sources of media attention.

However, Castells reminds us that, at the local level, individual actors can and do use the

two-way communication structures of the Internet to repurpose media messaging towards

their own interests. They do this by reframing a media story, sharing with political allies

for collective scrutiny, or simply misappropriating the message (applying the “usual frauds
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of language” in Durham’s terms) to serve interests and agendas more relevant to the social

group. At least in the 90s, the empirical record continues to show that public opinion does

not follow with media opinion or even Twitter opinion (Andreas Jungherr 2015; Mitchell

and Hitlin 2013). On the other hand, Castells believes that media is the space of politics:

without an active presence in the media, political proposals or candidates do

not stand a chance of gathering broad support. (. . . ) Politics is fundamentally

framed, in its substance, organization, process, and leadership, by the inherent

logic of the media system, particularly by the new electronic media" (pg. 375).

The political crisis Castells describes is that political power is no longer structured

geographically through nation-states, but through network structures that produce a

different kind of social geography - one that is part of the information flow (for example,

urban centres with large populations and access to information resources) and those that

are not (a social space Castells called the “fourth world”) (Castells 1998, 1999, 2004). The

network society thesis suggest that agenda setting occurs not only within the bureaucracy,

but also from global networks with their own broad agendas of hegemony and resistance.

For online social activists this represents a double sword. On the one hand, activists can

access a global network of actors that can influence national policies (Keck, Sikkink, and

Sikkink 1998; Stone 2004, 2008). On the other, more established global networks can

derail more local movements to achieve broader goals. These relationships occur through

informal communications rather than structured organizations (Shipunova, Timermanis,

and Evseeva 2014). Despite their informality, they have the ability to disrupt existing

state and community institutions by confusing moral principles with pragmatic actions to

address them.

This view contrasts the more traditional view that policy ideas come more from national

origins. Campbell (2014) argue that policy ideas come from “knowledge regimes” that can

form from the exchange of ideas or past policy depending on what institutions carry the

most power inside the nation-state. For example, the United States political environment

is characterised by heavy partisanship and involvement by business organizations and

privately-funded think tanks. France, by contrast has tradition of Dirigisme or state control

in economic and social welfare and therefore greater influence of public institutions in

policy decision-making. Think tanks in France are heavily influenced by public institutions.
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Social media has enabled groups to access a global stage. As prominent world events

such as the September 11th attacks on the United States, wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya

and Syria, the 2009 “great recession” and other large scale mass protests have at least

drawn attention to public frustrations over government actions or inactions in the face of

social problems. For instance, the release of diplomatic cables through Wikileaks has been

credited for showing evidence of incompetence and corruption by the Tunisian government

across international boundaries, sparking the “Jasmine Revolution.” This belief must be

measured by the coincidental decrease in the worldwide food supply caused by diversion of

food lands for bio-fuels. In 2011, the Canadian federal election also found itself on a global

stage as Canadians’ consistent tweeting made the topic the “second most popular topic on

Twitter worldwide” (Christopher Waddell 2014; News 2011).

2.6 The Theoretic Path Forward

This review has offered examples of how agendas are managed and/or influenced. In

the next chapter, the influence of Twitter on political behaviour will be examined more

closely. At this stage, we can identity some themes useful policy agenda setting. First, the

public service influences decision-making based on their expertise and internal knowledge-

sharing. Organizations inside government or closely associated with government form the

basis for many policy ideas. However, policy agendas form based on what captures the

attention of policymakers. Often shifts in media attention or public opinion will play a

role in what problems governments will consider for policy responses. What influences

public opinion is different from what influences policy action. On the other hand, not all

voices are equal in politics and the capacity to control or catalyse the spread of a policy

message or frame has an effect on policy decisions (Rose and Baumgartner 2013). Media,

politicians, organizations, celebrities and activists are all potential influencers of what

messages spread and how. Third, information communication technologies like social media

have the potential to democratise decision-making, but also to increase state control of

large populations (Papacharissi 2015). The Canadian government’s approach so far has

been to use it to improve efficiency, using social media primarily to share information

with the public. Some political sciences have suggested the expansion of communications

has increased public distrust of the government. Finally, events – particularly dramatic or
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“focussing events” influence the way that people think about policy. On social media, the

potential of an event expanding public focus increases because information spreads quickly.

For this reason, studying how a public reacts when something happens is more important

than basic opinion polling.

Organizations, including quasi-organizational groups that form online may be an impor-

tant way that Twitter users come to raise issues on the policy agenda. Interest networks

- small groups of informed amateurs with sufficient attention over time to curate and

collate an understanding of policy within network structures - are perhaps one way that

policy ideas meet political power. Castel’s network society implies that policy frames are

constructed by a flow of information beset by dominant global cultures - possibly following

the thesis by Grant (1969?) that Canada is a “branch state” for the United States. A

subset of this view is that Twitter is composed of online activists in a constant battle with

the state, using their anonymity to speak truths otherwise unspoken for fear of retribution

by the state or otherwise. The online group Anonymous, is one example of this sort of

group. The problem is that many of these hypotheses are stated without being tested. The

next chapter will describe Twitter as a source of policy ideas and provide a framework for

which these hypotheses can be tested in a systematic fashion.
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Chapter 3

Twitter as Agenda Setting Tool

Twitter is a micro-blogging tool, organized like a blog but with short messages instead

of long form writing as its main content (Java et al. 2007). According to Murthy (2012),

microblogs offer a service where “1) users have a public profile in which they broadcast

short public messages or updates whether they are directed to specific user(s) or not, (2)

messages become publicly aggregated together across users, and (3) users can decide whose

messages they wish to receive, but not necessarily who receives their messages; this is in

distinction to most social networks where following each other is bi-directional (i.e. mutual)”

(pg. 1061). Because it provides a quick way to share information, citizens have been able

to use Twitter to provide first-hand accounts of important events. In Murthy (2012) words,

Twitter provides a space where “’ordinary’ people in ordinary social networks (as opposed

to professional journalists) can create user-generated ‘news’ (in a broadly defined sense)”

(pg. 1061). Without a formally defined editing and publishing process, ordinary people

spread news across the Internet quickly and without warning. This speed of reaction gives

it power to capture attention and set public agendas. Examples of blogs being used to

set public agendas are common. Images shared about the September 11 attacks and 2004

South East Asia Tsunamis have provided the public with emotional accounts influencing

outpours of generosity and calls that the events do not happen again. Twitter was useful

in spreading the word about the 2008 Mumbai bomb blast (Dolnick 2008; Murthy 2011)

the Egyptian “Arab Spring” revolutions (Gerbaudo 2012; Overbey et al. 2013; Overbey,

Paribello, and Jackson 2013; Zuckerman 2014), cross-North American Occupy Wall Street

protests, Montreal protests by students over tuition increases, and riots in London England.
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Hashtags are a popular way to coordinate policy discussions on Twitter. Including an

octothorp (“#”) in front of a word indicates that whatever word is used is the subject of

the post. Twitter automatically creates a link on that word, so when clicked, it shows all

the available posts on that particular topic beginning with the most recent, or based on

popularity as defined by Twitter’s “top tweets” algorithm. According to Couldry (2012),

hashtags provide a process where “groups can cohere” around a subject of commentary

and “this becomes a form of presencing for groups without previous identity or symbolic

capital” (pg. 41). This means that groups can coalesce on a subject area similar to the way

smokers may coalesce based on their common habit, except without the shared history

and symbolism of smoking. In theory, what previously was established by group identity

could be replaced by a technologically mediated descriptor. For instance, White, Castleden,

and Gruzd (2014) have suggested that environment activists use Twitter to establish a

“Green Virtual Sphere” where environmental groups could share common ideas about the

importance of the environment as a public issue. #cdnpoli is a popular hashtag for people

interested in Canadian politics, and the people who use the hashtag form a loose community

of political junkies.

Twitter began as a way of combining the efficiency of a blog with the brevity of text

messaging, a “sort of adrenalized Facebook with friends communicating with friends in

short bursts” (Hagan 2011, pg. 1). Its architecture was even more influential. By making a

social network that could be used on different platforms, including mobile phones, social

messaging services (SMS) and email, Twitter filled a niche that other services could not.

Twitter architecture also conformed to Web 2.0 principles, particularly that the Web could

be used as an operating system similar to the way people use Windows or OSX. They

called this “web as platform” (O’reilly 2007). Twitter took “web as platform,” further than

other services such as Facebook and MySpace had by developing a service that could grow

organically as a “multipurpose tool upon which apps could be built” (Van Dijck 2013,

pg. 70). Doing so, Twitter became “an autonomous brand, unconnected to one specific

tool, one specific country, or one specific paired service” (Ibid. pp. 70-71). Friends could

communicate with local followers about their day, but also transfer information around the

globe, before media agencies could release it to press. Twitter’s design was flexible enough

to take “thick” (detailed, long-lasting and emotionally sophisticated) discussion of social
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issues offline and expose them to more “thin” (general, fleeting and emotionally distant)

discussion of online communities (Zuckerman 2014).

Since about 2008, most social media services changed from community building tools to

systems that extract data from users to better target advertisements and earn revenue.

According to Van Dijck (2013), this was achieved on Twitter by shifting focus from

community-oriented activity to “monetizing connectivity by maximizing lucrative data

traffic between people, things and ideas” (pg. 200). Since then, users battled their desires to

maintain different personae for work, friendships and political activity, against requirements

for stable identities imposed by social media services looking to better target ads for paying

clients. The potential to observe discussion during political events and analyse motivations

for participation in real time has been a benefit to researchers (Ems 2014). It is also

important for long-run interactions. Twitter provides an international audience a window

on the ideas and observations of people many miles away. For example, during G-20 protests,

supporters were able to see images and opinions provided by those at the protests (Ems

2014).

3.1 Establishing a Twitter Identity

While Twitter permits anonymous use, users provide identification to produce an account.

Required information includes a “screen name” that uniquely identifies a user, and although

it is not publicly accessible to anyone beyond Twitter, an email address. This serves two

purposes. First, Twitter needs some form of identity to provide sanctions if its terms of

service are violated, and second, screen names are the main way that users interact with

each other. A commenter addresses a person directly by placing an @ sign in front of her

user name. Through the individual user, social media becomes an exercise not only in

self-presentation, but also in the presentation of others. Maintaining this personae requires

routine use (Murthy 2012). Otherwise, no rewards exist for pointing out the wisdom of

others.

Identity on Twitter differs from in-person behaviour due to anonymous or pseudonymous

accounts. Twitter has been criticised for being too lenient on “trolls” who spread abuse, hate,

and racism on the channels, usually anonymously to avoid social repercussions (Fitzpatrick

2016; Stein 2016). This anonymity on the internet is seen as a form of cowardice, as Megan
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Koester has said in an interview with Stein (2016), “The Internet is the realm of the coward.

These are people who are all sound and no fury.” Anonymity also provides an element of

parrhesia – the ability to speak freely and honestly without holding back. The anonymous

person on the Internet is able to speak about social problems with less fear than if she

was in a public forum. Speaking primarily about blogs, Crampton (2003) suggests that

parrhesia has two effects for digital communication.

On the one hand, if the “powers” of cyberspace (the sovereigns) are wise and

cooperative, they will allow people to speak and public freely, to let all speak,

not just an elite, and to govern with a light hand. On the other hand, it

reinforces the powers that be, encourages the stability of power, and legitimizes

the ruler-ruled relationship. (pg. 108)

Citing Foucault’s understanding of the relationships inside a power dynamic, Crampton

suggests that Tweeting anonymously is the effort of the powerless. Those who are in power

have much less need for tools for speaking frankly.

By constructing online identities, Twitter users create what Bourdieu (1984) calls

“symbolic capital” or the production of material benefits through the assertion of social

status. The rules for accumulating benefits are based in symbolic power or the construction

of social order through general principles of appropriateness or social endorsements (Couldry

2012; Lane 2000). For instance, in the online world posting a selfie with a celebrity might

suggest greater social status online than receiving an autograph and perhaps affords the

poster increased followers.

Assuming access to an Internet connection (something which over 85% of Canadians

are said to have), it only takes short bursts of time and basic literacy to open a Twitter

account and spread information. On the other hand, access to a large following of Twitter

users requires forms of social and symbolic capital that are more difficult to acquire.

Guibernau I Berduin (2013) raised concerns about social media as a means of bringing

about social change:

Much has been said about the role of Facebook, Twitter and the internet in

spreading protest messages, images and news. Still I find it extraordinary that

thousands of people can be mobilized by strangers: people they have never met
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or heard of; people who may be using a fake identity; people whose intentions

and credibility have not been checked; people who, in some cases, are now

being portrayed as ‘heroes’ but who tomorrow may be turned into ‘villains,’

depending on how things evolve. (pg. 102)

This ‘extraordinary’ness, according to Guibernau comes from “the belief – conscious or

not – that they belong to some kind of community of equals, people who can be trusted,

good ordinary people acting within a novel environment free from the constraints of the

media and other interested parties’ (pg. 103). So, symbolic power on social media like

Twitter comes partly from the illusory notion that interactions on social media are free

from the oversight of first, those with opposing (perhaps “oppressive”) views and second,

from traditional forms of power such as the media and government departments. In reality,

online social groups can be detected by examining social networks structures (Adamic and

Glance 2005; Amaç Herdagdelen and Bar-Yam 2013).

3.2 Twitter as News Beat:

Content on Twitter puts the most recent information at the top of the users feed, while

older information gets pushed down. Accessing retrospective tweets is possible, but not

easy. Twitter is a service focused on showing users what is happening in the present. This

connection of Twitter to public attention aligns it with agenda setting theories mentioned

in the previous chapter. Twitter “trends” show what topics are popular at a given moment.

Who one interacts with will be influenced by who is available for conversation at any

given time. Conversations that carry beyond these time periods will be less common.

From a theoretical perspective, this means that measures of information flows across time

and space are increasingly important (Boyd 2010; Castells 2010). Conceptualizing online

communications as something that is inherently unstable and constantly changing poses

a problem for scholars who wish to use traditional quantitative methods to analyze the

online environment. Early forms of network analysis with their assumptions about stability

are insufficient for such analyses.

Since Twitter is a tool to capture the immediate attention of its users, events play a role

in disseminating information across networks (Merry 2013). Politicians on Twitter have a

tendency to follow attributes similar to other celebrities, engaging in a form of “performed
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connectivity” by showing both the personal and professional side of public life (Ekman and

Widholm 2014; Marsh, Hart, and Tindall 2010; Wheeler 2013). For instance, they spend

more time broadcasting themselves compared to ordinary citizens and they tend to follow

fewer people than they have followers (Grant, Moon, and Busby Grant 2010). Derived from

the “renewed focus on leadership” politicians have had to find “new ways to reconnect

with the public” and with varying degrees of success have done so by aligning themselves

with celebrity (Wheeler 2013). In the U.S., Barack Obama, Sarah Palin and Donald Trump

exemplify this trend. Similar examples can be found in Canada. At the municipal level,

Rob Ford in Toronto and Naheed Nenshi in Calgary have found themselves immersed in

public spectacles through memes, talk shows and celebrity endorsements. Brad Wall and

Danny Williams have taken on somewhat of a celebrity personae at the provincial level

while Justin Trudeau and Jack Layton have both garnered celebrity-level popularity as

well.

Interaction of Twitter users with media and politicians facilitates its role in creating

a public agenda (Burgess, Klaebe, and McWilliam 2010; Skogerbø and Krumsvik 2015).

News stories being “broken” by regular citizens is a trope in the online world. News outlets

spend at least some of their time engaging users online to collect story ideas and engage a

loyal group of readers (Skogerbø and Krumsvik 2015). This interaction works in reverse as

well. It is rare to find a news site that does not offer a button for easy sharing of stories

on social media sites like Twitter. The practice of “click-baiting” or using provocative

topics and headlines to encourage people to look further is another interacting element on

Twitter. Topics such as abortion and sexual harassment are effective at attracting users

on both sides of the political spectrum to read the content, comment on it and share it

with their friends either as a show of support or to express dissent. On the one hand, such

discussion can raise awareness of social problems; on the other, it can be disconnected

from the needs of voters (Gruzd and Roy 2014). The co-influence of media and citizen has

convinced Chadwick (2011) that social media is a “hybrid” media, featuring combinations

of traditional journalism with interactive designs. Twitter, increasingly, has become one

of the most prominent places to study social media, largely because its data is openly

available for observation.
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3.3 Twitter as Social Network

Twitter networks can be constructed two ways. Networks of followers based on who follows

whom are the first. Following a person means one will view their tweets when one logs in.

Once a group of followers reaches approximately 150 or more, the influence of any one

follower on that individual will be diminished. How many tweets a user reads over the course

of a day or hour is unclear (Murthy 2011). Twitter has over a billion registered accounts,

with 100 million daily users (Smith 2016). For this reason, the literature suggests that

actual communication is a better source for determining network boundaries on Twitter

than the potential communication implied by follower-friend relationships (Huberman,

Romero, and Wu 2008; Overbey et al. 2013). Another way networks form are through

replies and retweets. A reply or mention occurs when a user includes @username in a post

so to direct the attention of that user. A retweet means the user copies another persons

status to highlight the statement for others to see. The Twitter interface notifies an author

when something they write has been retweeted. In network studies of Twitter, separate

networks for replies and retweets are advised because the motivations for doing one versus

the other appear to be different (Overbey et al. 2013).

Online networks differ from traditional networks in the sense that they are mediated

through the transfer of digital information. Those who study online networks this way have

revisited the concept of “para-social” relationships first introduced by Horton and Richard

Wohl (1956) as a way of explaining how social media sites differ from other networks (Boyd

2010; Cohen and Tyler 2016; Shin 2016). Parasocial relationships “referred to a media

user’s reaction to a media performer such that the media user perceives the performer

as an intimate conversational partner” (Dibble, Hartmann, and Rosaen 2016 , pg. 21).

The experience of a parasocial relationship is illusory in the sense that it feels as if it

were reciprocal, but the power dynamic is the opposite, with celebrities and politicians

gaining the most from the relationship. For instance, celebrities on Twitter were found to

be able to increase their followers perception of their relationship by offering self-disclosing

information such as the death of a pet, without having to make requests for increased

support (Kim and Song 2016). Parasociality has been found on a variety of media, including

television (Houlberg 1984; Levy 1979; see Rubin and McHugh 1987) but on social media,

the parasocial concept could extend beyond simple celebrity-non-celebrity interactions.
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For agenda-setting studies, para-social relationships are important because the feeling

of connection to a social problem, may translate into feelings that one has the power to

direct a public agenda, when the opposite is true. More generally, the theory of parasocial

behaviour implies that online interactions are not just a discussion, but an experience of

a discussion with cognitive effects such as confirmation bias (the tendency to seek out

information that confirms ones own opinions) or the majority effect (the false perception

that what you see on networks like social media represents majority opinion) (Lerman,

Yan, and Wu 2016).

3.4 Twitter as Organization

When governments respond too quickly to Twitter events, effects can be dangerous. Morozov

(2012) portrays the U.S. response to the Iran “Green” Revolution as a lesson in taking social

media news too seriously. Sullivan (2009) ’s article in the Atlantic titled “The Revolution

will be Twittered” was at the centre of the debate. Sullivan offered a rosy view of the

Internet generation in the U.S. and their use of Twitter to raise awareness of political

causes:

The key force behind this is the next generation, the Millennials, who elected

Obama in America and may oust Ahmadinejad in Iran. They want freedom;

they are sick of lies; they enjoy life and know hope.

The U.S. government’s response to the Green revolution was to do nothing, except for

a “terrible policy blunder” in emailing Twitter to request that they postpone a planned

maintenance of the site so that protesters could continue to use the site during the protests

(Morozov 2012 pg. 9). This action was interpreted by Iran nationalists as an attempt by

the west to overthrow their government. They immediately sought Iranian bloggers to

arrest them. Officials and their supporters cracked-down on online speech, sent threats

to expatriates protesters and used the social media to promote their views to a broader

western populace. As far as bringing down Iran’s government, the Twitter revolution did

little. Only a small number of Tweets were found to be from Tehran itself and most of

the Twitter users were arrested. Morozov accuses journalists for failing to “fully commit

themselves to scrutinize, and if necessary, debunk . . . myths” potentially having a “corrosive

effect on policymaking” (pg. 18).
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While social and political pressures play a role in Twitter’s organizational behaviour,

these pressures play a small role in their operations. Instead, Twitter’s business is in

marketing its products and innovation. In 2015, of the 682 million dollar total stock-based

compensation expense, 401 million was spent on Research and Development activities, 157

million on Sales and Marketing and a small 82 million on general administration of the

site. In general, Twitter’s resource allocation suggests that it faces more of a threat from

competitors than it does from its relationship with institutional concerns. Compelling the

site to help government deal with the social challenges of online media would likely require

incentives that help the site compete against rivals like Facebook, Google and LinkedIn.

This option would be politically unattractive for most political parties in Canada.

Researchers re-examined the use of micro-blogging sites for a renewal of civic life. Called

“thin” engagement, researchers have explained both the opportunities and challenges of

involving citizens through quick, emotive sound-bites rather than through large scale

justifications and strong relationships. The “slacktivist” - someone more likely to post

or mention a cause than to risk their livelihoods engaging in a political conflict – is the

centre of this debate (Zuckerman 2014). “Slacktivism” is a derogatory term, but thin

engagement scholars remind that the act of slacktivism is not too different from the act

of voting or wearing a campaign button. Others have suggested that Twitter is more

deliberative than most broadcast media (Pond 2016). And more have suggested that such

thin engagement results in a “celebritisation of politics” with various performative acts

that make a politician’s private life part of their public image (Ekman and Widholm 2014).

From a government perspective, increased attention has been paid to public relations

related tools, particularly regular communication (about 1-2 times per day) with some

level of engagement with followers through retweets, the occasional reply and organising a

hashtag for departmental feedback (Waters and Williams 2011). It can also be argued that

thin engagement requires a level of entertainment value, such as through sharing popular

memes or other amusing tidbits of information (Deschamps and McNutt 2014).

That Twitter is representative of public discourse is resoundingly false (see Andreas

Jungherr 2015, for example). The instinct to resist the site on these grounds is tempting,

but misguided. Instead, Twitter is as a marketplace for ideas, most of which are not likely

to have a lifespan beyond the few moments it took to post it. Some ideas have carried for a
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year or more. The cases introduced in the next section are examples. The next section will

cover the approach to studying Twitter that takes such things as parasocial connection

into account.

Based on a review of policy theory and the literature on Twitter, the study of policy

agendas could relate to moments in time when spaced-bias communication, focussed on

the dissemination of information across the globe, meets more durable forms intended to

provide a durable cultural and economic legacy for Canadians in the future. How such

political communication disseminates through public problems to meet the interests of

public officials and pro-active policy solutions requires more empirical analysis. The next

section will provide a framework to answer questions related to Twitter’s role in the

Canadian policy process.

3.5 How to Study the Connection of Twitter to Public Policy

The previous chapter offered theoretical explanations for publics being involved in social

issues. Among these were the role of media, organizational structures, global influence

through “flows” and online activism. The current chapter so far has discussed Twitter as a

medium for social and cultural exchange and as a disinterested actor in online political

discourse. Throughout both chapters the network metaphor implied actors influence policy

ideas and political frames through relationships. On social media these relationships are

technologically mediated and parasocial, with uncertain portions of cognitive effects from

information consumption and social interaction. “Events” coordinate the attention of

Twitter users. Individual popularity is commonly believed to be a major influencer of this

attention. The remainder of this chapter will attempt to explain a framework for which to

test how actors on social media influence the framing of discourse.

The network approach argues that structural arrangements among actors explain their

participation during policy domain events (Knoke 2011 ; Laumann, Marsden, and Prensky

1989; Wasserman and Faust 1994). Structures of policy discussion on Twitter hashtags

will be assumed to explain the response of the Twitter audience to policy beliefs during

specific events. When the policy discussion changes, so will the structure of the networks

on Twitter, and the actors involved. The shape of the network will depend on who the

policy domain attracts, what symbolic elements increase or impede trust relationships and
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what resources are most important for achieving social or political goals. Some resources

will be internal to the network. For example, Anonymous is influential partly rumoured to

have a supply of hackers that can access information that others cannot. Other resources

will be external. These will include resources from different levels of government, opposition

parties, not for profit organizations, interest groups, union membership and so on.

The institutional view offered in “organizational networks” as proposed by Laumann,

Marsden, and Prensky (1989), and derived from “new institutionalism” of March and

Olsen (1984) argues that “corporate entities .. are the key state policy domain actors” will

be treated as a hypothesis to be tested rather than a given. For one, it is still a popular

contention that online social movements can organize without organizations (Shirky 2008,

pps. 22-23). Second, it sets aside the possibility that an individual can access government

and non-government resources when he or she recognizes a social problem as is the case

during criminal trials or after personal tragedy. The possibility that users are operating

on behalf of organizations will be left an open question, because it is unlikely to be an

observable trait of the networks.

Since the assumption that actors act as members of an organization was not considered

sufficient for a theory examining virtual communities, an effort to explain the behaviour

of actors within a network is required. The basis for our research questions will assume

that abilities and resources in each policy domain (what makes actors “fit” their particular

environment) will be evident in such things as the number of replies and retweets they

receive, the influence of social categories (e.g.. lawyers or media) and the consistency with

which they participate in discussions on the topic. Each formative event is an opportunity

to illustrate these distinctions and why they are important.

3.6 Policy Events and Policy Issues

Multiple policy events across three policy issues – Aboriginal treaty rights, copyright law

and cyber-bullying – in Canada are the main source of data for the formation of policy

networks. All three are complex policy issues with interactions among Canadian federal

and provincial institutions. They all have a history that can be tracked and described in

context beyond the online environment. They also feature social movements that have

taken to social media to raise awareness to potential allies and the public at large. Public
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consultation and at least one identifiable focusing event brought the issue to the public eye.

The events are categorized into decision-related and focusing events (Birkland 1998;

Howlett and Migone 2013; Jones and Baumgartner 2005; Kingdon and Thurber 1984).

These categories also correspond roughly to Stuart Neil Soroka (2002) ’s “sensational” and

“government” categorization for policy issues. Decision events or decision “windows” are

opportunities for political officials to explain policy, answer questions and queue affected

policy networks to prepare for changes that require action (Kingdon and Thurber 1984).

Examples include budget announcements, legislation, promotions of reports and debates in

parliament that get media attention. They are part of the formal policy agenda setting

process. Focusing events, by contrast, occur outside government, but can be catalysts for

public discussion of policy. These can include protests, controversial court decisions, tragic

events, public scandals and so on. Focusing events draw attention to social problems and

encourage communicative action and strategic behaviour by policy entrepreneurs (Kingdon

2003; Stone 2004). For some groups a government decision may be a crisis, if the decision

poses a threat to their well-being. Despite this division, policy events will be examined for

the main themes, institutions and talking points that emerge from the Twitter discussion.

For the topic of Aboriginal Treaty Rights, the Idle No More movement will be the focus of

attention on Twitter. Idle No More was a cross-Canada protest against omnibus budget bill

C-45 believed by protesters to remove important consultation processes from construction

to water ways and forests. The movement began in December of 2012, but was intense

on social media on January 2nd as Chief Theresa Spense announced her hunger strike

in support of the movement. On January 11th, Prime Minister Stephen Harper agreed

to meet with First Nations leaders to discuss next steps. Ten months later, new protests

marked the 250th anniversary of the Royal Proclamation Act, an agreement between the

British Crown and a First Nations groups outlining the basis for the “duty to consult” in

matters pertaining to the use of natural resources on First Nations lands.

During 2012-2013, copyright legislation in Canada was delayed multiple times due to a

prorogued parliament in the Winter of 2010, a non-confidence vote and election in March

2011. Each time copyright legislation was dropped from the policy agenda. Bill C-11 An

Act to amend the Copyright Act replaced previously dropped Bill C-32, caused controversy

because it included wording that made it illegal to remove “digital locks” (software that
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prevents users from copying software) from software. On February 2012, Open Media –

an online activist group – organized protests to oppose the digital locks legislation (Cole

2012). On June 29th the legislation passed with digital locks wording in tact, but also

expanding fair dealing for educational purposes. On July 12, 2012, the rights of fair dealing

for educational purposes was affirmed by the Supreme Court, sparking new discussion

about the role and limits of copyright for digital content.

In Canada, many saw the dramatic suicide deaths of two young women, Amanda Todd

and Rehtaeh Parsons, as the primary reason for legislation to protect young people from the

sharing of intimate images without consent. Vigils were promoted by School boards across

Canada for Amanda Todd on October 19th, 2012 a young person who’s heart-touching

YouTube video detailing her abuse to a wide audience amassed millions of views. Her later

suicide due to cyberbullying sparked global outrage and raised awareness of cyberbullying.

Similarly, the death of Rehtaeh Parsons caused outrage on the Internet as parents Glen

and Leah Parsons detailed Rehtaeh’s struggle against cyberbullies and law enforcement

as images of her alleged rape were transmitted across the Internet. The story told by

the parents, coupled with the confusion over how the boys were not charged despite the

existence of the photo evidence led Internet group Anonymous to launch “Operation Justice

for Rehtaeh.” Anonymous called for members to find evidence that would lead to the arrest

and conviction of two of the young men involved for the distribution of child pornography.

After these events, the Protecting Canadians from Online Crime Act, also called “Rehtaeh’s

Law” was announced by Justice Minister Peter Mackay on November 24, 2013. During this

time protests from privacy advocates claimed that the bill was a “Trojan Horse” meant to

disguise oppressive legislation under a proactive cyberbullying law.

Table 3.1 provides a description of the policy arenas and the events studied. Each policy

areas acts as a case study to assess the influence of Twitter on policy discussion and how it

influences policy overall.

Table 3.1: Events and example search terms for three case studies.

Topic Example terms Decision Events Issue Events
Aboriginal
Treaty
Rights

#idlenomore January 11 2013
Meetings with
Aboriginal Leaders
and Stephen Harper.

January 2 2013
Canada-wide protests.
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Topic Example terms Decision Events Issue Events
October 7th 2013
Anniversary of the
Royal Proclamation
Act

Fair Use
and
Copyright
Licensing

#C32 #C11
"copyright supreme
court"

June 29, 2012 Bill
C-11 passes third
reading.

February 10 2012
Organized Protests
against adoption of
Bill C-32

July 12, 2012
SOCAN v. Alberta
Education decision
Announced

Cyber-
bullying

#OpJustice4Rehtaeh
"Amanda Todd"
#rehtaeh

November 24,
2013 Protecting
Canadians from
Online Crime Act
announced by Justice
Minister Peter
MacKay

October 19, 2012
Vigils held in honour
of Amanda Todd

April 9, 2013
Anonymous launches
"Operation Justice for
Rehtaeh" after death
of Rehtaeh Parsons
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3.7 Research Questions and Hypotheses

The design of research questions will assume policy network theory as the base theory for

the introduction of hypotheses. This means that the hypotheses will be stated negatively

to contradict what would be expected from policy theories - national characteristics,

eventual formation of networks with continuous membership for the duration of policy,

new membership for different issues, the influence of organizations in policy discussion,

and the influence of one or more strongly connected groups that structure online debate.

The first research question is 1. “Do Twitter networks reflect sustained attention

by Canadians on Canadian issues?”. This question is partially an examination of

Harold Innis’s theory of the bias of communications, but also an extension of issue attention

theory. Following Innis, this research will test for a “space bias” with a wide geographic

cope and little continuity from event to event by interested actors for each issue. Further,

reflecting past studies of policy issue saliency (see Stuart Neil Soroka 2002), different

network representation will occur for the three different policy issues represented.

Three additional research questions will refine this section. The third question will be

discussed in chapter 8 after the results for Idle No More and Copyright have been confirmed.

RQ1. What is the national, regional and international presence of the Twitter networks?

The role of global networks on public policy is frequently debated, but this question will

attempt to replicate past findings that policy ideas and public issues come from knowledge

regimes that are primarily national in character (Campbell 2014; Stuart Neil Soroka 2002).

A confounding factor for the question is the existence of Twitter users who do not identify

their location. These actors will be considered neutral for this analysis, meaning that

Canadian, International and U.S. actors will only be counted if they declare their location.

RQ2. Do Twitter policy actors maintain involvement across online policy events? Policy

network theory suggests that communities form as policy ideas reach the public agenda to

support or challenge public policy. However, the expectations of participation on Twitter

should be kept quite low given the literature on website interfaces. Many websites follow

a 1-9-90 rule in terms of engagement, meaning that only 1 percent of the population are

expected to engage a website on a regular basis (Mierlo 2014; Nielsen 2006). A negative

response to this question implies that online activist networks do not form according to

policy theory, but by some other process such as through the design of the Twitter interface.
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RQ3. Do networks change from policy issue to policy issue? Both institutional and

agenda setting theory suggest that the nature of a policy issue will shape the structure

of any groups that discuss them (Campbell 2014; see Laumann, Knoke, and Kim 1985;

Stuart Neil Soroka 2002). Thus each of the cases is hypothesized to have a unique network

structure, regional identity and representation in terms of role make-up. A rejection of this

hypothesis would imply that Twitter is a “global village” or online community with its

own unique identity.

The second research question will ask “How do actor traits influence the formation

of discussion networks during focussing or decision events?” Both institutional

and policy network theory tell us that experts influence policy decision-making. Actor

traits should also be influential in the formation of Twitter networks. People interested

in seeing change should attempt to access those who can get things done. Those getting

things done may query public opinion as a way to improve policy. Exponential Random

Graph Models discussed in the next chapter will be used to test this hypothesis (Robins,

Snijders, et al. 2007).

Figure 3.1 shows the approach that will be taken to conduct the analysis and table 3.2

provides the rationale for each variable. Fundamental principles of agenda setting theory

guide each model. Model 1 assumes media engages politicians and citizens in a symbiotic

relationship. Model 2 assumes that organization, interest and professional networks influence

discourse. Model 3 poses that nationality is the most important explanatory factor, perhaps

with a global agenda having important effects on the discourse. Model 4 implies that a

class of activists and engaged students use their anonymity to influence public discussion

on Twitter. Once these models are tested, a hybrid model will be created by mixing the

variables that have the most significant effects when interacting effects are taken into

account.
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Figure 3.1: Hypothesis testing flow chart.
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Table 3.2: Model development and variables for analysis of Twitter networks.

Model Variables Rationale
Control out-degree of 1 or

in-degree <2
Incidental use will be common and
dependent on the size of the network.

Discourse
Tendency

mutual ties Users will tend to reciprocate when
mentioned or retweeted.

Weak ties Non-edgewise shared
partners equal to 1.

Actors with one communication
partner in common will tend not to
also be partners.

1. The
Media-Political
Model

Ties to, from and
among media,
politicians and citizens

Media present narratives to frame the
policy environment, inform the public
and share stories. Politicians promote
their parties and policy positions.
Citizens respond to these opinions in
two-way discourse.

2. Organization ties to, from and
among organizations,
stable actors and
professionals

Organizations engage in two-way
conversation to promote policy
preferences and build coalitions.
Informed amateurs and professionals
take the opportunity to share
relevant information with others.

3. Space of Flows
or Global Village
Model

ties to, from and
among Canadians, U.S.
citizens and
International actors

Twitter is a global environment
where local ideas are framed in an
International context with symbolic
rather than pragmatic policy interest.

4. Online activism ties to, from and
among self-declared
activists, anonymous
users and the academic
community

Online networks form because a class
of activists seek to educate the public
about social concerns. These activists
are supported by anonymous
protesters and an intellectual class of
students and academics.
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RQ4: Which policy model – the political-media, organizational, international or activist –

best fits the Twitter network? Policy network theory argues that organizations, professionals

and interested amateurs are the primary way that networks form around policy issues

(see Knoke 1986; Marsh and Smith 2000; Rhodes and Marsh 1992). The most discussed

alternative models of network development in digital technology involve theories on media

communications (Chadwick 2011, see 2013; Micó and Casero-Ripollés 2014), and the

concept of “networked power” promoted by Castells (2013) and others (see Couldry 2012;

Fuchs 2007, 2009; Van Dijck 2013). All four network models will be compared against the

empirical networks to test which had the greatest influence. The hybrid model, likely a

combination of various effects from each model, will be used to identify more clearly which

stakeholders were the most influential in the formation of the network and in what ways.

For instance, are professionals more likely to tweet to each other or to the general public?

The third research question is “What is the overall structure of political discus-

sion on Twitter?” Network theory assumes that the structure of a network determines

how political information travels from one actor to another. Discussion network structures

influence whose message receives the most attention with decentralized networks leading

to more group participation and centralized networks dominated by one or more actors’

perspectives.

RQ5: Do the policy networks follow the "wise crowd" model where one or more strongly

connected components are surrounded by a larger group of weakly-connected discussants.

Components refer to substructures of two or more people all connected to the same network.

Most networks produce one large (“weakly connected”) component after a small amount

of activity. Within this component, “strongly” connected components form, where all

individuals (theoretically) have access to the information being distributed by the others.

Weakly connected networks, by contrast, include members who send or receive messages

to the network, but not both. When strongly connected components form in networks,

convergence and/or consensus of opinion is possible (Golub and Jackson 2010; Jackson

2010). The mechanics of strongly connected components in social network theory will be

discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

RQ6: Do networks that form during focussing events centralize more than those in

decision-making events? Analogous to the categorization of “decision” and “focussing”
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events, Howlett (1998) uses the distinctions of “discretionary political” versus “spillover

problem” windows to show the relationship among government and media events. The

former, he argues feature occasional media attention, while the latter is common and

correlates with government debate and media discussion. Focussing events should feature

less centralized discussion primarily because they are larger and capture a wide range of

interests. Conversely, decision events are more likely to be controlled by media, government

and organizational sources. The centralization of networks echoes Harold Innis’s ideas that

space-biased communication would be more centralized than time-biased communications,

suggesting that perhaps we should hypothesize the reverse. However, Innis is clear that he

means space-biased communication to be political in nature, which would most directly

apply to the decision event model.

After accounting for incidental mentions, who discusses policy on Twitter, how do they

describe themselves in their profiles, what do those identities mean for the network (if

they mean anything) and how they form will guide the rest of this dissertation. All of

these questions combine into a more fundamental question, “what does Twitter mean

to public policy?” Answering this question, combined with a stakeholder analysis of the

actors involved, will help governments and other policy actors manage or influence policy

agendas in their parameters. The next chapter will explain how to answer this question with

historical and social network analysis, in particular the exponential random graph model

(ergm) approach. Through this framework, the degree that networks on Twitter follow

what would be expected by policy theory can be assessed to support recommendations

that can support the management of public agendas by government or the influence of

policy agendas by interest groups.
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Chapter 4

Methodology

Policy theory suggests that institutions influence network structures (see Laumann, Knoke,

and Kim 1985 for example). Juxtaposing Canadian public policy against the formation

of online networks should provide clues for what caused the networks to form. Historical

circumstances explain part of what happened on Twitter during the events. Descriptive

network analysis and exponential random graphs models (ERGMs) measure how the

networks formed, what groups were influential and which of the described models – political,

organizational, international or activist – was the most explanatory for this formation.

In reality, doing both historical analysis and quantitative network analysis will not tell a

definitive story about online interactions and public policy, but it can introduce ideas for

further theory, new hypotheses and further research.

4.1 Historical Analysis

Even if online behaviour is different from in-person behaviour, virtual worlds exist inside

a material context. Problems that originate online become policy problems because they

extend to the material world. Digital piracy is a policy problem because it affects the

economy. Cyber-bullying is an issue because of the dangers of suicide, mental health and

conflicts both inside and outside school. Idle No More would be considered an “online

drama” if it were not for the inequalities of health, education and justice outcomes for

First Nations people and their ties to environmental justice. While social network analysis

will focus on online relationships, historical analysis of offline policy networks supports will

support the interpretation the results.
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Historical analysis is systematic development of a narrative based on the interpretation of

events, documents, and decisions. It is the technique used by the founders of social science

including Adam Smith, Alexis de Tocqueville, Karl Marx and Max Weber (Mahoney and

Rueschemeyer 2003). It begins with critical examination of literature and continues with

an interpretation of what happened to policy in the arena over time. Historical analysis is

not often used to make policy recommendations. During the 70s and 80s, historical analysis

fell out of favour as more positivist behavioural methods, especially the use of experiments,

became the preferred method of studying policy (Ashford 1992). However, subsets of the

form, especially discourse analysis and structural analysis have offered important insights

into the way policies are structured and ultimately to answer the more political question:

“who decides and for whom?” (Lasswell 1950). The work of historical institutionalism (Hall

and Taylor 1996; Pierson and Skocpol 2002; Skocpol and Somers 1980) and its important

conclusion that policies follow paths of dependence on already established policy is one

contribution of this approach.

Historical analysis answers “big questions” or “questions about large-scale outcomes

that are regarded as substantively and normatively important by both specialists and

nonspecialists” (Mahoney and Rueschemeyer 2003, pg. 7). In each case, the online networks

formed through historically relevant patterns. Idle No More started as a political protest

against a government bill (Bill C-45), but the name of the movement implies a long history

of First Nations people giving into government demands. Uprisings in Burnt Church and

Oka have shown that kinship ties and Band support were called upon as conflicts with

the state became more serious, for instance (Kappo and King 2014; Lackenbauer 2015).

While technology has changed, stakeholders in Copyright policy, namely artists, educators,

lawyers and the information industry are still the most important actors. We might expect

to see more popular interest in the field, but new disputes are more a continuation and/or

re-framing of past disputes about what fair copyright is (Baldwin 2014). The word “cyber-

bully” evokes a centuries-old concern about the powerful abusing the weak, how this

behaviour is morally wrong and who should be tasked with stopping it from happening.

Historical context influences the formation of networks.

Unlike political conversation, policy is not created online for the public to see. As

discussed before, despite increased calls for transparency and openness in government,
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most policy activity is planned by a group of strangers who are disconnected from the

day-to-day banter of Twitter (Heclo 1978). It takes decades before the implications of a

particular decision can be properly understood (Campbell 2004; Peters, Pierre, and King

2005 ).

Historical analysis is criticized for its lack of theoretical grounding, in particular the

difficulty of tying historical circumstances to causes of political phenomena (Barkey 2008).

Small-n comparative studies fail to meet the requirements of quantitative theory to provide

reliable responses based on precisely defined variables (Hall 2003). On the other hand,

historical analysis explores interactions of many variables in an uncertain environment

such as those featured in policy analysis. For instance, advocates of social media say that

technology is a catalyst for social change; however, it can also perpetuate and/or solidify

power structures. A doctor giving a child a vaccine may distract her with praise, candy,

toys or video games, but the result is still the same — the child will be vaccinated and

the doctor will be the one to do the vaccinating (Hall and Soskice 2003). Social media

may have a similar effect. Quantitative analysis can explain what creates an online social

network, but it may not provide sufficient information to explain the effect of the online

social network on policy decisions, or to identify parallel forces at work.

As Peters (1992) points out: “to understand the sources and meanings of public policy

in contemporary democracies, we must first understand the organizations and the organi-

zational networks within which those policies are developed” (pg. 283). The exploration of

each case involved a systematic review of documents found on government, organization

and media reports about important events in the history of the policy area. For the Idle

No More case, the review involved an examination of policy responses to court cases about

treaty lands, for instance. For copyright law, social activism and lobbying for and against

the development of various policies (the field had seen a range of Bills fail to make it

through the House of Commons) was observed. For cyberbullying, policy reports, media

and especially the accounts of Glen Canning and Leah Parsons were studied. Each field saw

a range of consultations and parliamentary debates as well as some important court cases.
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4.2 Social Network analysis

Since the theory of network analysis was described at length in chapters two and three,

this section will focus on the mechanics of studying networks. Descriptive network analysis

usually begins by describing the size of the network, the total number of actors involved and

the number of edges or relationships that formed. The density of a network describes the

latter in proportion to the former. That is, a dense network occurs when the total number

of connections in the graph is close to the total number of connections that are possible,

given a number of actors (n). The total number of connections possible can be calculated

mathematically through the formula n ∗ (n− 1)/2 (Marsden 2002). The maximum number

of connections for a graph of size 3 is 3 (3 ∗ 2/2 = 3); therefore, a graph with 3 connections

(also called a “complete network”) has a density of 1. Larger graphs are much less likely to

be “complete” due to the exponential nature of their formation. A network graph with

10 actors has a maximum of 45 connections and a network graph with 100 actors has a

potential maximum of 4500 connections. Thus, the larger the network, the less dense it is

likely to be. Density is often used as a measure of cohesion within an overall network.

Networks are one of two types: 1. Directed graphs, depicting an environment where

reciprocation is not necessary (such as with tweet replies and retweets on Twitter) or

2. undirected graphs, where reciprocity is assumed. Directed graph, used here, show the

direction of actor relationships with an arrow. The arrow usually indicates the flow of

resources such as information or money from one actor to another. In this case, the arrow

points to whomever receives a reply or retweet.

Measures of actor influence, or “centrality” begin with degree centrality by counting

network relationships. Degree centrality assumes that the quantity of relationships correlates

with the actor’s influence in the network. Unfortunately, this measure fails to address some

characteristics of influence. For instance, in directed graphs, a high degree does necessarily

equate to influence. Instead, network analysis makes a distinction between in-ties and

out-ties. Relationships going to an actor count towards “in-degree” centrality and those

going outward are “out-degree.” In-degree, prestige or power ties are an interpretation of

an actor’s importance in eyes of the overall network (Knoke and Burt 1983). Celebrities,

politicians and media likely receive more in-ties than those who are not. Out-degree, activity

or interest ties describe actors who spread their message to a large number of people. Those
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with a strong combination of in and out ties actively engage the network and can be very

influential. Even with these distinctions, degree measures fail to address the difference

between an actor with many low-status neighbours and those with a few influential ones.

A person with prestige in a small neighbourhood may not have very much influence at the

city level, for instance.

More efficient measures of influence exist (Freeman and others 1979; Freeman, Roeder,

and Mulholland 1979; Wasserman and Faust 1994). “Betweenness” or “brokerage” measures

identify geodesics or paths running from actor to actor in the graph (Freeman 1977; Freeman,

Borgatti, and White 1991; Wasserman and Faust 1994). For all geodesics in the graph,

each geodesic that runs through an actor adds to betweenness centrality. Because of their

influence as a broker in information exchange, these measures tend to be more accurate in

finding powerful actors than degree measures (Freeman and others 1979). Another form of

centrality is “eigenvector” centrality. Eigenvector centrality takes into account the centrality

of neighbours based on the assumption that a few influential friends are more important

than many uninfluential ones (Bonacich 2007; Solá et al. 2013). Eigenvectors are best used

when a graph contains many actors with high degree followed by others with lower levels

of degree centrality (Bonacich 2007).

Centrality measures can be quantified at the graph level. Called centralization, measuring

the level of centrality of the entire graph compared to the most central actor compares

crowd influence with the most influential member. A complete graph, where all actors

have the same number of ties, will have a centralization score of zero (regardless of the

type of centrality used to score it). A graph where one actor has a much greater centrality

score than the others (also called a “star” graph) will have a centrality score of 1. Each

measure of centrality – degree, betweenness and eigenvector – can produce a separate

centralization score. High degree centralization implies that most of the attention follows a

few people. High betweenness suggests that information passes through a small number

of gatekeepers. High eigenvector centrality implies a central group of influential people

dominate the network conversation. Centralizations measures will be used to test the

hypotheses in research question three: “What is the overall structure of political discussion

on Twitter?”
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4.3 Network boundaries & Sampling

Setting the parameters of a network is challenging. Methods of defining boundaries in-

clude identifying affiliations, categorizing kinds of relationships, asking actors who they

know and finding important events that show actor interest in a topic (Knoke and Yang

2008). Laumann, Marsden, and Prensky (1989) offered three basic approaches to setting

network boundaries — positional approaches based on formal membership(s), event-based

approaches and relational approaches based on social connectedness. In practice, this

analysis will encompass all three. In positional terms, the network will be controlled to

include only members of Twitter, as defined by the existence of a public Twitter account.

Unfortunately, double-counting of subjects is possible, given the open and anonymous

nature of Twitter as a service. While this may seem like a problem, the most observed

examples of double-counting occur when an individual posts something on their own

personal account and as a member of an organization. While from a physical world view,

this may illustrate some weakness in terms of validity, from an interpretive view, it shows

the fluidity of identity on a virtual platform. A user’s views may change from their persona

as an employee of an organization and as an individual user of social media.

Observing measurable changes in both public opinion and policy development can occur

by observing social media “events” over time (Couldry 2012; Merry 2013; Murthy 2013). A

social media event occurs when an event in the offline world sparks discussion on Twitter.

A recognizable point in the history of the policy field (a major protest, tragic occurrence,

meeting or decision) and a spike in activity on Twitter are criteria to detect these events.

In the case of Idle No More and Cyber-bullying, this was not difficult because these topics

featured events that received considerable attention on social media. In the case of copyright,

much of the activity was related to purposeful engagement by a social movement on the

topic and the public reaction to a court decision. Since the case selection was discussed

already in Chapter 3, this methodology section will only cover how the data was collected

and the way the analysis was conducted.

The main social relationship – direct communication through a reply or retweet – provides

a positional approach to setting boundaries.

Twitter’s data is available through its Application Program Interface (API), but the

requirements for this research required manual extraction. The process followed the protocol
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below:

1. Conduct a search for the selected term and time period using Twitter’s advanced

search.1

2. Observe tweets that

i. Include a mention of another user inside the Tweet.

ii. Receive a reply from another user (this is done by clicking on the tweet to

observe the “conversation”).

iii. Are retweeted by one or more observers.

3. Create an edge-list that includes

i. Who sent the tweet to whom.

ii. The precise time and date of the tweet.

iii. Whether the tweet was an ordinary mention or a retweet.

4. Use the Twitter api to gather user profile data about the people who tweeted at the

time.

5. Conduct analysis of actor profiles to examine who was represented (Research question

1).

i. Determine the approximate location (Canada, US, International or Anonymous)

ii. Determine whether the account is organization-based.

iii. Code for professional status (e.g. media, citizen, activist, student/academic,

politician/policy analyst, professional , etc.)

6. Apply sample of users to simulated Exponential Random Graph Models (Research

question 2).

This decision to use manual extraction provided some costs as well as benefits. The

benefits included reduced cost for retrospective datasets (Twitter charges for data that is

older than a few weeks), but also four main methodological advantages. First of all, with

manual extraction the network could include people who responded to people who used

the search term as well as those who replied with the search term. This approach offers a
1Twitter offers two search forms. The first, called “top tweets” is based on an algorithm created by

Twitter for selecting content. The other, called “live tweets” provides all the available tweets. Accessing
these tweets requires an additional click.
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much more valid presentation of the communication structure compared to a simple API

search. Second, it permitted me to examine the Twitter discussions as it traversed over

time and capture the rare occasions when a conversation continued for one or two days

after the event. An API search would artificially omit these extended conversations, which

may be important to the way the policy was communicated over time. Third, manual

collection ensures a full capture of Tweets for the network compared to a general API

search that offers only a random sample of any hour of more than 100 tweets. Finally, and

perhaps most importantly, it enabled the author to observe the discussion directly so that

the structure can be evaluated in context and interpreted according to the way the users

communicated instead of by assumptions based on theory.

The disadvantages of manual collection were three-fold. First, manual collection raises

the possibility of errors in the collection of data. While little can be done to eradicate

this problem entirely, the data was also checked against the user data from the Twitter

API which helped detect typing errors. Collecting the time of posting also ensured that

duplicate were removed given how unlikely it is that a person could tweet, receive a reply

and then tweet again in under a minute. By capturing the time, duplicate data could be

checked and removed. Second, manual collection of retrospective data would dis-include

users who left Twitter, changed their privacy settings, got banned or had their accounts

deleted. Although the removal of trolls and spam from the dataset is a positive thing

from a reader stand-point, it also excludes the possibility of establishing the degree that

trolls and spam influenced policy discussion. Unfortunately for both practical and ethical

reasons, this remains a limitation of the project. The size of the response to Idle No More

and cyberbullying events required some compromise. For Idle No More, two single hours

were collected: one in the morning (10:00-11:00 a.m. Eastern Standard Time) and one in

the evening (7:00-8:00 p.m., after the 6 o’clock news). For copyright, complete days were

possible due to the lower volume of tweets per day. For Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons,

focussed on vigils that occurred in the evening, tweets were collected for 4:30 p.m. until 8:00

p.m. EST on the respective days. For Rehtaeh’s case, two networks formed. One was based

on the story of Rehtaeh Parsons herself, and the other was a hashtag #OpJustice4Rehtaeh

formed by the group Anonymous to find evidence that would support the convictions of

the alleged rapists. Both were collected separately, but treated as a single group for the
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purposes of determining stable actors (even with this concession, only one actor was found

to tweet on all three occurrences). The third network formed during the announcement of

a parliamentary bill and was much smaller than the other networks so an entire day was

collected.

During step 5, a content analysis of profiles was conducted separately for each sample

taken, which meant that actors in common could be used to test the reliability of the

approach. The main ambiguities occurred in the professional category. For instance, in

the first round of analysis (Idle No More) 79.4% of the matches were found in common.

Later analyses grew to 83.46% as the protocol was clarified. The main cause for differences

had to do with the “citizen” versus “activist” category as definitions for activism varied

throughout the profiles. Some differences were found between the citizen and professional

category, usually because of ambiguities related to what makes a professional. Differences in

organizational differentiation were even more rare (82.1%). In all cases, where discrepancies

were found, they were corrected in the data and a common profession term was enforced.

Once the content analysis was completed, the information was tabulated and analysed

using R software. Past studies of Twitter have used a variety of measures (betweenness,

eigenvector centrality, alpha centrality) to find influencers on Twitter with inconsistent

results (Gökçe et al. 2014; Overbey, Paribello, and Jackson 2013). While these measures are

sure to produce a catalogue of opinion influencers, this study is more interested in groups

as opposed to individuals, and thus will use the more controlled Exponential Random

Graph Model (ergm) process below to analyze influencers.

4.4 Exponential Random Graph Models

Network studies tend to be descriptive, often using visual cues or quantifications to

distinguish one network grouping to another. Using network measures to answer statistical

hypotheses on the other hand, have been elusive because dependence of variables is defining

feature of social networks. While lists of independent data values can be created, log-

transformed and compared using analysis of variance (ANOVA), regression or pooled t-test

statistics, the p-values merely tell us that the two networks are, in fact, networks. Test

failure under these circumstances would produce more interesting results than a rejection

of the null hypothesis.
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The exponential random graph model or ERGM is one approach to testing hypotheses

for empirically developed networks by attempting to reproduce an empirical network using

a series of computer simulations (Lusher, Koskinen, and Robins 2012; Robins, Pattison,

et al. 2007; Wasserman and Faust 1994). The theoretical assumption is that networks

form based on a complex system of interactions, affected by parameters that are either

endogenous (structural or relational) or exogenous (attribute-based) to the network. These

parameters not only influence the shape of the network as a whole, but may interact.

However, most hypotheses tested by the ERGM process involve the comparison of various

models based on goodness of fit.

ERGMs are random models that form based on interacting endogenous and exogenous

variables after the completion of a series of Markov Chains or turn-based simulations.

Actors from an empirical network graph are randomly assigned ties based on the network

model being tested. Each model follows the equation PR(Y = y) = (1/k) exp ∑
AηAgA(y)

where ηA represents a number of non-zero parameters for all configurations of A in the

model and gA(y) is a network statistic corresponding to the configuration (Robins, Snijders,

et al. 2007, pg. 178-179). The probability that the simulated graph is identical to the

empirical graph can be recorded as the log of a probability statistic consisting of the

probability of parameters in interaction. When a parameter is independent, it receives a

zero. The likelihood that a single tie forms randomly (the “edges” parameter) is always a

parameter in the model to distinguish model parameters from randomly produced ones.

With the exception of the edges parameter, negative coefficients suggest the factor is less

likely than random to produce a tie; positive values suggest effects that are more likely.

Using the ERGM model requires the development of a model using a formula, computing

the statistics and comparing it with other model formulas for an assessment of fit. The

Aiakake Information Criterion (AIC) is used to assess the suitability of the model, with

lower values suggesting a more complete model than higher values. The value of the AIC

is measured by subtracting the number of parameters from natural log of the Maximum

Likelihood Estimate and multiplying by -2. Thus, the AIC assesses fit while at the same

time penalizing a model for the number of terms added, thus a model with many parameters

is less likely to produce a low AIC unless those parameters have some explanatory value.2

2Using the AIC for ERGMs has some limitations, as they can be influenced by data dependencies and
differences in the size of coefficients. See Hunter, Goodreau, and Handcock (2012); Li and Carriere (2013).
Unfortunately, the improved measures have not been developed in the R package and empirical studies
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In sum, if two models are compared after an ERGM process has been conducted, the model

with the lower AIC value is the one that should be accepted as the better fit.

Algorithms developed by experts in social network analysis and computational mathe-

matics define how ERGM simulations develop. For these cases, the R ergm library was used

to apply the simulations (Hunter et al. 2008). For each network, a Markov Chain Monte

Carlo (MCMC) estimation is produced by creating large samples of simulated networks

until they converge on suitable maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs). For example, a

graph could be tested for the number of edges in the graph and the likelihood that women

more than men will receive a network tie. Beginning with any non-zero value, the algorithm

will assign a probability (usually randomly, but any value can be used) of a tie to create the

simulated graph, and an increased (or decreased) probability based on gender. If the model

fails to produce suitable results after a large number of repeats, the probability values

will be changed to better suit the empirical graph. Once a converged model is developed,

the ERGM will produce the coefficients based on multiple runs of the best-fit model. In

addition to the AIC, goodness of fit can also me observed through distribution graphs of

in-degree, out-degree, edgewise shared partners and minimum geodesic distance. While

the models have been observed through these distributions from time to time, the Aikaike

criterion was observed to be sufficient for model testing in this case.

Except ties that form at random, endogenous parameters are effects explained by social

network theory (Lusher, Koskinen, and Robins 2012). The list for this dissertation has been

included in Chapter 3 as control variables including mutual ties, non-edgewise pairs and

incidental twitter exchange (small out-degree and in-degree). Each of the four models were

tested and tabulated for coefficients and overall AIC (results can be found in the Appendix).

Using the AIC, the models were ranked according to fit. After this analysis, the significant

variables from all tested models were tested to produce a model that best describes the

network. Combining significant parameters meant that some variables cross-correlated, so

not all coefficients significant in model were significant in the “best fit” model. Because the

R library uses pseudo-random numbers for evaluation, the tests were conducted multiple

times. The source for these groupings come from measurement of “nodal attribute mixing”

(Hunter et al. 2008). For a directed social network graph, the mixture of a nodal attribute

can occur in three different directions - 1. from the attribute group to other attribute

using the test do not yet exist.
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groups (for example, from a politician to citizens, media or professionals) 2. from other

attribute groups to the attribute group or 3. among the attribute group itself i.e. from

members of the attribute group to other members of the group. In social network theory,

this is called homophily (Goodreau, Kitts, and Morris 2009). In each case, the ergm model

will produce coefficients that measure the factor against the remaining factor (non-members

of the factor group to other non-members).

In addition to model comparison, it is also possible to attempt to use the available

variables to minimize the AIC and produce a “best” fit model. The greatest positive and

negative factors have been tabulated to identify the most influential stakeholder groups

and the direction of that influence on the network.

Once the model has been selected, recommendations for an approach to managing the

public agenda can be developed and will be discussed in the final chapter. Some of the

approaches have already been suggested. An influential media presence suggests more

of a public relations strategy. A significant organizational presence implies governance

approaches, including consultation with stakeholder groups, professionals and people

with sustained interest in the field. An international mode implies broader cross-state

campaigning and diplomacy. While an activist agenda likely requires a combination of public

engagement (for peaceful protests) and policing (for illegal activity). Beyond the model

strategy, specific groups can be identified through the “best” model and the stakeholder

analysis.

4.5 Connected Components

The connected components of a graph imply important things about how information

traverses across a network, and how a crowd of people learns from each other. Using

network learning theory by DeGroot (1974), Golub and Jackson (2010) has theorized

that the strongly connected component (a component where all actors have access to

information shared by the others) of a network will have a convergence of opinion over

time unless it has a periodic or cyclic structure such as a loop. In practice, loops are

rare in large graphs. A weakly connected component (where all actors are connected, but

do not have access to all members) will (theoretically) converge on an opinion over time

if it contains only one strong component. Twitter hashtags have been found to produce
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this structure quite often (Deschamps 2015). Using the R iGraph library, the number of

strongly connected components were detected. If one large strongly connected component

exists, it implies that the group has influence over the network. If two or more exist, the

information is likely contested or controversial. Along with the centrality measures, strongly

connected components were used to answer question three (what is the overall structure of

the network?).

4.6 Limitations

There are a number of limitations that I would like to address. First of all, these results

cannot be said to represent the entire Twitter population or even any of the policy

subsystems described. They can only describe what occurred online during each event. The

network samples were selected because they represent examples of important events in

the timeline for the policy field. Even as they were selected, the size of the discussions

were huge to the extent that it would be difficult to select events that draw some biased

conclusion, although I cannot fully deny the possibility that this occurred. On the other

hand, attempting to capture the entire Twitter population through search terms is unlikely

to be helpful. Without some identification of what is historically important to the policy

arena, it is possible that irrelevant or mundane results (e.g.People people making jokes

about Idle No More during a football game) would overtake more meaningful tweets. As will

be identified through the cases and discussed in more detail during the conclusion, incidental

discussion is already a main component of the networks. There are important differences

between incidental discussions in the context of an event and incidental discussions as part

of everyday living.

Exponential random graph models are also subject to failure if the network is too large,

or if there are too many cross-correlations among the variables. For instance, many of the

actors categorized as “media” are also categorized as “organization” because they represent

newspapers or radio businesses. In some cases, a complete convergence of the coefficients

was not possible. In one case, the results were excluded from the analysis. In three others,

the results were kept because they had a plausible result. This lack of convergence occurred

only with retweet graphs because they are large and sparse.

Finally, the relationship among international, national and regional perspectives can
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be affected by differences in time-zones. This limitation is most prevalent for the Idle No

More case, where only two hours in a single day were collected. This challenge was partly

managed by selecting one hour in the morning and one in the evening. Reply-reactions

extending beyond the selected period were also collected for this purpose. Nonetheless, it

is quite likely that, for example, Australian and New Zealand reactions to Idle No More

were not included due to differences in time zones.

Chapters 5, 6 and 7 will discuss the cases of Idle No More, Copyright and Cyberbullying

respectively. Each will provide a background of the policy field, the policy agenda from the

government’s perspective, and other relevant historical information about the policy in

Canada. After that, descriptive statistics answering the three research questions – “Who

do the policy discussion networks represent?” “How do actor traits influence the formation

of the discussion networks?” and “What is the overall structure of political discussion?”

An analysis and recommendations follow the data. In each case, the historical account and

data analysis will provide an outline of policy development in the field and who used online

means to influence policy.
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Chapter 5

First Nations Treaty Rights and

The Idle No More Movement

Few issues are more important to Canada than the rights of First Nations, Metis and Inuit

peoples. A population of one million, they are the youngest and fastest growing ethnic

group living in Canada. Provincially, aboriginal people count from about 10 percent of

the population of Saskatchewan and Manitoba to between 1 & 2 percent in the Atlantic

Provinces. In the territories, these percentages are much higher, consisting of one quarter

of the population of the Yukon and over eighty percent of the population of Nunavut.

About one third of aboriginal peoples live on reserves and over half live in urban areas

with the highest concentrations living in Winnipeg, Edmonton and Vancouver (Indigenous

and Canada 2016). About a third is under 15 years old, double the percentage of Canadian

youth to the general population.

“Aboriginal people” (a term created for First Nations people by the state) also have a

unique relationship with the Crown, through a series of treaty relationships and legislation.

They represent “distinct nations (recognized as First Nations) within a Western State who

have their own consciousness of law” and therefore have a wide range of historical laws

and practices in relationship to the Canadian state (Wotherspoon and Hansen 2013 pg.

23). They hold a position of institutionalized exception. One example is that First Nations

education is managed centrally through the federal government rather than through the

provinces. Another is the management of natural resources on treaty lands, which has

been a periodic focus of the public agenda with controversies over oil pipelines and their
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impact on the environment being a major source of public controversy in North America

in the past few decades. The Indian Act of 1876 was a flawed attempt at reconciling the

relationship of First Nations people with the British Crown and the state that formed in

British North America after Confederation (Surtees 1982). Despite its many flaws, it has

also been difficult to amend.

Among the many injustices Aboriginal people face are a litany of policy failures. First

Nations people face lower life expectancy, are over-represented in prisons, have higher

incidence of suicide, obesity, and drug abuse. Their children represent over fifty percent of

the Canadian population under government care (Barker et al. 2014). Stemming from years

of colonial oppression, geographic displacement and oppressive political decisions, many

First Nations peoples are dissatisfied with the existing political environment in Canada.

To make things worse, most settler Canadians understand little about the claims First

Nations people have to Canadian lands and natural resources (Castleden et al. 2013).

In December 2012, a social movement began using Facebook and then Twitter to spread

their message. Sparked by an omnibus budget Bill C-45 believed to “give OIL and nuclear

companies room to devastate the land and environment even further,” the Idle No More

movement sought non-violent means to apply pressure on government to consult First

Nations and all Canadians on matters of the use of land resources and their potential effect

on the environment (Coates 2014; Tootoosis 2012). The movement featured cross-Canada

protests, circle dances and what Tanya Kappo called “a constant community meeting” over

social media channels (Kappo and King 2014).

Although proponents saw the Idle No More movement as transformational when it began

in December of 2012, Idle No More had few short-run effects and may have undermined

proactive legislation in First Nations education. The networks that developed online were

directed towards organizational groups like the media, First Nations organizations and

quasi-organizational groups like the Occupy Movement and Anonymous who had a poor

understanding of First Nations policy and an unclear “theory of change” that would

promote the development of important changes to the First Nations policy (Zuckerman

2014). Although environmental groups were sensitive to the autonomy of the Idle No More

movement, it became an arena for promoting more socialized public agendas like preventing

climate change. Policy focussed on economic development and First Nations autonomy in
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the areas of education, economic development and infrastructure and led by the elected

leader of the Assembly of First Nations (AFN), Shawn Atleo, was blocked. A pocket

of Tweeters sustained their participation to become a focal point that would challenge

hydraulic fracturing, the keystone XL pipeline and other concerns from environmental

movement. Like the Occupy Movement before it, Idle No More failed to induce substantive

change in First Nations policy, although it is possible that the seeds of a longer-term policy

community more focussed on the environment may have developed. As Wotherspoon and

Hansen (2013) suggests, “Idle No More has provided a focal point that enables contemporary

Indigenous people and their allies to connect with an aspect of Indigenous culture that

signifies a heritage designed to respect the environment and prevent others from devastating

the natural world” (pg. 23).

5.1 The Policy Agenda: Treaty Land Claims, Economic Development

and Education Sovereignty

Prior to the Idle No More movement, the policy agenda for First Nations was driven by

three forces. First, stemming from an agreement negotiated during the the Oka Crisis,

the Federal Government sought to settle a number of outstanding First Nations Treaty

land claims. Related to this was economic and industrial development in rural Canada,

focussed on natural resources and the privatization of land (Mascarenhas and Scarce

2004). Prior to losing the 2006 election, Paul Martin’s Liberal government passed Bill C-71

First Nations Commercial and Industrial Act giving First Nations groups the ability to

request that the federal government take control over the regulation of industry on reserve

lands. This act clarified some regulatory issues about whether First Nations or provincial

jurisdiction took precedence. Further streamlining of policy occurred in 2010 with the

First Nations Certainty of Land Title Act. The First Nation Tax commission proposed

that such changes would increase the value of First Nations properties by permitting the

Crown to grant fee simple title for a purpose authorized by the Indian Act, especially near

rapidly rising real estate markets in British Columbia such as the Skwamish First Nation in

Vancouver. The second agenda, driven by the provinces was a continued demand for First

Nations health, justice, social services and sovereignty over natural resources. The federal

government supported these demands through its National Digital Strategy intended to
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improve government service provision to rural and remote areas of Canada (McMahon

2011).

The third and most important policy agenda was a focus by the Shawn Atleo-led AFN

to secure more funding and greater sovereignty over education on treaty lands and reserves.

Atleo, himself an educator, was aware of the lack of training and technological resources

available on First Nations reserves. In April 15 2015, the federal government tabled Bill

C-33 The First Nations Control of First Nations Education Act with a combined goal of

increasing First Nations sovereignty over education and providing reparations for Canada’s

past of assimilation through the residential school system. An analysis document put out

by the AFN described the bill as “a constructive and necessary step supportive of the

goals expressed by First Nations for control, respect for Treaty and Aboriginal rights,

recognition of language and culture and a clear statutory guarantee for fair funding” (First

Nations 2014, pg. 10). The advantages were increased guaranteed funding for First Nations

education, a requirement for the inclusion of First Nations language as part of learning

and no barriers to later implementations of Treaty agreements or self-government. The

report also cited concerns that First Nations were not involved in talks about regulation

and that whether First Nations language immersion programs were permitted. For the

federal government, the Bill would streamline funding while at the same time reserving

power to revoke a corporate agreement after consultation with a First Nations council.

With some compromises, the policy would be a step forward for First Nations education.

Parallel to this policy work, an ideological debate about education reforms had emerged.

On one side, some believed that improving education for First Nations could fulfill demand

for labor as baby boomers were set to retire. The MacDonald-Laurier Institute a centre-right

leaning think tank launched Free to Learn calling for First Nations Peoples to take control

of their own education through an Aboriginal Post Secondary Savings Account (APSSA)

to replace the more government oriented Post-Secondary Student Support Program. The

paper included a prepared statement of support and responses from influential stakeholders,

including then Senator Patrick Brazeau and Carolyn Krause (Helin and Snow 2010). The

paper implied that education funding was going to Band discretionary accounts when

funds were not expended. The new account would put more direct control of funds in

individual First Nation hands and avoid government red tape. Godlewska, Schaefli, and
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Chaput (2013) suggested that the document was a neoliberal exercise in First Nations

assimilation using the myth of First Nations governments being corrupt to drive First

Nations groups away from reserve lands. The problem was not corruption by First Nations

governments, but a downloading of administrative responsibility and cost from the federal

government to bands, leaving them in unresolvable financial dilemmas.

While it cannot be completely attributed to the Idle No More movement, by May 2014,

Bill C-33 had broken down. A May 2nd story by the CBC reported that Shawn Atleo “had

faced calls for his ouster on social media,” the majority of comments on Twitter from April

to May were by a few users repeating their statements over and over. Pam Palmater, a

spokesperson for Idle No More, was a lead voice in the campaign: “#KillBillC33 before it

kills us! #StayUnited against #FNCFNEA There is no deal on treaty rights. FN control FN

education - no compromise.” Another prominent Idle No More participant, Chief Isadora

Day was quoted in a strongly worded press release by the Chiefs of Ontario opposing the

Bill. Atleo, who was a positive force for change to non-aboriginals during the Idle No More

movement, eventually resigned his position as Chief of the AFN. Beyond participation of

Idle No More activists, the lack of discussion on Twitter about the role of education in

First Nations Treaty concerns suggests that distrust of the education agenda was part of

the reason why the legislation failed.

5.2 Aboriginal Sovereignty, Treaty Rights & Identity

Canada developed on First Nations land without much discussion about the rights of

Aboriginal peoples other than to assign the responsibility of these nations to the federal

government. Two relationships give Canada jurisdiction to First Nations lands. These

include first the “Peace and Friendship treaties” established after the Seven Years’ War

and a number of land transactions, neither of which identify the nation of Canada as a

sovereign power over Aboriginal peoples (Lambrecht 2013; Olthuis 2005). Nonetheless,

in 1876 the John MacDonald government embarked on wide-ranging policy to manage

Canada’s relationship with First Nations. Called the Indian Act, the policy is seen by both

aboriginal and non-aboriginal Canadians as colonialist and racist in nature (Alcantara 2007).

The policy defined for First Nations what an “Indian” was and how various bands would

operate. Given that the Act assumes that First Nations people are subjects rather than a
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series of nations, there is a strong sentiment that the Act remains a non-legitimate exercise

of power over Aboriginal peoples. Attempts to repeal the Act are met with resistance

because there is “lack of agreement on what would replace it” (Dacks 2004, pg. 672). The

National Policy, once seen as a cornerstone of Canadian Democracy is now increasingly

criticized for its cruelty to Aboriginal and other minority groups living on the Plains, partly

due to differing perceptions of that history inside government and the influence of media

sources (Daschuk 2013).

The Calder decision of 1973 established that Aboriginal title to land existed, based on

the Royal Proclamation Act of 1763, leading to a long ongoing process of negotiations

between First Nations groups and the federal government over land disputes. An attempt

to clarify federal and First Nations sovereignty over Canadian lands through constitutional

change via the Charlottetown Accord in 1992 failed, leaving a persistent gap in trust

between the federal government and First Nations peoples on treaty lands. In Nova Scotia,

the Marshall decision, named after Donald Marshall who was charged with fishing without

a license, found that First Nations peoples could earn a “moderate income” from natural

resources but were required to abide by government laws (Coates 2000). A further Quebec

Supreme Court decision found that Aboriginal title can take precedence even over other

legal rights (Lochead 2005). Modern efforts to resolve these treaties have been ongoing,

with only a small portion of known disputes being resolved through negotiations.

In 2011, a document providing the guidelines for First Nations consultation was published,

acknowledging the Haida and Taku River decisions of 2004 and the Mikisaw decision of

2005 but also framing the use of consultation as an incremental improvement to pre-existing

government practices. Recognizing that First Nations have a special relationship with

the Crown, the guidelines offer substantive discussion about consultations as a process of

building relationships with aboriginal peoples but ignore the broader potential of online

interactions. The goal is to “to enable the Crown to fulfill the duty in a more consistent,

coherent, and efficient way across the federal government” suggesting that the desire is

to optimise mutual understanding in the most cost-effective way possible (Indigenous

and Canada 2011, pg. 7). The guidelines themselves suggest that public servants better

understand treaty relationships by using resources from federal or provincial sources and

through “Aboriginal groups in the area of your activity with which your department or
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agency has relationships” (pg. 12). In network terms, the approach is incremental – seeking

to expand outward from existing relationships rather than seeking information from broader

public sources. It is also focussed on efficiency, calling for “officials . . . to develop processes

that move beyond a project-by-project approach to consultation and move towards one that

facilitates the inclusion of Aboriginal perspectives, timely decision making, integrates with

and strengthens regulatory processes and promotes economic benefits for all Canadians”

(pg. 14). In short, the process is poorly equipped to handle discourse with grass-roots

movements otherwise unconnected to government departments, and definitely not over

online channels. It is also unclear whether the constitution requires that the “duty to

consult” requires that the government make movements in this direction.

The Indian Act had a serious effect on First Nations identity. Its main weapon of

oppression has been paternalistic establishment of what an “Indian” is and its inference

about the value of indigenous peoples inside the larger Canadian society. Whereas most

of the settler population in Canada can identify with whatever tradition they choose,

Aboriginal people’s identity has been legislated historically by The Indian Act whose rather

arbitrary decisions about who does or does not gain access to Treaty and Aboriginal rights.

In this act, the government has sole control over Aboriginal Status, excluding many from

Indian status based on “grounds of gender, marital status, family status, race, age, and

blood quantum or descent” (Palmater 2011, pg. 28). Pam Palmater points out that this

legal status kept her from accessing important cultural practices:

The Indian Act and its membership provisions have kept me from enjoying

both the legal identity of “Indian” and membership in my band. As a result,

I have not had the same access to elders and cultural practices as those who

have been legally recognized as Mi’kmaq. I have been denied the opportunity to

learn my language, to learn about gathering traditional medicines (for which my

grandmother was well known), and to participate in cultural activities specific

to my community. (pg. 13)

Even ignoring the role of government on First Nations identity, more systemic factors

remain in play. Belcourt (2013) describes the way names attributed to Indigenous cultures

of Canada were not created by Indigenous peoples, but by colonialist settlers:

First Nations, Ojibway, Blackfoot, Indian, Aboriginal, Treaty, Halfbreed, Cree,
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Status Indian are all fairly familiar English words but none of them are the

names by which we, the various Indigenous Peoples, called ourselves in our own

languages. By contrast how many Canadians have heard these names: Nehiyaw,

Nehiyawak, Otipemisiwak and Apeetogosan? Yet, these are who I am because

these are the names my grandparents used to describe and call ourselves. Even

“Metis” is not the same people called themselves in the language in Manitou

Sakhahigan, the community my dad was born and raised in. (pg. 163).

The level of representation online not only of First Nations people but of “the international

movement of indigenous peoples, a movement that has taken the form of a global community

of those who share a remarkably consistent sense of self, a common sense of timelessness and

fragility” has grown in recent days [Niezen (2005) , pp. 533-4;]. The Canadian government’s

emphasis has tended to focus on Aboriginal people’s using a strategy of “rural and remote”

support for technology through various Industry programs such as the CAP (Community

Access Program). As part of a 2010 consultation on digital strategy, a submission by the

Aboriginal People’s Television Network (APTN) argued that Canada’s digital strategy

should “give particular attention to hands-on training programs to help remote communities

to develop the capacity to maintain their own broadband networks” (Network n.d.). Policy

Research on Science and Technology (2010), however, argued that placing Aboriginal

peoples under the rubric of “remote and rural” failed to acknowledge unique challenges

of Aboriginal peoples in accessing and maintaining information technologies. They called

for the government “to incorporate community–based solutions and local participation”

and to build on “already–existing examples of successful community–based broadband

development projects in Aboriginal communities.” Government support for indigenous

culture exists, but is usually understated, likely to prevent debates about meaning and

effectiveness of multiculturalism in Canada.

The past few decades have seen a development of indigenous broadcast media, pro-

viding an alternative to traditional media focussed on speaking to a non-Indigenous,

English-speaking population. Digital technology promoting Indigenous culture has ex-

panded “creative appropriation of technology by Indigenous Activist groups which must

be taken as a source of significant innovation of technology use” (Soriano 2012, pg. 43).

Because it occupies non-physical space, virtual space has unlimited capacity to be colonized
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and recolonized. While the reasons for the success of the Idle No More movement remain

with the people who begot it, the symbolic importance of First Nations colonizing a virtual

space they can define themselves is a hypothesis that bears further scrutiny.

Seen differently, the “duty to consult” exposes the hubris in those of us who live within

mainstream Canadian society. The language used by legal theorists interested in the field

implies this duty is a “hoop” for industry to jump in order to achieve the ultimate economic

benefits of development, however scrutinized. It fails to acknowledge the role of indigenous

knowledge on the long-run sustainability of Canadian society. It favours the short-run

economic success of Canada’s constitutional monarchy while ignoring the long-run resiliency

of First Nations society amidst centuries of disease, famine, war and oppression.

5.3 Idle No More Movement

On November 2012, Jessica Gordon, Sheelah McLean, Sylvia McAdam and Nina Wilson

hosted a “talk-in” to discuss Bill C-45, a 450 page omnibus budget bill tabled by a

Conservative government led by Prime Minister Stephen Harper. According to Coates

(2014), the bill seemed to some like “death by a thousand policy cuts, a provocation aimed

at many and diverse interest groups and unlikely to spark a vigorous policy debate” (pg.

2). While the concerns were many, changes to land and environmental legislation without

apparent consultation from First Nations were the most important. After the teach-in

promoted on Facebook, a number of First Nations activists took action. McAdam (2014)

describes the next steps:

Shortly after that, I made arrangements to talk to the elders; they gave us

their support and prayers to try and reach as many people as possible. They

also said we much use our own laws; one of our most sacred and peaceful law

is “nahtamawasewin.” The law is invoked in times of crisis and great threat.

“Nahtamawasewin” means to defend for the children; it’s also a duty to defend

for the non-human children from the trees, plants, animals and others. The

Elders said, you ladies must invoke this law and let it guide your actions. We

must always be prayerful and peaceful (pg. 66).

The seeds of the movement were already in place prior to the teach-in. Jessica Gordon

released a message identifying a burgeoning social action against the Bill C-45, including
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the establishment of a Facebook group to facilitate online discussion about the cause.

Awesome day of laying the groundwork for rally and petitions opposing #om-

nibus #billc45 re #indianact please find our fb group #IDLE NO MORE

The Saskatchewan First Nations response to Bill C-45 was also already in swing. On

November 17th, Liberal MP Ralph Goodale tweeted that he was at First Nations University

in Regina Saskatchewan witnessing a protest against Bill C-45.

The first indication of Idle No More activity on Twitter was growing rapidly was another

message from Jessica Gordon in reply to Pam Palmater, a Mi’kmaq lawyer, professor and

activist suggesting that a petition could be presented to the House of Commons about bill

C-45.

@Pam_Palmater I you would like a petition that is being presented this week

at #HOC we still have time for signatures #IdleNoMore #billc45

A second tweet linked to a Facebook event for a protest Rally in Ottawa on Saturday

November 24th, 2012 in which 1.8 thousand people were invited and 138 “went” (i.e. replied

that they intended to go). On December 2nd a “national day of solidarity and resurgence”

was announced for December 10th with over 21 thousand invited and 2.9 thousand saying

they would go. By December 4th a fairly continuous conversation had begun, including

twitter mentions to the Aboriginal Peoples Television Network (APTN). The Twitter

account for Aboriginal members of the Liberal party stated support for the cause. AFN

Treaty Chiefs went to the House of Commons on December 4th and a Twitter user reported

that they had been kicked out of parliament, which attracted 20 re-tweets and many more

repeats of the news across the network. New milestones for Idle No More appeared daily.

On the 5th, popular journalist Wab Kinew joined the conversation and wrote an article

detailing the concerns of Idle No More movement. On the 7th another Twitter user posted

the contact information for every Canadian Conservative MP asking “who will organize?”

On December 10th, tweets directed the story of cross-national protests to the mainstream

media and by the evening, the story had broke.

After December 10th, a hunger strike and protest by Attawapiskat Chief Theresa Spence

resulted in what Coates (2014) called “The Ottawa Distraction.” During (and largely in

support of) the December 10th protests, the Attawapiskat Chief commenced a hunger
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strike in protest of housing conditions on her reserve and Bill C-45. Media reports, however,

mischaracterized Spence’s strike as “help[ing to] spark the national Idle No More movement”

even though national protests were already well under way. The hunger strike brought

increased attention from First Nations celebrities such as Adam Beach and Wab Kinew.

Although the goals of Spence’s protest aligned with the Idle No More movement, it diverted

the focus of the movement away from grassroots public and onto the political conflict

between the Prime Minister and the AFN (Coates 2014). Sylvia McAdam, one of the

original organizers of the movement, did not complain about the protest, but stated that

despite media reports saying that “she [Chief Spence] is part of Idle No More, but with

all due respect to Chief Spence, Idle No More began before she decided to do her hunger

strike against the Conservative government” (Coates 2014).

For Sinclair (2014), the Idle No More movement re-formed the Canadian media agenda

such that First Nations issues were no longer side issues, but were cross-national news

stories of interest to all Canadians:

The media has changed. Reporters cannot responsibly choose Ikea monkeys

over indigenous peoples anymore. Canadian intellectuals and politicians like

John Ralston Saul, Naomi Klein and former prime minister Paul Martin are

now building careers off of the lessons they learn from indigenous peoples when

writing their books and building their foundations. (n.p.)

By the fall of 2013, one of the organizers for Idle No More said approximately 400 ally

groups had formed and a database of 125,000 people had been accumulated.

The early response to the Idle No More movement had been called a “hardening” of

opinion of settler Canadians by the Globe and Mail, although tempered by belief that the

federal government should do more to improve the lives of aboriginal Canadians (Mahoney

2013). Over eighty percent of non-aboriginal Canadians said that “no additional taxpayer

money should go to any Reserve until external auditors can be put in place to ensure

financial accountability” with a 25 point jump in the opinion that “most of the Problems

of Native Peoples are Brought on by Themselves” to a majority of over sixty percent from

thirty-five in 1989 (Polls 2013). Attitudes toward the AFN saw a more-positive reaction

from Canadians compared to Theresa Spence who received a mere twenty-nine percent

approval rating in the poll and thirty-eight percent for the Idle No More movement as a
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whole. The Environics Institute described these media-sponsored polls as being “flimsy

evidence” of an actual hardening from Canadians and, as of June 4th 2015 has been

looking for funding to provide a more comprehensive understanding of public opinion about

aboriginal peoples. While changing non-aboriginal opinion was not a stated goal of the

Idle No More movement, it nonetheless may have made First Nations and environmental

policy change more rather than less difficult.

5.4 Do Twitter networks reflect sustained attention by Canadians on

Canadian issues?

While past conflicts such as in Oka and Ipperwash featured sparse protests across Canada,

the use of Twitter by Idle No More facilitated a large scale set of long-standing protests

across the country, resembling the large number of Occupy sit-ins from years before and

the crowdsourcing practices of online groups like Anonymous.

Table 5.1 shows network statistics for Idle No More. Retweeting was more common than

replying directly to users, with 471, 1251 and 268 users retweeting in respective mornings

of January 2nd, January 10th compared to 291, 606, and 55 user replying and October

7th and 753, 1336 and 222 users retweeting in the respective evenings compared to 380,

748, and 77 users making replies. The meetings of January 10th had the largest number of

replies and retweets suggesting the meeting was important for raising the profile of First

Nations issues. The number of tweets were higher in evenings of the January events and in

the morning of October 7th.

Blevis (2013) captured the activity on social media for the first six months of the Idle

No More movement, dividing actors into high engagement, medium engagement and low

engagement categories. His analysis found approximately 1.4 million public mentions of Idle

No More on social media, with 1.2 million of those coming from Twitter. Low engagement

users were found to be overwhelmingly positive during the first month of the movement, but

turning more neutral and negative in January as Theresa Spence’s hunger strike became

the focus. High engagement users remained mostly positive throughout the six months.

Medium engagement users by contrast were neutral throughout, again with a slight increase

in negativity in the month of January as Theresa Spence’s hunger strike overtook the focus

of discussion. This analysis restricts itself to public opinion, rather than examining the way
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relationships influence behaviour. It is also unclear whether the negative reactions regard

Theresa Spence herself, or to people critical of Theresa Spence. It also fails to examine

the potential national and social characteristics of the high, medium and low engagement

users.

Table 5.1: Network statistics for Idle No More events.

Event
Reply

Actors
Reply Ties

RT Actors RT Ties
Idle No More
Protests, January 2,
2013
(a.m.) 291 287 471 523
(p.m.) 380 442 753 910

Meetings with
Harper, January 10,
2013
(a.m.) 606 652 1251 1478
(p.m.) 748 778 1336 1640

Demonstration for
Royal Proclamation
Act, October 7, 2013

(a.m.) 55 44 268 291
(p.m.) 77 77 222 236
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Table 5.2 shows that the demographics for Idle No More suggest that the answer to RQ1

is primarily national and regional. U.S. and International actors are a small proportion

of the total population. While media reports cited the Idle No More movement as having

International attention, its expansion appears to have gathered over time. Those who

declared their status as living in Canada counted for sixty percent in early January, but

by October fell to fifty percent while those from known International (non-U.S.) accounts

started off as four percent of the network and later climbed to double that by October.

Accounts from the United States counted for between six and nine percent of the network

in January, but became over twelve percent of the population in October. However, the

October network was much smaller than the January networks, so it is difficult to determine

whether these changes are a result of Canadians losing interest or International groups

becoming (relatively) more involved in the network. The number of accounts that did not

have a location mentioned on their profile increased significantly in the evening of January

10th, likely due to the number of blockades that had occurred throughout the day. One

factor in this trend may be the turn of the discussion from First Nations Treaty rights

to energy policy more generally as the October protests were followed by another protest

over Fracking at Elsipogtog First Nation in New Brunswick and over the development of

the Keystone XL pipeline running from Hardisty Alberta near disputed Athabaska lands

through Montana, South Dakota and Nebraska in the United States (Deschamps 2015).

Provincial representation of the Twitter networks is available in table 5.3. The networks

are a cross-section of the Canadian population with British Columbia, Saskatchewan,

Manitoba and the Territories over-represented and Alberta, Ontario and the Atlantic

Provinces slightly under-represented. With the exception of Alberta, these numbers reflect

the higher concentration of First Nations peoples in the prairie provinces. The demographics

of Albertan Twitter users were three percent lower than the general population and as

many as six and one fifth lower than the proportion of First Nations living in Alberta,

however. Quebec is under-represented by over 14 per cent, implying that the Idle No More

movement was mostly, (although not entirely) an English-speaking Canada issue.1

1No separate French language tag for Idle No More was uncovered as the data was collected. A small
number of French language tweets were found using #idlenomore, however. These would include some from
France as well as from French-speaking Canada.
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Table 5.2: Global demographics for Idle No More Networks.

Event Canada US International Unknown N
Idle No More
Protests, January 2,
2013
(a.m.) 62.18% 8.67 4.04 25.11 669
(p.m.) 58.05 9.14 3.89 28.97 962

Meetings with
Harper, January 10,
2013
(a.m.) 53.25 6.72 5.22 34.81 1798
(p.m.) 61.76 9.12 5.28 23.84 1611

Demonstration for
Royal Proclamation
Act, October 7, 2013

(a.m.) 52.04 12.59 6.46 28.91 294
(p.m.) 52.67 12.21 8.40 26.70 262
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Table 5.3: Canadian National demographics for Idle No More Networks.

Event
Canada

BC AB
SK &
MB ON QC Atl. Terr.

Idle No More
Protests,
January 2, 2013
(a.m.) 14.18% 12.26 8.41 10.57 36.78 12.5 4.8 0.48
(p.m.) 12.57 24.96 8.26 9.51 34.29 4.67 4.13 0.75

Meetings with
Harper, January
10, 2013
(a.m.) 12.01 10.21 9.51 11.42 37.34 10.71 7.8 1.00
(p.m.) 13.2 15.9 10.08 10.39 34.93 9.15 4.68 1.25

Demonstration
for Royal
Proclamation
Act, October 7,
2013
(a.m.) 19.61 16.34 10.46 12.42 30.72 3.92 6.54 0.00
(p.m.) 13.77 7.25 6.52 22.46 34.06 7.97 7.96 0.00

Population - 13.06 11.62 6.77 38.49 23.09 6.65 0.33
First Nations
population

- 16.6 15.08 25.3 21.5 10.1 6.7 4.5

Further data on professional status or affiliation is presented in table 5.4. As many as

two thirds of the population had either a generic or no relevant professional affiliation

stated on their profile. About 10 per cent of the population were media organizations

or personalities. 7 per cent call themselves an activist and another 7 per cent had some

professional affiliation such as teacher, lawyer, librarian or artist stated on their status.

Students/Academics and politicians accounted for less than 5 per cent of the population

each. Organizations accounted for a relatively high proportion of the networks ranging

from 16.7 to 22.35 percent of the network as seen on table 5.5.

Table 5.4: Professionals in the Idle No More networks.

Event Media Citizen Activist Student Politician Professional
Idle No More
Protests, January
2, 2013
(a.m.) 9.88% 69.02 8.63 2.91 2.80 6.55
(p.m.) 11.06 62.48 7.92 4.33 3.45 10.01
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Event Media Citizen Activist Student Politician Professional
Meetings with
Harper, January
10, 2013
(a.m.) 10.3 66.60 5.46 6.39 3.6 7.63
(p.m.) 10.0 68.74 5.77 4.55 2.61 6.93

Demonstration
for Royal
Proclamation
Act, October 7,
2013
(a.m.) 10.20 63.90 10.88 4.42 3.06 7.58
(p.m.) 12.60 59.92 10.68 4.20 1.81 10.69
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Table 5.5: Representation by organizations for Idle No More networks.

Event Organization Non-Organization
Idle No More
Protests, January 2,
2013
(a.m.) 17.2% 82.8
(p.m.) 22.35 72.65

Meetings with
Harper, January 10,
2013
(a.m.) 16.7 83.3
(p.m.) 17.2 82.8

Demonstration for
Royal Proclamation
Act, October 7,
2013
(a.m.) 20.1 79.9
(p.m.) 19.5 80.5

5.5 Actor Stability Across Events

Of 4560 actors, a little more than one percent tweeted on all three days. This finding

suggests a positive response to RQ2 (Do Twitter policy actors maintain involvement

across online policy events?). A further 9 to 10 per cent were found to participate in

more than one event, while the remaining 89 per cent participated in only one event. As

expected, this trend follows the 1-9-90 rule, a rule-of-thumb found in Internet culture and

supported elsewhere (Mierlo 2014; Nielsen 2006). This should not imply that the actors

who consistently participated have also contributed the most information to the network.

Actors may have participated at different times during the days. Some (such as Prime

Minister Stephen Harper) were mentioned on multiple occasions even though they did

not mention the movement. The lack of continuity across events, while expected, implies

interest in the movement was fleeting with little coordination beyond incidental discussion.

Examining the graphs across timezones, a similar lack of stability prevails. The majority

of the population tweeted on one occasion only and as few as 8 tweeted in all 6 graphs.

On the other hand, this study required a very small threshold for the research question

because websites are known for low levels of engaged users.
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Figure 5.1: Actor distribution for Idle No More Events A: January 2, 2013 (Spence Hunger
Strike and protests); B: January 11, 2013 (Meeting of the AFN Chiefs Council
with PM Stephen Harper); C: (200th Anniversary of the Royal Proclamation
Act).
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Figure 5.2: Actor distribution for Idle No More Events by evening and morning. A: January
2, 2013 p.m.; B: January 2, 2013 a.m. ; C: January 10, 2013 p.m.; D: January
10, 2013 a.m.
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Figure 5.3: Actor distribution for Idle No More Events by evening and morning. A: January
2, 2013 p.m.; B: January 2, 2013 a.m. ; C: October 7, 2013 p.m.; D: October 7,
2013 a.m.
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Figure 5.4: Actor distribution for Idle No More Events by evening and morning. A: January
10, 2013 p.m.; B: January 10, 2013 a.m. ; C: October 7, 2013 p.m.; D: October
7, 2013 a.m.
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As we do not have more than one issue, it is not possible to provide a response to RQ3.

However, we can say that the networks had a similar demographic representation from

event to event, implying that they were characteristic of a single issue area.

5.6 Group Influence and Model Selection

The appendix shows the results for the ergm process, but is summarised in Table 5.6.

Exponential Random Graph models compared models based on the fit of simulations to

the empirical graphs. When one model is a better fit than another, it will have a lower

Aiakake Information Criterion (AIC). Ergms also provide coefficients for each variable

quantifying the log probability of a tie occurring for each additional unit added for the

factor. Positive coefficients suggests that adding one more unit has a greater influence than

random on the probability of a tie in the network.

Table 5.6: Model selection for Idle No More Twitter networks.

Model Selected 1st Selected 2nd
Political 3 6
Organizational 8 4
International 1 2
Activist 0 0

The organizational model was found to be either the 1st or 2nd best fit for all the events

in concert with RQ 4 (No model besides the organizational model best explains the structure

of the networks formed on Twitter for policy issues). In addition to the established models,

one “best fit” model was also created using a mixture of traits to minimize the Aikaike

criterion and test the most influential criteria during each event. As expected, structural

criteria were more influential to the network than social categories. For reply networks,

mutuality was a dominant trait, while retweet networks featured a much greater than

random propensity to have a low in-degree. The best fit models tell a slightly different story

than what was discussed in the previous section. While the population of the networks

was primarily Canadian, International and U.S. actors communicating with each other

correlated with a greater probability of a tie. Outgoing node mixing for organizations,

media and politicians tended to correlate with a lower than random probabilities for ties.
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Table 5.7: Most important factors in the ergm models for Idle No More events (replies)
(p-value < 0.05).

Event Positive factors Negative factors
Idle No More Protests,
January 2, 2013
(a.m.) mutual, idegree(0), idegree(1),

international(among),
idegree(2)

edges, organization(out),
media(out), nsp(1),

organization(among)

(p.m.) mutual, idegree(0), idegree(1),
idegree(2),

international(among)(<0.10),
politician(in), interest(out)

edges, politician(out),
organizations(out), media(out)

Meetings with Harper,
January 10, 2013
(a.m.) mutual, idegree(0), idegree(1),

international(among),
idegree(2), interest (out) ,

professional(among),
anonymous locale (in), interest

(in)

edges, politicians(out) ,
media(out) , Canada(out),

nsp(1)

(p.m.) idegree(0), mutual, idegree(1),
idegree(2), politician (among),

professions (among),
interest(out), U.S. (among)

edges, organizations(out),
organizations(among),

Canada(in), Canada(out)

Demonstration for
Royal Proclamation
Act, October 7, 2013
(a.m.) U.S.(among), Interest(among),

Interest (in), odegree(1),
citizen(out), interest(out)

edges, nsp(1)

(p.m.) mutual, academic(in),
academic(out), interest(among)

edges, nsp(1)

Interest group interactions correlated with a higher probability to form a tie for the

retweet network. Table 5.7 (for replies) and 5.8 (for retweets) show that organizations

themselves were not as influential as the Interest group (actors who tweeted during all

three events) or professionals. In fact, organizations communicating to non-organizations

was negatively associated with the probability of a tie in the network. The second best fit

was the political model, showing the tendency for actors to tweet to politicians and media.

For example, the Idle No More protests reply network on January 2nd had both media and

politicians in-ties correlating with more ties in the network. However, a significant negative

correlation exists for media and politicians with an outgoing tie. Thus, the purpose of
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engagement with media was not for discourse purposes, but for sharing information, or

one direction communication - from citizen to the state. This aligns with past observations

about social media and political communications (Deschamps 2015). Citizens do not engage

directly with communications by the state, but do mention the state frequently on their

social media accounts. A similar pattern exists for organizations throughout the results.

Tweets from non-organizations to organizations may result in increased engagement towards

the organization, but tweets from the organization were rarer than random.

Table 5.8: Most important factors in the ergm models for Idle No More events (replies)
(p-value < 0.05).

Event Positive factors Negative factors
Idle No More Protests,
January 2, 2013
(a.m.) Reply idegree(0), idegree(1),

idegree(2), mutual,
interest(among), interest(out),

U.S. (among)

edges, organization(out),
politician(out), media(out)

(p.m.) idegree(0), idegree(1),
idegree(2), mutual, U.S.
(among), interest(out)

edges, politician(out),
organizations(out), media(out),

U.S. (in), U.S. (out)

Meetings with Harper,
January 10, 2013
(a.m.) idegree(0), idegree(1),

idegree(2), mutual, U.S.
(among), interest(out), interest

(in)

edges, organizations(out) ,
Canada(in) , Canada(out),

nsp(1)

(p.m.) idegree(0), idegree(1),
idegree(2), mutual,

interest(among), interest(out),
interest (in)

edges, politicians(out) ,
media(out) , Canada(out),

nsp(1)

Demonstration for
Royal Proclamation
Act, October 7, 2013
(a.m.) idegree(0), idegree(1), mutual,

odegree(1), interest(in),
organizations(in)

edges, activist (out)

(p.m.) idegree(0), idegree(1), mutual,
idegree(2), interest(among),

U.S. (among),
international(among),

interest(out), academic(out),
interest(in)

edges, media(out),
professional(out)
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5.7 Group Formation

Strong connections mean that everyone in the group has either direct or indirect access to

the ideas of all the others. When two people are connected strongly, this has little impact

on the dissemination of the whole. However, when a large group is strongly connected, they

have considerable influence over those for whom information does not pass so cohesively

(Jackson 2010). When one strong component exists in a network and it is aperiodic (there

is at least a minimal exchange of ideas), this is a good sign that the network’s overall

ideas will eventually converge into a single voice. When there are more than one strongly

connected component of a significant size (in this case at least one percent of the network),

then it is a sign that the group is composed of people forming with differing opinions

(Deschamps 2015; Golub and Jackson 2010; Jackson 2010).

Table 5.9 shows the distribution of strongly connected components found in each network.

Strongly connected components appear to have formed in accordance to the size of the

networks. For the large networks, the structure of Twitter networks is primarily that of one

strongly connected component surrounded by a larger group of discussants who are more

weakly connected. On the other hand, the Demonstrations for the evening of October 7th,

featured no strongly connected component greater than size 2, and two other networks

(January 2nd a.m. and October 7th featured strongly connected components smaller than

seven individual accounts). While the events of January 10th do contain large connected

components, it is more likely that these formed as a result of the size of the network

rather than from a strongly connected group drawing interest. Thus, RQ5 ( Do the policy

networks follow the "wise crowd" model where one or more strongly connected components

are surrounded by a larger group of weakly-connected discussants.) has a mixed response

from event to event.

Table 5.9: Distribution of strongly connected components of size k of Idle No More Net-
works.

Event 1 2 3 4 5-6 6+
Idle No More
Protests, January
2, 2013
(a.m.) 623 14 3 1 1 0
(p.m.) 882 23 4 1 0 1(18)
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Event 1 2 3 4 5-6 6+
Meetings with
Harper, January
10, 2013
(a.m.) 1664 37 5 1 1 1(35)
(p.m.) 1476 25 6 2 1 2(8,45)

Demonstration
for Royal
Proclamation
Act, October 7,
2013
(a.m.) 244 4 0 0 2 0
(p.m.) 280 7 0 0 0 0

Table 5.10 provides centralization scores in terms of degree, betweenness and eigenvector

centrality for each network. Since the January 10th discussion was selected as the “decision”

event in this case, a mixed response occurred for RQ6 (Do networks that form during

focussing events centralize more than those in decision-making events?). While more

centralized networks occur for October 7th than with the others, the larger January 10th

meetings network was more centralized than the network for the January 2nd protests.

This reflects the more organized nature and focus of the January 10th meetings compared

to the more spontaneous protests. The difference in betweenness centralization combined

with two larger strongly connected components on the evening of January 10th suggests

that one or more brokers were influential in structuring the discussion and debate at this

time. Among these brokers is a First Nations artist and producer for a large online media

site with an international audience who possesses a PhD in First Nations governance.

This is not entirely surprising given the amount of public attention given to the January

10th meetings in both the media and online. In many ways the “decision” was a reaction

to public upheaval more than it was the government directing new attention to a policy

problem.

Table 5.10: Degree and Betweenness Centralization of Idle No More Networks.

Event Degree Betweenness Eigenvector
Idle No More
Protests, January 2,
2013
(a.m.) 0.045 0.003 0.996
(p.m.) 0.031 0.005 0.983
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Event Degree Betweenness Eigenvector
Meetings with
Harper, January 10,
2013
(a.m.) 0.055 0.006 0.9922
(p.m.) 0.043 0.018 0.987

Demonstration for
Royal Proclamation
Act, October 7,
2013
(a.m.) 0.139 0.008 0.964
(p.m.) 0.141 0.007 0.97

5.8 Analysis and Initial Recommendations

Idle No More has the network structure of an online social movement, acting in autonomy

outside their respective organizations. Drawing from the most influential model (orga-

nizational) the actors with sustained interest had high power, high interest and high

homophily throughout the movement, spanning a year. The presence of organizations was

higher than expected, but twitter users spoke “to” them rather than with them. This

finding accords with research showing organizations focus on formal announcements more

than public engagement, and that the public do not engage with authority figures online

about substantive policy issues (Deschamps 2015; Lovejoy, Waters, and Saxton 2012). The

engagement with media and politicians is exclusively “to” these actors. They involve a

public making reactions to decisions, actions or inactions and stories, much like an audience

reacts to a drama. The Idle No More movement appeared as if from a live studio audience,

focussed on emotive responses to emerging circumstances rather than a form of deliberation.

Two factors qualify this finding, however. First, the consistent role of stable actors in the

exchange of information, and second, the increasing role of homophilous discussion from

actors outside Canada. From observation, the interest group curated information through

re-tweets, while a parallel global discourse occurred outside Canadian borders. The network

was composed of subgroups competing for attention, or to frame the nature of the public

discussion.

Table 5.11 provides a summary for the responses to the research questions for the Idle

No More events. Other than assumptions pertaining to the strongly connected nature

of networks, the results conform to policy theory. The policy networks were primarily
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Canadian, with stable actors generating policy interest. The organizational model, including

professionals and organizations was the most explanatory, although organizations themselves

were only mildly influential through in-ties and negatively associated with attention when

they tweeted to non-organizational twitter users.

Table 5.11: Summary of Results for Idle No More

Research Question Result
RQ1 What is the national, regional and international presence
of the Twitter networks?

Primarily
national and
regional

RQ2 Do Twitter policy actors maintain involvement across
online policy events?

Yes

RQ3 Do networks change from policy issue to policy issue? Undetermined

RQ4 Which policy model – the political-media, organizational,
international or activist – best fits the Twitter network?

Organizational,
and Political-

media

RQ5 Do the policy networks follow the "wise crowd" model
where one or more strongly connected components are
surrounded by a larger group of weakly-connected discussants.

Not reliably

RQ6 Do networks that form during focussing events centralize
more than those in decision-making events?

Yes.

The Idle No More movement impacted the agenda primarily by signalling their emotive

response to policy makers, while at the same providing a “window” not directed at policy

change, but at a global discourse with possible implications for policy transfer and/or policy

appropriation. Based on a reading of the tweets, both appear to be possible. For instance,

a South Dakota Idle No More account opened with an agenda opposing the Keystone XL

Pipeline. Popular celebrities like Leo Dicaprio and Neil Young later put their recognition

behind First Nations groups in Canada as a form of activism against development of oil

sands in Alberta, for example.

In hindsight, Atleo should have acknowledged the Idle No More movement as an op-

portunity to raise the profile of First Nations education among First Nations people and

the broader Canadian public. His education agenda was derailed before the public knew it

existed. His policy was ignored by the Idle No More movement, despite obvious connec-

tions through mentions of the residential schools, access to housing and the environment,

provisions for First Nations language, access to Elders and the increased funding. The

federal government may have acted as a constraint on Atleo’s ability to address Idle No
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More, since the Bill would have first to have been tabled prior to debate about its benefits

and limitations. However, by speaking to members of the more stable interest group, a role

for education policy in the Idle No More movement could have prevented the backlash.

The originators may have benefitted from a better connection to International networks,

as it appears that parallel, broader discussions may have undermined efforts to demand

increased consultation from government on environmental and natural resource issues.

International groups like the Occupy movement used Idle No More as an extension to their

own activities rather than having a specific goal (stop Bill C-45). The International groups

understood the problems of colonialism and racism, and especially Theresa Spence’s hunger

strike but had less knowledge about the significance of treaties; the role of the Crown and

the Prime Minister; the significance of Elders and historical First Nations laws, teachings

and other institutions. International support online was double-edged. Without it, it is

unlikely the Idle No More movement would have had such a large media presence. With

it, the media was able to frame the Idle No More movement as a misguided and naive

display and protest, ignoring more subtle elements such as the relationship of First Nations

peoples with their elders.

In all, the Idle No More networks show a population involved through passing interest,

likely influenced by cognitive effects such as biases, previously held opinions, and ideological

positions. A committed group of interested actors did lead the movement somewhat, but

their influence was much smaller than those produced by control variables for incidental

communication. Overall, the movement was more effective in influencing policy outside

Canada than it was inside as later protests moved outside Canada to protests of the

Keystone Pipeline. However, mentions of Idle No More may inform policy debates in future.
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Chapter 6

Copyright and Fair Use

To most, piracy matters when done on a large scale for illegal profits. The average consumer

thinks much incidental copying is permissible under Canadian law, although some have

called for increased awareness of copyright rules and permissions for the public (MacQueen

2009; Murray and Trosow 2013). Not until a letter from a lawyer arrives will they explore

the distinctions between “fair” use and copyright infringement. As a public issue, copyright

law matters most to lawyers and perhaps a few other professionals like teachers and

librarians.

For the heavy Internet user, the story is quite different. Content creators need to know

the rules for using other people’s works or risk penalties for copyright infringement. A

Canadian YouTuber who dedicates herself to reviewing songs needs to know how much

of the music she can share on her video before it triggers a Digital Millennium Copyright

Act (DMCA) takedown (DMCA 2016). The fact that she is Canadian does not protect her

from U.S. law, because YouTube’s data is stored in the United States. She must consider

her own level of tolerance for people sharing her own work on the Internet as well. Having

to comply with the copyright laws of various nations across in the globe is not likely to

help her situation. As a Canadian producer, she expects her nation to protect her from

unfair policies abroad. Of course, a Canadian government has an interest in promoting

Canadian culture. To the heavy Internet user, the values that make Canadian copyright law

are important to Canadian interests. However, these heavy users need either to convince a

mostly unaware population of what’s important or find allies among people who already

know.
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The purpose of copyright is to provide an incentive to produce and disseminate artistic

and intellectual works by providing authors with the “rights to own, use and prevent

others from using” their “application of ideas and information that have commercial value”

(Gowers 2006, pg. 11; Steve Mason 2009). “Application” is the key word because unrecorded

ideas are not protected under Canadian copyright law (Douglas R. Mah & Bodnar 2013).

Before the Internet, most private or semi-private thoughts were not copyrighted works.

Social media like Facebook and Twitter, however, have resulted in an unprecedented

increase in recording ideas. Many Internet users have little or no commercial interest in

recording these thoughts. If anything, they would enjoy seeing them shared widely for

the personal gratification of having their ideas go viral. Others see their recordings as

important to their livelihood and seek protections from illegal copyright and plagiarism.

The Canadian information and cultural industries contributes about 52 billion dollars

to Canada’s GDP, with the province of Ontario accounting for about half – more than

double the contribution of Quebec, the next highest contributor (Statistics 2014). Sixteen

thousand businesses in the Canadian information culture industry employ staff while

another thirty-one thousand do not. Labour productivity since 2010 has dropped however

compared to Canadian businesses and in general, growth has concentrated on Ontario and

Alberta. In addition, Canada has a sizeable education-related economy led by universities

and schools that contributes over eighty billion dollars and continues to grow across the

provinces, especially in Alberta and Saskatchewan who saw a seven percent increase from

2013-2014. From a political perspective, Canadian copyright policy is a balance between

the culture and education industries.

Unlike the Idle No Movement, Copyright law is dominated by communities of experts.

While artists and consumers are important stakeholders, it is largely professionals and

their organizations that have the power to influence public policy. International copyright

agreements such as the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and efforts to comply with them

(such as the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) in the U.S.) had been met by large protests,

including a blackout by Wikipedia (Oz 2012). Similar protests followed Canada’s copyright

legislation proposed in 2012 and 2013 which was largely in compliance with these past

treaties. The movements had little effect on policy as they tended to focus on the minor

technical issue of the right of citizens to remove digital locks from their computers. By
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contrast, lobbying efforts by universities, student rights groups and other organizations

succeeded in securing greater clarity on fair use rights for educational purposes. Online, it

was professionals and academics that shared information to each other across international

networks.

6.1 The Principles of Canadian Copyright

Derived from both the British and French traditions, Canadian copyright law has both moral

and economic grounds (Baldwin 2014; Goldstein 2001; Murray and Trosow 2013). The moral

argument, based on the natural law tradition of the Magna Carta, John Locke, and others

argues that ideas are property owned by their author, and the state has a responsibility to

protect the droit d’auteur (‘the right of the author’) to use her intellectual property as

she sees fit (Bannerman 2013). Key to this justification is the right to compensation for

intellectual labour. Copying a work without permission is a violation of these rights thus

a wrongdoing for which sanctions apply. Governments administer these ‘natural’ rights

for the benefit of society. An equal and opposite law to access information for freedom

of expression permits limited infringement for the purposes of commentary, debate and

learning. Copyright policy, from this moral argument balances property rights with the

rights of information.

The economic argument is utilitarian. Inefficiencies result from the public good character-

istics of intellectual property. Intellectual property is not a material good, but is distributed

inside a physical container such as a book or digital file. Protecting non-material work

from copying creates transaction costs for the author that discourage from producing more

works, creating scarcity for intellectual goods. Property laws like copyright clarify property

rights and reduce these inefficiencies (Murray and Trosow 2013).

As a practical matter, these two views are in alignment. According to Goldstein (2001),

because copyright law clarifies who owns jurisdiction

“[o]ver primary issues of making the rights granted legally effective and so

economically meaningful the two approaches flow together in a single stream.

Where there are divergences, they are often more the product of low political

lobbying than of high and disinterested thought” (Goldstein 2001, 306–7).

For insiders, copyright policy requires technical expertise. Most comes from the Copyright
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Board of Canada. Established in 1989 for the administration of copyright decisions including

the administration of new rights, to set the size of tariffs for royalties and to propose new

regulations and laws. The board is subject to judicial review by the Court of Appeal (Beer

2009). In practice judges defer to the expertise of the board for most of their decisions (see

Cornish 1993; Dietz 1994). In general, the Canadian public service controls the regulation

of copyright.

While Canada’s’ legal tradition balances the moral and economic bases for copyright,

its adaptation to digital technology has created some challenges. Two new dimensions to

intellectual property have emerged: 1. the role of International Treaties and other global

pressures on national copyright policy and 2. an array of unknowns about the viability of

these moral and economic standards in the digital realm. The former, encouraged mostly,

but not solely by wealthy interests in the United States, has as its interest protections in

the global market where new economic powers like India, Vietnam, Thailand and China

have been able to gain ground by attracting startup entrepreneurs with low operating costs

and fewer regulations. Improved economies in those countries also increased demand for

entertainment products such as movies and music that could be produced by remaking

existing products in North America and Europe. Moreover, nations usually follow the

lead of International treaties in times of uncertainty. When China found greater need for

stronger institutions around copyright, for instance, their starting point was the Berne

Convention. Consumer tastes have also converged at the global level as digital content

finds its way across international boundaries. This trend can be seen in the duplications

of television formats for reality shows such as American Idol and Survivor, for instance

(Salvatore 2013).1

The debate around copyright has centred around two incompatible perspectives on the

way digital media has affected the marketplace for ideas. In 2013 the National Research

Council of National Academes describe this debate:

In the United States and internationally, these disruptive changes [due to

digitization] have given rise to a strident debate over copyright’s proper scope

and terms and means of its enforcement – a debate between those who believe
1The format for Survivor was created in the U.K. by Charlie Parsons who sold it to a Swedish company

that aired the first Survivor episode in Sweden in 1997. Versions of the Survivor show have been seen across
Europe and beyond the Western world since 2000.
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the digital revolution is progressively undermining the copyright protection

essential to encourage the funding, creating and distribution of new works and

those who believe that enhancements to copyright are inhibiting technological

innovation and free expression. (National Academes 2013, pg. 1)

Both sides claim that “creativity” and “innovation” are their primary concerns, but have

different beliefs about what innovation is and how it can be developed.

The sudden availability of unlimited content through the Internet has created a second

array of concerns. For one, advocates of open source computing have challenged transaction

cost theory, arguing that software in particular, but all forms of intellectual property can

be licensed in ways to benefit everyone, encouraging innovation (see Doctorow 2008; Lessig

2004). To this group, ideas are not property, but a product of social interactions and an

economy based on sharing knowledge. In practice, companies such as Google have provided

services for free, earning revenue through targeted advertising and data extraction. This

perspective also argued that consumers bear the cost of easy information dissemination

by buying mobile phones and computers and purchasing access to the Internet from

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) (Lanier 2010). Artists and art-based companies such as

publishers and the music industry benefit from being able to provide digital content directly

from computer to computer. Practical considerations of copying digital material are also

important. Copying digital material is not only very easy, but a necessary component of its

use (MacQueen 2009). Viewing a website requires that an Internet browser copy a website

page on to a local computer, for instance. As such, preventing a user from copying can

mean preventing them from using their purchases. Worse, it could put computers at risk of

viral attacks such as in 2005 when Sony required a potentially vulnerable piece of software

called a “root-kit” to use one of their music-related compact discs (Brown 2015). Many felt

that the root-kit opened peoples computers to potential viruses from hackers.

6.2 The Policy Agenda

Copyright in Canada is portrayed as a battle between artists desiring compensation for

their work and consumers who expect proportional discounts for the efficiencies of digital

production. Consumers can be unfairly portrayed as pirates, while music companies are

corporate slavemasters for wanting digital locks on their content.
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In reality, the Canadian policy agenda has more to do with international standards of

copyright law that enable free trade of digital products across national borders. Protections

for Canadian companies are part of the interest in these standards. Worded differently,

Canadian copyright policy has been “not only a struggle between various Canadian interest

groups vying to shape Canadian copyright but also the struggle for a Canadian copyright

system that responds to the interests of Canadians while conforming to imperial and

international copyright systems broadly shaped by more powerful states” (Bannerman

2013, pg. 1). Highly populated countries like India and China pose enormous risks to the

value of Canadian artistic works, limiting the export value of Canadian cultural products.

Meanwhile, U.S. copyright policy, backed by powerful industries such as Hollywood and

the Silicon Valley is influential in the International arena to the extent that many consider

International Treaties to be tools for United States economic interests (Geist 2012). China

joined the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) in 2007, making the prospect of joining the

WCT much more attractive for Canadian businesses. Despite these forces, Canada has

lagged on increasing restrictions on consumer use of materials, especially for educational

purposes (Menard 2015).

The Cultural Industries Sectoral Advisory Group on International Trade (1999) rec-

ognized the desire for Canadians to consume foreign culture, expand Canadian culture

and ensure that Canadians have access to artistic works coming from their own country.

In practice this approach was not suited towards digitally produced works. Canadian

Broadcasters are required by law to ensure a portion of their broadcasts have Canadian

content, and this law is enforced through regulations by the Canadian Radio-television

and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC). Individual producers can, for commercial

purposes, produce whatever content they wish, free from regulation. While Time Magazine

in Canada will change its cover to include Canadian content, popular blogs like TMZ and

the Huffington Post2 show content from anywhere regardless of restrictions. Meanwhile,

foreign services use “geo-blocking” to prevent Canadian consumers from accessing content.

It is not uncommon for a Canadian Internet user to discover that something shared by

their American friends is “not available in your country” because it comes from Hulu or
2The Huffington Post will default to a Canadian version when someone arrives from a Canadian location.

No clear evidence exists whether this is a regulatory requirement or a marketing decision. Nonetheless, it is
quite clear that the most popular blogs do not have to show Canadian content to Canadians and in the
case of the Huffington Post, it is possible to default to a completely different country if desired.
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Pandora (Wagman and Urquhart 2014).

Despite a recognition that digital content necessitates copyright reform, a period of

political instability from 2005 to 2012 prevented it from happening in Canada. Copyright

bills proposed in 2005 (Bill C-60), 2008 (Bill C-61), and 2010 (Bill C-32) failed to pass

until a Conservative majority passed Bill C-11 into law in June 2012. Pressure to ratify

copyright treaties such as WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO Performances

and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) called for more tight copyright restrictions to protect

author rights, and corporate interests in digital format. It also extended rights to license or

rent computer programs and films for artists. The WCT also requires signees to “provide

adequate legal protection and effective legal remedies against the circumvention of effective

technological measures that are used by authors in connection with the exercise of their

rights under this Treaty,” meaning that some sanctions will be made against those who

remove digital locks from materials (WIPO 1996). For many, this is a down-grade from the

fair practice provisions mentioned in Article 10 of the Berne Convention “to permit the

utilization, to the extent justified for the purpose, of literary or artistic works by way of

illustration in publications, broadcasts or sound or visual recordings for teaching, provided

such utilization is compatible with fair practice” (WIPO 2016).

The concern of Internet denizens on copyright is varied. For example, the Canadian

Copyright Board became involved in the net neutrality debate when it had to decide

whether Internet Service Providers (ISPs) were active parties in the online distribution of

music. The ISPs argued that they were passive providers of telecommunications services.

The difference had implications on whether the ISPs could be liable for cases of Internet

piracy. In the end, the Copyright Board decided that they were not active and therefore

immune from liability (SOCAN v CAIP, supra note 11). This declared impartiality was

dependent on the ISPs ability to remain content-neutral creating an institutional leaning

toward net neutrality (Beer 2009).

Education institutions face copyright concerns on both sides of the consumer-producer

divide. On the producer side, researchers and educators produce materials for which they

hold rights that should be protected. On the consumer side, education requires the use of

copyrighted materials.

In reality, most concerns about the protection of copyright for researchers and publishers
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by universities were rhetorical. Letters to Canadian Heritage from the Universities of

Athabasca and Saskatchewan both open with a statement of the status of the University

as producers and consumers. Brett Fairbairn, the Provost and Vice-President Academic

for the University of Saskatchewan wrote that “universities are invested in both sides of

the copyright issue” with a “strong interest in protecting content creators from copyright

infringement, and as researchers and teachers we need to ensure that fair dealing provisions

protect educational use” (Fairbairn 2009). However, the rest of the letter focusses on the

expansion of fair dealing and special conditions for universities to unlock mobile devices for

the purpose of innovation and sharing. The six recommendations call for increased access

to materials for educational use, reduced risk against infringement claims based on the acts

of students and staff, permission to remove digital locks for academic purposes, “format

neutrality” to ensure the easy transport of academic works from institution to institution

and limitations of responsibility to enforce copyright infringement for universities as an

Internet Service Provider. None of the restrictions sought to expand copyright to protect

producers.

Research about activism in copyright in Canada centres around Michael Geist, a Uni-

versity of Ottawa law professor and originator of the Fair Copyright for Canada (FCFC)

Facebook site (Haggart 2013; Mochnacki 2013). On June 2nd, 2008 Geist wrote a blog post

predicting that Industry Minister Jim Prentice would create the “Canadian DMCA Bill,”

BIll C-61, later that week (Geist 2008). Geist’s post put the government’s statement that

the bill was “the result of extensive discussions with the Minister of Canadian Heritage to

ensure that the Canadian approach strikes the right balance between protecting creators

and ensuring appropriate access” while at the same time keeping the non-circumvention

provisions found in the earlier Bill C-60 (Geist 2008). He claimed that these provisions

supported United States interests. A later June 12th post argued that Bill C-61 was

worse than the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA). He also suggested that

the government should hear from librarians, teachers, artists, and privacy advocates. In

the previous year, Geist released a YouTube video calling for Canadians to write their

MPs and departments to prevent legislation that would unfairly prevent Canadians from

circumventing digital locks. The bill was postponed when parliament dissolved for an

election, but Geist remained important to discussion both online and off (Mochnacki 2013).
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Another copyright activist is Russell Mcormond. Russell Mcormond describes himself

as “interested in where technology meets the social sciences (law, politics etc.).” He keeps

a blog called “Digital Copyright Canada,” a place where “many of the participants are

proponents of more recent ‘commons-based peer production’ methodologies which include

Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) and the Creative Commons” (McOrmond

2006). He also manages two mailing lists for discussion and announcements about digital

copyright issues.

His Twitter feed contains retweets of the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EEF) an online

information advocacy group, Michael Geist, Sara Bannerman, Cory Doctorow and other

gurus of open source information and copyright law. With only a small following of 600

users at the time of this writing, Mcormond does not drive attention to Copyright law,

but debates issues of copyright, highlights new laws and discusses news in the digital

world. Mcormond does not necessarily see himself as an influencer in the field, but instead

provides a journal of sorts for the benefit of others to learn more about copyright. At

one point, Mcormond debates with John Degen, a board member for both the Canadian

Writers Union and the International Author’s Forum. When advised not to continue the

debate because he is unlikely to change Degen’s mind, Mcormond replied “I ‘discuss’ with

[Degen] for benefit of my followers, obviously not to try to change his mind.” A common

type of voice on online channels, Mcormond is a curator of policy news, perhaps realizing

that his sharing information will be relevant to future generations.

6.3 Do Twitter networks reflect sustained attention by Canadians on

Canadian issues?

The size of the copyright networks shown in table 6.1 shows smaller networks due to the

more technical aspects of copyright policy. Only the July 12th Supreme Court decision

search had more than 1000 actors. This larger size may have been caused by the use of

a search phrase instead of a hashtag, but more likely that the Supreme Court decision

(SOCAN vs Alberta Department of Education) attracted media-interested people.
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Table 6.1: Network statistics for Copyright Networks.

Event
Reply

Actors
Reply Ties

RT Actors RT Ties
C-32, February 10,
2012

143 182 265 264

C-11 June 29, 2012 53 64 130 125

Supreme Court
Decision July 12,
2012

515 458 920 794

In response to RQ1, (What is the national, regional and international presence of the

Twitter networks?) the majority of actors in the networks were from Canada (see Table

6.2). Table 6.2 and 6.3 show the demographic information for the copyright networks in

terms of national and provincial representation. Globally, they were similar to the Idle No

More networks, except for an increase in non-U.S. international representation for the July

12 Supreme Court decision network and lower United States representation in the Jun 6

protests. Many actors in the July 6th network did not disclose their own location. The

organized protests of Bill C-32 had fewer international actors than when Bill C-11 passed

third reading. Explaining this difference would require additional research, but it could be

an example of (Lasswell 1956)’s “catharsis” (see Chapter 2) where a decision by government

results in a short period of public reflection rather than reduced communication.

Provincially, the networks reflect the proportion GDP in the cultural industry for

the provinces, with the exception of Quebec which was likely underrepresented due to

differences in language. Canada. Ontario, British Columbia and the Atlantic provinces

were over-represented in the network while the Prairie provinces, Alberta, Quebec and the

Territories were underrepresented.

According to table 6.5, which shows the representation of actors according to content

analysis of their profiles, the anti-C-31 protests had more people who called themselves

“activists,” but the percentage is only 5.7 percent of the overall network. For this case, the

“professional” category was broken up to show librarians, teachers and other professionals

(mostly lawyers) separately. As such, on June 29th, when Bill C-11 passed Senate and was

passed into parliament, a comparatively large number of librarians and fewer people who

called themselves activists participated.
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Table 6.2: Global demographics for Twitter Population for Copyright networks.

Event Canada US International Unknown N
C-32 February 10,
2012

60.5% 9.0 3.54 26.98 367

C-11 June 29, 2012 67 2.96 3.56 29.59 203

Supreme Court
Decision July 12,
2012

58.65 11.1 10.95 19.30 1316

Table 6.3: Canadian National demographics for Twitter Population for the Copyright
Networks.

Event
Canada

BC AB
SK &
MB ON QC Atl. Terr.

C-32 February
10, 2012

14.8% 13.5 12.6 1.4 43.24 9.5 5.0 0.00

C-11 June 29,
2012

16.7 11.4 7.0 1.8 47.7 6.14 8.7 0.00

Supreme Court
Decision July 12,
2012

12.13 14.6 7.04 4.17 49.93 5.08 6.91 0.13

Population - 13.06 11.62 6.77 38.49 23.09 6.65 0.33

The demographics by nationality, profession, organization suggest that RQ3 (Do networks

change from policy issue to policy issue?) can be answered in the positive because it differs

from Idle No More. For example, during the Supreme Court decision, only forty-six percent

citizens discussed the topic compared to an average of sixty percent for Idle No More.

The percentage was replaced by a greater percentage of media, teachers and students

and/or academics. In contrast to Idle No More, organizations made up greater than 20 per

cent of the total population of the networks in two of the three cases, with a very large

representation (over twenty-seven percent) during the announcement of the Supreme Court

decision. Again, this increase likely occurred because education institutions were involved

in either speaking about or retweeting information about the Supreme Court decision. This

result accords with policy agenda setting theory that networks form based on the nature

of issues and likely has to do with the impact of the Supreme Court decision on educators

(Stuart Neil Soroka 2002).
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Table 6.4: Professional make-up of the Copyright networks based on profiles.

Event Media Citizen Activist Student Politician Professional
C-32 February 10,
2012

6.3% 67.0 5.7 3.5 3.6 3.5

C-11 June 29,
2012

6.5 60.0 1.8 1.8 5.2 7.1

Supreme Court
Decision July 12,
2012

11.5 46.17 2.68 7.12 2.83 7.96

Event Artist Librarian Teacher
C-32 February 10, 2012 9.3% 0.5 0.8

C-11 June 29, 2012 8.3 10.7 0.6

Supreme Court Decision July 12, 2012 8.96 5.97 6.74

Table 6.6: Representation by organizations for Copyright Networks.

Event Organization Non-Organization
C-32 February 10,
2012

16.6% 83.4

C-11 June 29, 2012 20.7 79.3

Supreme Court
Decision July 12,
2012

27.03 72.97

6.4 Actor Stability Across events

As illustrated in Figure 6.1, out of the 1800 actors discovered throughout the three events,

half a percent (9 total actors) tweeted on all three days and five percent tweeted on

two days, with the remaining ninety-plus percent participating on only one of the days.

This result suggests RQ2 – Do Twitter policy actors maintain involvement across online

policy events? – must be responded to in the negative. Again attention is fleeting. Only a

few representatives maintained their interest (or were mentioned) across all three events.

Confirming the results from other studies, Michael Geist is the most replied to and retweeted

Twitter user during all three events suggesting that Geist’s views are frequently repeated
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in the network (Mochnacki 2013).
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Figure 6.1: Actor distribution for the three copyright events. Clockwise from top-right 1.
Announcement of that Bill C-11 passed third reading. 2. Organized protests
against bill C-32. 3. Supreme Court decision for Alberta Education v. SOCAN.
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6.5 Group Influence and Model Selection

The results for the Exponential Random Graph Models (ergm) process are available in

the Appendix, but are summarized in Table 6.7. As discussed in previous chapters, Ergms

distinguish between models using the Aikaka information criterion (AIC), the lower the

value, the better the simulated models fit the empirical graph. Coefficients are also produced

that quantify the influence each factor has on the total number of ties in the network.

Positive values imply adding one unit to the model has a greater than random influence

on the number of ties in the network as a whole. Negative values imply the influence is

lower than random. In the case of the C-32 protest retweet network, no convergence could

be obtained from the ergm model. Often this is the case when two or more of the model

terms are highly correlated. Nonetheless, the results for that network were removed from

the results. On the other hand, in one case, a tie occurred between the organizational and

political model, thus the results total six networks selected first and only four selected

second.

Table 6.7: Model selection for Copyright networks.

Model Selected 1st Selected 2nd
Political 1 1
Organizational 4 0
International 1 2
Activist 0 1

In response to RQ4, the organizational model was selected 1st for four of the networks

whereas the International model was selected first for one network and second for two.

The political model was selected 1st once and 2nd once. The distinction between reply

(more influenced by the organizational model) and retweet networks made the difference in

overall fit.

Table 6.8: Most important factors in the ergm models for copyright events (replies) (p-value
< 0.05).

Event Positive factors Negative factors
C-32 February 10,
2012

idegree(0), idegree(1),
idegree(2), mutual,

professionals(among)

edges, politician (out),
organizations(out), interest(in)

C-11 June 29, 2012 idegree(0), idegree(1), mutual edges, organizations(out),
odegree(1)
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Event Positive factors Negative factors

Supreme Court
Decision July 12, 2012

mutual, odegree(1), academia
(among), professional(among),

interest (in), U.S. (out),
academia(out), academia(in),

professional (out)

edges, nsp(1), international(in),
media (out), organizations

(out), citizen (in)

Tables 6.8 and 6.9 summarize the most positive and negative significant factors in the

best fit model. In examining the most influential factors, again endogenous network factors

tended to have more influence than exogenous or categorical ones. Among the categorical

effects, professionals and academics communicating to each other are the most influential,

especially during the Supreme Court decision announcement. Contrary to the intuition

that Twitter is primarily a non-governmental environment, professional groups do use

Twitter to inform their colleagues about public decisions and perhaps their implications for

organizations, professional values and so on. Similar to Idle No More, organizations and

politicians speaking out correlates with a less than random probability of a tie forming.

Table 6.9: Most important factors in the ergm models for copyright events (retweets)
(p-value < 0.05).

Event Positive factors Negative factors
C-32 February 10,
2012

(N/A - no convergence on
results)

C-11 June 29, 2012 idegree(0), odegree(1) edges, politician (out)

Supreme Court
Decision July 12, 2012

idegree(0), odegree(1),
activist(in)

edges, nsp(1)

6.6 Network Formation

Two of the three networks formed in a way that would lead one to suggest the policy

discussion centred around the views of a small group of people in accordance with RQ5 (Do

the policy networks follow the "wise crowd" model where one or more strongly connected

components are surrounded by a larger group of weakly-connected discussants.). This

contrasts with the results of the Idle No More networks. The February 10th protests against

concerns that Bill C-11 would be amended to include new provisions for the government to

shut down websites was dominated by a group of 10 people. The response to the ratification
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of C-11 had a smaller group of six. The smaller networks were more centralized than

the larger network formed from the announcement of the Supreme Court on SOCAN

v. Alberta Education. This result is comparable to what happened in the Idle No More

networks. In response to RQ6, (Do networks that form during focussing events centralize

more than those in decision-making events?), the networks appear to centralize in response

to decisions they wish to see changed, or to prevent decisions from being amended. For the

Idle No More case, the purpose of monitoring was to influence a meeting between Stephen

Harper and members of the AFN and FSIN. In this case, it was a movement concerned

with preventing amendments to bill C-11.

Table 6.10: Distribution of strongly connected components of size k of Copyright Networks.

Event 1 2 3 4 5-6 6+
C-32 February 10,
2012

349 4 0 0 0 1 (10)

C-11 June 29,
2012

161 1 0 0 1 0

Supreme Court
Decision July 12,
2012

1248 24 2 1 0 0

The focussing events were more centralized than the decision events for June 29th and the

response to the Supreme Court decision on July 12th. However, for the July 12th network,

a search phrase rather than a hashtag was used as a data source, which could explain the

difference. Since this is primarily a public response rather than a coordinated movement, it

is less likely that we would see significant cohesion among the actors. Nonetheless, this

result implies that the networks formed around specific individuals during the focussing

events rather than through the decision-oriented one.

Table 6.11: Degree and Betweenness Centralization of Copyright Networks.

Event Degree Betweenness Eigenvector
C-32 February 10,
2012

0.262 0.041 0.952

C-11 June 29, 2012 0.162 0.039 0.959

Supreme Court
Decision July 12,
2012

0.036 0.000 0.996
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Event Degree Betweenness Eigenvector

6.7 Analysis and Initial recommendations

The make up of the copyright networks was unsurprisingly different from the Idle No More

network, given the nature of the policy field and the technical and legal considerations

involved in copyright policy. Also unlike Idle No More, few see copyright policy as inherently

unjust compared to The Indian Act and the federal government’s historical treatment of

Aboriginal Peoples. Some similarities between the Copyright and Idle No Policy networks

have been shown. First of all, the networks in both cases had a distinctly Canadian tone

about them. Second, the Organizational model explains the result of the four models

described and the “Activist” model was least, although activists were occasionally an

influential group. Emotive responses signified by the control variables were another feature

of this network, but it seems that it is directed at professionals, members of academia and

activists more than politicians and media (see the Appendix for the coefficients for the

control variables). Similar to the Idle No More network, a parallel conversation developed

among International Twitter users as outside observers of the policy field.

The government response to the adoption of international copyright treaties has been

successful, despite opposition from social media outlets. Although the online consultation

process was single-minded based on narratives by Michael Geist that WIPO was a tool

for US economics interests, the policy was not. If anything, the anti-digital locks group

undermined their position. The lack of discussion around the subject, shown through the

lack of mutual ties and sparse networks suggest that the discussion rehashed existing

beliefs, or affirmations of statements. On the other hand, interactions among professionals

and international groups (primarily lawyers) suggest that an informal global institutional

framework enabled copyright policy to diffuse to an international community. These online

interactions were not necessarily full of content that offered opinions or new ideas to the

policy field, but many did show polite appreciation for the exchange of information.

Table 6.12 summarizes the results for testing the hypotheses. For the most part, the

results follow policy theory with the exception of the stability of actors and the formation

of the network around strongly connected groups. Further the discussion networks were

less centralized than the focussing events, although the size of the networks in this case
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likely proved to be the main factor in the results.

Table 6.12: Summary of Results for copyright case

Research Question Result
RQ1 What is the national, regional and international presence
of the Twitter networks?

Primarily
national and
regional.

RQ2 Do Twitter policy actors maintain involvement across
online policy events?

No.

RQ3 Do networks change from policy issue to policy issue? Yes (so far)
RQ4 Which policy model – the political-media, organizational,
international or activist – best fits the Twitter network?

Organizational
(professional
influence)

RQ5 Do the policy networks follow the "wise crowd" model
where one or more strongly connected components are
surrounded by a larger group of weakly-connected discussants.

No.

RQ6 Do networks that form during focussing events centralize
more than those in decision-making events?

No (the
inverse is

more true)

The approach by libraries, schools, universities and student groups calling for a balance

between Fair Use rights and Intellectual property rights resulted in expanded rights for

education institutions probably because the connection between access to information and

university education made logical sense. These organizations did not really require access

to social media networks since they had members included in the lobbying registry and an

obvious interest in new policy. The language used by these professional groups is one of

compromise and concern.

Policy makers wisely interacted with online groups on copyright. Without this consulta-

tion, compromises to improve access for educational purposes and achieve the necessary

concessions to qualify as a ratified member of WIPO could not be made. Earlier bills

had already failed in committee. Celebrities like Margaret Atwood even participated (see

Sookman 2011). While the level of engagement by government to online users was limited,

it helped to dampen the formation of networks working against the policy. Digital lock

concerns became a marginal concern amongst the barriers to Canada joining WIPO. Bill

C-11 strengthened fair use rights for citizens, although the tradition of fair use for education

was all ready in place – uncertainty about potential fees was the only barrier. Overall, past

engagement with the public through online consultations appears to have helped structure

policy in the long run. Whether the policy success was due to this engagement, or to some

factors is uncertain, although this data offers a tentative suggestion that the former was
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important.

Copyright law is extremely complex, but the lay public has some understanding of

what is important to ensure both consumer and producer rights. The following chapter

on cyberbullying will examine another balance of rights – rights of free expression versus

rights of privacy and freedom from harassment.
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Chapter 7

Cyberbullying and Online

Harassment

According to Bill Belsey, a Canadian cyberbullying awareness activist, cyberbullying is

the use of information and communication technologies such as email, cell phone

and pager text messages, instant messaging, defamatory personal websites, to

support deliberate, repeated, and hostile behaviour by an individual or group,

that is intended to harm others (cited by Campbell, Butler, and Kift 2008, pg.

21).

To the public, it evokes images of smart aleck hackers using the Internet to harm

people with no recourse, or cowardly group behaviour behind anonymous identities. At

its worst, cyberbullying results in severe harm including suicide, school or workplace

conflict and depression. The tools for dealing with cyberbullying involve both the most

severe punishments available (i.e. jail time) to the most lenient (e.g.. verbal reprimands)

with debate about the effectiveness of punitive responses versus relationship building.

Cyberbullying connects to other offences as well, especially sexual harassment, libel and

child pornography because bullies sometimes resort to these means to torment their victim.

Because the topic relates to sexuality, cruelty and conflict among children especially, the

issue of cyberbullying and student conduct is of seasonal interest by media and school

systems.

Traditional bullying has long been a popular media story as well. Unfortunately, stories

about the heroes, villains and victims of bullying incidents rarely match the evidence on
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what happens during school and workplace violence. Most incidents involve behaviours by

bullies, victims and bystanders all contributing to what occurred (Chapman and Buchanan

2012). Bullying commonly begets bullying for instance and it rarely happens on linear

time-line. For example, time lapses between the action of the bully and when a victim

recognizes (or at least feels) that she has been threatened are common (Kofoed 2014).

Cyberbullying and traditional bullying often occur in tandem.

Because definitions for cyberbullying vary across research agendas, meaningful statistics

on cyberbullying are challenging to produce. For instance, “repeated” behaviour is not used

by all definitions, creating a case where the records of prevalence are higher than those

cases where “repeated” is used (Chapman and Buchanan 2012). Nonetheless, most studies

suggest cyberbullying is common with ranges of between four (Ybarra and Mitchell 2004)

and thirty percent (Patchin and Hinduja 2006) of adolescents having been cyberbullied

with a slightly greater frequency for girls as victims and boys being a little more likely to be

online harassers (Hinduja and Patchin 2008). Other studies have found no significant gender

differences in the victimisation and perpetration of cyberbullying behaviours (Donna Cross

and Monks 2012; Tokunaga 2010; Ybarra and Mitchell 2004).

Most cyberbullying is mild, but generates greater attention than more severe crimes.

Cyberbullying is less harmful than traditional bullying, but is serious because it correlates

with peer violence. The combination of both can be harmful over time (Antonella Brighi

and Thompson 2012; Donna Cross and Monks 2012). Because cyberbullying has a digital

footprint, victims and perpetrators can report their circumstances online, giving the subject

more visibility than traditional bullying. Furthermore, parents and teachers of the 1990s

and 2000s have not been able to rely on personal experiences to provide supportive words

and useful strategies for their children’s’ experiences of cyberbullying incidents (Collier

2012). Most Canadian students use the Internet on a daily basis and that use includes

cyberbullying related messages from email or instant messaging (Cassidy, Jackson, and

Brown 2009; Kerry H. Robinson and Davies 2012). The first cohort that has lived through

such incidents are becoming parents now, with new perspectives on the severity and

importance of the issue.

In Canada, two incidents of cyberbullying became a source of policy change in 2012

and 2013 after public announcements of the death of first Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh
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Parsons who both committed suicide after prolonged bullying after their intimate images

were shared without their consent. The cases were notorious for the misery they caused

and because police and prosecutors failed to prosecute the main perpetrators. The federal

government introduced Bill C-13 the Protecting Canadians from Online Crime Act (also

called “Rehtaeh’s Law”) that made non-consensual distribution of intimate images illegal.

All provinces, but the victims home provinces especially, targeted cyberbullying inside and

outside schools in new policy after the incidents. The Government of Nova Scotia went

as far as introducing a Cyberbullying task-force to fight online abuse (Deschamps and

McNutt 2016).

Public outrage against cyberbullying incidents undermined efforts by online privacy

advocates to prevent legislation permitting access to personal information without a warrant.

Bill C-13 The Protecting Canadians from Online Abuse Act reintroduced provisions for law

enforcement to retrieve information from internet service providers (ISPs) about private

individuals without a warrant. These provisions were introduced in a previous bill, C-30

The Protecting Children from Internet Predators Act that were rejected due to public

opposition. The cyberbullying legislation in Nova Scotia faced a constitutional challenge

and lost because the law extended beyond cyberbullying (see Crouch v Snell, 2015 NSCC

340, Fraser 2015; Ruskin 2015).

Differences in the public response to Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons shows a pattern

of awareness growing within the discussion networks. The public response to Amanda

Todd’s was global and rife with bullying messages including memes about drinking bleach

with Todd’s picture in the background. After Rehtaeh Parson’s death, the message changed

to a discussion about police indifference, rape culture and sexual assault. What causal

relationship exists between the two events is uncertain, but feminist blogs spread news

about Rehtaeh Parsons more than for Amanda Todd. Self-proclaimed activists may have

played an important role in framing cyberbullying as a gendered issue, increasing its profile

on the policy agenda.
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7.1 The Policy Agenda: Victim’s Rights, Lawful Access and Criminal

Accountability

Cyberbullying was not a government priority prior to the late 2010s. A scan for “cyberbully”

in Usenet groups shows the term used to describe individuals or groups who overtake a news

group with their opinions, drowning out others. The first reference to cyberbullying as a

social problem occurred in 2004 with the registration of cyberbullying.org by Kathy Willard,

an education and legal consultant. Willard and the non-profit organization that she headed

at the time – The Centre for Safe and Responsible Use of the Internet – draw from the

literature on child development and psychology to propose educative models of appropriate

behaviour and extend them to the online world. Willard describes “disinhibition” or the

willingness of people on the World Wide Web to engage in behaviours they otherwise

would not in person. The use of anonymity; lack of social cues and feedback; differences

in social expectations online; and the ability to construct multiple identities online to

manipulate people into thinking that the message is more broad-reaching were cited as

important factors in cyberbullying cases (Willard 2005). Overall, the issue was limited to

non-profit organizations and schools who emphasized educating children about internet

safety and appropriate conduct (Broll and Huey 2015). Even in Universities, procedures for

cyberbullying and harassment focussed on student conduct (Faucher, Jackson, and Cassidy

2015).

A few issues related to cyberbullying did have government attention. First, the federal

Conservative government introduced a “Victim’s Bill of Rights” which passed in 2015, that

included provisions for compassion and respect for victims in the criminal court system.

These provisions included the right to information about the court process, the protection

of privacy in court proceedings, access to testimonial aids while acting as a witness (for

example, the right to have a lawyer cross-examine when the accused is self-represented)

(see Canada 2016), the right to express views about the court case where they were

victimized and to request a restitution order for a crime that would be enforced by civil law.

Thematically, the bill was related to cyberbullying (and bullying in general) because court

procedures to convict criminals and the challenge of finding cyberbullies leaves victims

feeling unsupported. Similarly, lack of evidence to convict cyberbullies prevents police from

taking action to prevent further harm.
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Second, the federal government sought changes to enforcement rules that gave police

easier access to information from information service providers (ISPs) such as Bell and

Telus. First proposed by the Liberal party in 2005 with Bill C-74 (Modernization of

Investigative Techniques Act), a number of bills (Bills C-46 & C-47 in 2009; Bills C50, 51,

and 52 in 2010; and Bill C-30 in 2012) were proposed to parliament that would permit

access to “name, address, telephone number and electronic mail address of any subscriber

to any of the service provider’s telecommunications services and the Internet protocol

address, international mobile equipment identity number and subscriber identity module

card number that are associated with the subscriber’s service and equipment” (Bill C-52

s.16; Lawson 2012). The reasoning came from an agreement with the Council of Europe’s

Convention on Cybercrime, signed in 2001, that required the “adoption of legal tools

adapted to deal with new technologies such as orders to produce ‘subscriber information’ ”

(Nicol and Valiquet 2014, pg. 3). The European convention was especially concerned with

the distribution of child pornography. Bill C-30 the Protecting Children from Internet

Predators Act was a direct descendent of the agreement. Cyberbullying was a small part of

the new rules. An amendment to the convention extended the agreement to hate speech by

applying sanctions on

insulting publicly, through a computer system, (i) persons for the reason that

they belong to a group distinguished by race, colour, descent or national or

ethnic origin, as well as religion, if used as a pretext for any of these factors; or

(ii) a group of persons which is distinguished by any of these characteristics.

(Europe 2006)

The Convention on Cybercrime implies an expansion of state powers to limit some forms

of online speech that would include but not be limited to the use of online threats and

bullying. Canada was one of only two non-European countries to sign on to the this part

of the convention.

In Nova Scotia, bullying and cyberbullying was touchstone problem for restorative

practices. Restorative justice is a collection of practices intended to “restore” the loss

caused by the harm conducted by facilitating a reconciliation between a person causing

harm, the person most affected by the crime and the larger community (Levad 2012).

Because Canadian criminal courts focus on the relationship between an accused and the
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Crown, rather than the harm done to victims, sending young people to the criminal justice

system for bullying does little to alleviate the injustices they cause. Further, incarcerating

first-time offenders creates dependence on jail systems, resulting in further recidivism,

which is why police believe that courts are not a good place for young people to learn the

principles of justice (Broll and Huey 2015). Rather than approaching justice through a

lens of crime and punishment, restorative justice asks the people involved to discuss ways

in which harm can be removed and peace restored, holding the perpetrator accountable for

doing the repairs. Some believe restorative justice practices can be preventative, reducing

overall crime due through greater community harmony (Trenczek 2013). In MacKay (2012)

’s words, “the deterioration of respectful and responsible relations with other people” are

the main source for cyberbullying behaviour (pg. 83). To Mackay, this anti-social behaviour

is “the number one non-academic problem facing schools and is also a major problem for

society at large” which is often exacerbated by “significant problems in how both schools

and society responds” (pg. 84). This meant that the cyberbullying problem was not a school

problem but instead a problem for the community at large. The education department

could take a leadership role, but would require coordination across departments including

justice, health and community services.

Where teasing and bullying behaviour results in severe harm are a test for the restorative

approach. Due to dramatic media cases, the public sees restorative practices as too soft

on crime. News reports of mass killings at Columbine High School in Denver Colorado

were coupled with reports that the shooters Dylan Kleibold and Eric Harris were victims

of bullying for over four years.1 A study by the US Secret service found that experience

with bullying was a common factor among shooters (Hinduja and Patchin 2012b; Vossekuil

2002). In other cases, prolonged bullying, especially cyberbullying connects to high profile

suicides raising public concern over the conduct of not only school aged children, but

also adults. In the U.S., Megan Meiers committed suicide in October 2006 after being

dumped by an online boyfriend named “Josh Evans” who progressively got meaner to her

on MySpace. After her death, authorities discovered that “Josh Evans” was a false account

created by a former friend (unnamed because she is underaged), the friend’s mother, Lori

Drew, and a companion. They created the account to be mean to Meiers. A court trial
1Whether Kleibold and Harris were bullied or bullies is uncertain. However, it is the case that bullying

was listed in the media as one of the possible motives for the shooting. see Cullen (2009); Boodman (2001).
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occurred charging Drew with one count of conspiracy and related computer charges. Drew

was acquitted, but the resulting outrage led to a “Megan Meiers Cyberbullying Prevention

Act” being introduce the United States Congress in 2008. A number of other state and

municipal laws referred to Megan Meiers in passing anti-cyberbullying legislation.2

Despite such cases, evidence of generalized social harm due to cyberbullying is elusive.

Increased reports of cyberbullying do not coincide with similar decreases in well-being.

They cannot be causally connected to increased incidents of suicide in Canada (which have

declined since the popularization of the Internet (see S. Canada 2015)), or an increase in

diagnoses of mental illnesses such as depression and anxiety, although there has been an

increase of the use of mental health services by people aged 1-19 since 1996 (P. H. A. of

Canada 2015). A study of police officers perceptions about bullying suggest that unless it

escalates into a more severe crime such as assault or sexual harassment, it is not a priority

(Broll and Huey 2015). Most analysts suggest that, despite exceptions, the most severe

cases of cyberbullying are covered by related charges in the Canada Criminal Code (Broll

and Huey 2015; MacKay 2012). The perception of harm for cyberbullying is quite different

from the reality.

7.2 Cyberbullying, Twitter and Online culture

Archived public tweets on Twitter between 2007 and 2008 show a connection between

cyberbullying as understood in schools and cyberbullying as a more-or-less adult-oriented

Internet phenomenon. In 2007, the term “cyberbully” was used almost exclusively by one

Twitter account called @nocyberbullies established by the Centre for Safe and Responsible

Internet Use headed by Nancy Willard. Most of the papers offered cyberbullying as the

Internet’s version of a schoolyard bully. Later in the year, Twitter users began to make a

connection between the term cyberbullying and threats of sexualized violence in the tech

industry. In March of 2007, a popular blogger named Kathy Sierra cancelled her visit to a

popular O’Rielly ETech technology conference after threatening images were sent to her by

an anonymous troll. As Sierra was a very popular blogger and technology guru at the time,

the incident was followed by public outcry from the technology industry.
2The “Megan’s Law” that referred to Megan Meiers are different from other “Megan’s Laws” that law

authorities inform the public about sex offenders. The latter laws refer to Megan Kanka, a seven year old
who was murdered by neighbour who had two previous sex offence convictions.
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Sierra later described the role of the “troll” in forms of online victimization:

And the trolls aren’t stupid. The most damaging troll/haters are some of the

most powerful people (though they self-describe as outcasts). Typically, the

hacker trolls are technically-talented, super smart white men. They’re not just

hackers. They are social engineers. They understand behavioural psych. They

know their Kahneman. They “get” memes. They exploit a vulnerability in

the brains of your current and potential listeners. (. . . ) You’re probably more

likely to win the lottery than to get any law enforcement agency in the United

States to take action when you are harassed online, no matter how viscously

and explicitly. Local agencies lack the resources, federal agencies won’t bother.

(Unless you’re a huge important celebrity. But the rules are always different for

them. But trolls are quite happy to attack people who lack the resources to do

anything about it. Troll code totally supports punching DOWN.) There IS no

“the authorities” that will help us. We are on our own. And if we don’t take

care of one another, nobody else will. We are all we’ve got. (Sierra 2014)

Sierra was saying that cyberbullying was not just a matter of misbehaviour requiring

punishment, but a social problem where ordinary people were manipulated by trolling

sociopaths to destroy people (but women especially) who gained public attention for their

work. It implied that the response was that the solution was increased social support from

online users.

After 2009, reference to “rape culture” began to occur with greater frequency on Twitter,

sparked by a number of feminist blogs such as Feministing and Jezebel. Rape culture

refers to the degree that society blames victims for sexual violence, thus perpetuating an

environment where such violence was tolerated. Online sexual harassment was a major

theme. These blogs sparked an “online estrogen revolution” said to be “attracting an

increasing number of prominent women, has community-based and conventional websites

directed at a female audience vying to be first with news and insight on topics of every

stripe, from maternity leave and the age of consent to sexual politics and entertainment”

(Harris 2008). Together these blogs provided an important voice to the issue of online

harassment because as online news sources, they could report on Internet harassment as it

happened. In many ways, they took on the role of troll watchdog.
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7.3 The Deaths of Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons

The deaths of Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons are emblematic of the tragedy caused by

the proliferation of cruel behaviour on the Internet in Canada. In November 2011, Rehtaeh

Parsons was horrified to discover that intimate images were being distributed across her

school without her consent. At the time, she alleged that the images recorded her being

sexually assaulted (Segal 2015). She attempted suicide multiple times, changed schools

and faced weeks of hospitalization as she struggled to deal with the implications of this

prolonged cyberbullying and alleged assault. Despite pleas to the authorities by Rehtaeh

and her parents, little was done to bring justice to this case. Not until after her death, were

two young men responsible for distributing the photograph (and the alleged sexual assault)

tried and convicted for distributing child pornography. A report by Segal (2015) found

that the police did not follow proper protocol in the case, but the problems did not sit

only with police. When police attempted to interview students at the high school Parsons

attended, and school authorities allegedly thwarted them. The report concluded that the

prosecution made an error in advising police that the case for child pornography was

unlikely to produce a conviction. Segel cited a lack of knowledge of the legal circumstances

as the cause.

Amanda Todd posted a video on YouTube on September 17th, 2012 describing in detail

how she was a victim of “capping” (convincing someone to share intimate photos, taking a

screen capture and sharing it on the Internet). Over years, Amanda Todd was blackmailed

repeatedly with threats that the photos would be shared with friends at school. Not until

2014 was Aydin Coban, a Dutch man, charged in relation to the crimes against Amanda

Todd and a number of other young people around the globe (White 2014). It is not expected

that he will be extradited to Canada until at least 2018 as Dutch authorities try him for

79 charges of sexual assault and extortion.

Coban’s capture was far too late for Amanda Todd. Her images were shared and Todd

faced repeated bullying over the photos, forcing her to change schools multiple times. After

a number of suicide attempts, Todd finally succumbed to her tormentors. On October

10th, when she was 15 year old, she committed suicide. Later reports showed that the

RCMP received multiple reports of Amanda Todd being victimized online, but no action

was taken (News 2013).
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While the circumstances of the cases of Rehtaeh Parsons and Amanda Todd had much in

common, the public reaction online was different. School boards across Canada organized a

tribute in honour of Amanda Todd on October 19, 2012 including moments of silence and

information sessions about bullying “in remembrance of bullying victims who are no longer

with us and to support those who are being bullied right now” (quoted in Press 2012).

A lack of preparation for the online response to the vigils was evident in the public’s

response to the Amanda Todd story. One user bragged that Amanda Todd’s image would

be his costume for Hallowe’en. Another wondered out loud why, when victims of suicide

occur all over the world, the news media and online users wanted to focus on the story of

Amanda Todd. The bullying continued on Twitter, after Amanda Todd’s death. Various

twitter users cruelly joked about “pulling an Amanda Todd” by “drinking bleach” and

convincing boys to cheat on their girlfriends.

Despite the sexual harassment of Amanda Todd online, no Twitter user referred to “rape

culture” on the evening of October 19th. The death of Rehtaeh Parsons, by contrast, sparked

outrage against the perpetrators of the alleged rape and distribution of the photographs.

Incredulity about the lack of a police response to Rehtaeh’s case was another theme. Calls

for Anonymous to reveal the identity of the alleged rapists were common based on a

previous case where Anonymous’s participation led to the eventual conviction of a sexual

assault in Steubenville, Ohio (Bennett-Smith 2013). Within the search for “Rehtaeh” on

April 6th, 2013, “rape culture” is referred to over one hundred times and this number does

not include retweets.

Both cases featured actions by Anonymous to pressure police to press charges against

those responsible for the bullying. Anonymous posted the name of a 32 year old man in the

Amanda Todd case, which was later found to be mistaken (News 2012b). Rehtaeh’s father,

Glenn Canning credits Anonymous’s threats with sparking the reopening of the case for the

distribution of child pornography (Omand 2015). In both cases, law enforcement downplayed

the involvement of Anonymous and criticized the vigilante approach as unproductive and

potentially damaging.

After the death of Rehtaeh Parsons, Peter MacKay, then Justice Minister and a notable

Nova Scotia Member of Parliament introduced “Rehtaeh’s Law” Bill C-13 Protecting

Canadians from Online Crime Act. The two most significant changes were an amendment
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to the criminal code to include the distribution of unconsensupl intimate images and

provisions to increase the capacity of police to retrieve information from Internet Service

Providers (ISPs). After the Bill passed, Mackay identified the stories of Amanda Todd and

Rehtaeh Parsons as direct causes for the law:

We’ve seen increased activity with regard to the subject of cyberbullying, which

has had a devastating impact on many young people in Canada, affecting their

reputations, their self-esteem, and their mental health. Also, it has directly

contributed to the unfortunate decision that a number of young people have

taken to end their own lives, young people like Rehtaeh Parsons, Amanda Todd,

Todd Loik, and countless others, which is why the government acted to protect

young people from malicious online behaviour, such as posting intimate images

on the Internet, and the insidious and relentless harassment that often follows.

While non-consensual dissemination of intimate images was a problem necessitating

legislation, critics believed that Bill C-13 was a “Trojan Horse” that expanded police power

unjustifiably using increased public attention on cybercrime (Spratt 2013). The “Protecting

Children from Internet Predators Act,” Bill C-30 received bad public attention when then

Public Safety Minister Vic Toews suggested that opponents of the bill “either stand with

us or with the child pornographers” (Spratt 2013). According to Spratt,

The main criticism of Bill-30 related to the expansion of warrantless search

powers for Internet data that would allow the police to build a detailed profile

of a person and their history through their digital footprint. C-13 would allow

police to do the same thing, with the same type of data.

The changes in Bill C-13 had a pedigree extending beyond Vic Toews and Peter MacKay.

The Liberal government of Paul Martin pressed for similar legislation, and many of the

suggested changes were promoted by the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime.

While some suggested these provisions had nothing to do with cyberbullying, International

collaboration and information sharing probably helped Dutch police find Amanda Todd’s

tormentor. Still, the idea that new law will prevent cyberbullying has met skepticism from

scholars because it criminalizes annoying behaviours as well as harmful ones (Coburn,

Connolly, and Roesch 2015).
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Nova Scotia’s New Democratic Party government responded to Rehtaeh’s story with

Bill 61 The Cybersafety Act. It defined cyberbullying very broadly as

any electronic communication through the use of technology including, without

limiting the generality of the foregoing, computers, other electronic devices,

social networks, text messaging, instant messaging, websites and electronic

mail, typically repeated or with continuing effect, that is intended or ought

reasonably be expected to cause fear, intimidation, humiliation, distress or other

damage or harm to another person’s health, emotional well-being, self-esteem

or reputation, and includes assisting or encouraging such communication in

any way;

Cyberbullies could be taken to court and/or to face fines of up to $5000 for cyberbullying.

The Nova Scotia government also launched CyberSCAN, an investigative unit tasked with

gathering evidence to prevent online abuse. The law was a “colossal failure” from the

perspective of the Supreme Court because it included a number of provisions that had

nothing to do with cyberbullying and the law was struck down in 2015 (Fraser 2015;

Ruskin 2015). Public pressure in Nova Scotia caused the provincial government to overstep

with their cyberbullying policy. Although other issues caused their downfall, the NDP

government lost power in the election of October of 2013.

7.4 Do Twitter networks reflect sustained attention by Canadians on

Canadian issues?

Table 7.1 shows the number of Twitter users and their ties for the four Cyberbullying

networks. The networks were smaller than the Idle No More networks and larger than the

copyright networks. The reply and retweet networks for each day were similar in size. This

differs from the networks in the other cases that had larger retweet networks than replies.

This phenomenon may suggest that the twitter users expressed their own opinion on the

matter rather than repeating others. Compared to the previous cases, the cyberbullying

networks had more attention from international and U.S. sources (see table 7.2). For

the Amanda Todd network, the people who did not disclose their location accounted for

almost half the population (over forty-five percent). Many tweeted about Amanda Todd

in Spanish, explaining the larger portion of International tweeters (twenty-two percent).
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Other than that Amanda Todd’s video was shared across Spanish-speaking countries, no

explanation could be found for this coincidence. The proportion of Canadians in these

networks was smaller than the other groups, with the exception of the announcement of

Bill C-13. This is the first case where the reply to RQ1 is not "national and regional."

Amanda Todd’s vigil featured 35 percent U.S. and International representation. The two

Rehtaeh Parsons hashtags had 26 and 32 percent representation respectively. This result is

somewhat surprising because media stories across Canada covered the vigils in support

of Amanda Todd and against cyberbullying in Toronto, Vancouver and Winnipeg (News

2012a). Amanda Todd’s video describing her cyberbullying received international attention.

People with no disclosed location were more common for the Rehtaeh Parsons network

than others, likely reflecting the participation of the group Anonymous. On the other hand,

the network referencing the announcement of Bill C-13 had a greater representation by

Canadian users than any other network.

Table 7.1: Network statistics for Cyberbullying networks.

Event
Reply

Actors
Reply Ties

RT Actors RT Ties
Amanda Todd Vigil,
October 19 2012

576 452 565 427

Rehtaeh Parson,
April 6, 2013:
-OpJustice4 105 136 267 345
-Rehtaeh 363 314 431 374

Bill C-13, November
24, 2013

92 102 161 167

Table 7.2: Global demographics for Twitter Population for Cyberbullying networks.

Event Canada US International Unknown N
Amanda Todd Vigil,
October 19 2012

18.57 13.85 22.34 45.24 1061

Rehtaeh Parson,
April 6, 2013:
-OpJustice4 35.62 15.63 10.31 38.43 320
-Rehtaeh 35.67 22.23 10.49 31.61 715

Bill C-13, November
24, 2013

71.23 1.82 0.91 26.03 219
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The provincial representation of the networks shown in table 7.3 was approximately what

was expected. The Amanda Todd vigil had greater representation in her home province,

British Columbia. Similarly, the Rehtaeh parsons cases had higher proportions of people

from Atlantic Canada. The announcement of Bill C-13 featured a larger proportion of users

from Ontario and Atlantic Canada.

Table 7.3: Canadian National demographics for Twitter Population for Cyberbullying
networks.

Event
Canada

BC AB
SK &
MB ON QC Atl. Terr.

Amanda Todd
Vigil, October
19 2012

14.92 26.37 10.45 4.98 30.85 4.48 5.96 0.00

Rehtaeh Parson,
April 6, 2013:
-OpJustice4 8.6 6.03 6.03 0.86 23.28 1.72 49.99 0.00
-Rehtaeh 13.46 7.69 4.6 0.76 26.54 7.69 36.16 0.38

Bill C-13,
November 24,
2013

19.87 10.26 3.84 2.56 42.95 4.49 16.02 0.00

Canadian
Population

- 13.06 11.62 6.77 38.49 23.09 6.65 0.33

Table 7.4 shows that the networks comprise more than sixty percent of people with no

stated professional designation. In fact, the Amanda Todd case featured over eighty percent

citizens (users with no identifiable profession stated on their profile). Media and citizens

together represented ninety percent of the Amanda Todd vigil network. Self-declared

activist were most active during the introduction of Bill C-13, where they comprised over

ten percent of the actors in the network. Participation by professionals was scant for all the

networks in this case, while artists were most active during Operation Justice for Rehteah.

Media comprised less than ten per cent of the population of all the networks, with the

exception of the “#rehtaeh” hashtag on April 6th.

Table 7.4: Demographics by profession stated on Twitter profile for Cyberbullying networks.

Event Media Citizen Activist Student Politician Professional Artist
Amanda Todd
Vigil, October
19 2012

8.3 82.64 2.45 3.02 1.13 0.38 2.08
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Event Media Citizen Activist Student Politician Professional Artist

Rehtaeh Parson,
April 6, 2013:
-OpJustice4 7.81 71.56 6.56 0.94 3.86 1.88 8.44
-Rehtaeh 11.47 66.85 7.27 4.90 1.40 1.82 5.73

Bill C-13,
November 24,
2013

6.39 63.47 10.5 3.65 5.94 5.48 4.57

Organizations made up between thirteen and twenty-three per cent of the networks (see

Table 7.5). While the cyberbullying networks were primarily grass roots discussion with

limited attention from professional groups, organizations did participate in the Twitter

discourse.

Table 7.5: Percentage of Organizations in Cyberbullying networks.

Event Organization Non-Organization
Amanda Todd
Vigil, October 19
2012

23.33 76.67

Rehtaeh Parson,
April 6, 2013:
-OpJustice4 13.13 86.88
-Rehtaeh 17.90 82.10

Bill C-13,
November 24, 2013

18.26 81.74

7.5 Actor Stability Across events

Figure 7.1 shows the cross-distribution for each of the cyberbullying events. Even though

the cases of Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons were mentioned frequently as Bill C-13

developed, almost no cross-over from the events in terms of actors and theme resulted in

direct contradiction of policy network theory as observed in RQ2. This result is surprising

given the events selected were important to the policy field. Peter Mackay referred to the

Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons stories directly when announcing Bill C-13. Also, the

data collected occurred at similar times and both case examples included general phrase

searches for the victim’s name. All events occurred within one year of each other. Out of

over 2000 Twitter accounts that replied or retweeted about the stories of Amanda Todd,
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Rehtaeh Parsons and Bill C-13 together, only one person tweeted on all three occasions.

Only twenty-four did so on more than one event.
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Figure 7.1: Actor distribution for the three cyberbullying events. A. Organized anti-bullying
vigils in honour of Amanda Todd. B. Reaction to the Death of Rehtaeh Parsons
(including #OpJustice4Rehtaeh. C. Introduction of Bill C-13 “Rehtaeh’s Law”
to House of Commons.
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The increased response of activists and artists provides further support for a positive

response to RQ3. Given all three results we can suggest that the Twitter networks accord

with policy and agenda setting theory in this regard.

7.6 Group Influence and Model Selection

None of the models have been found to be more salient than the others in this analysis, as

seen in Table 7.6. This provides an uncertain response to RQ4. The political model was

selected first two times and second three times. The organizational & international models

were selected 1st three times each, but the organizational model was selected twice two

times. Model four was not selected as the top model at any time, but unlike the two previous

cases, it was the second best model once. The “best” models was a mixture of the variables.

The most influential groups in the model differed from event to event as well. Activists,

Academics, International actors, Organizations all had significant positive correlations to

network ties on different dates. This perhaps relates to the number of ordinary citizens

involved, as small populations of people with stated professional credentials received ties

from the greater population of those without.

Table 7.6: Model selection for the Cyberbullying networks (see Appendix for details).

Model Selected 1st Selected 2nd
Political 2 3
Organizational 3 2
International 3 1
Activist 0 1

While the organizational model was not the only best fitting model for the cyberbullying

networks, organizations had a higher probability for ties than the other issues studied.

Canadians were also more likely to discuss the issue with each other compared to other issues.

Similar to the other issues studied, outgoing ties from politicians, media and organizations

correlated with a lower probability of a tie. Similar to the other cases, international and

U.S. actors discussed the issue with each other.
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Table 7.7: Most important factors in the ergm models for cyberbullying events (replies)
(p-value < 0.05).

Event Positive factors Negative factors
Amanda Todd Vigil,
October 19 2012

mutual, idegree(0), idegree(1),
idegree(2), organizations

(among), Academia (out), U.S.
(among), odegree(1), media(in)

edges, media (out),
media(among)

Rehtaeh Parson, April
6, 2013:
-OpJustice4 idegree(0), idegree(1), mutual,

idegree(2), international
(among), international(out),

organizations(in),
Canadians(among)

edges, politician(out), media
(out), Canadians(in)

-Rehtaeh idegree(0), idegree(1), mutual,
idegree(2), academia (among),
odegree(1), academia (out),
organizations (in), U.S.
(among), citizen(out),

academia(in)

edges, organizations (out),
media (out), media(among),

nsp(1)

Bill C-13, November
24, 2013

idegree(0), mutual, idegree(1),
politician (in)

edges, media (out), politicians
(out), organizations (out)

Table 7.8: Most important factors in the ergm models for cyberbullying event (retweets)(p-
value < 0.05).

Event Positive factors Negative factors
Amanda Todd Vigil,
October 19 2012

idegree(0), idegree(1),
idegree(2), mutual, odegree(1),
activist (among) (p-value <

0.10), activist(out)

edges, Canadians (out),
Canadians(in)

Rehtaeh Parson, April
6, 2013:
-OpJustice4 idegree(0), idegree(1),

idegree(2), mutual, odegree(1)
edges, media (out),
professional(out)

-Rehtaeh idegree(0), idegree(1),
odegree(1), organizations

(among), Canadians (among),
organizations (in)

edges, nsp(1), U.S. (out)

Bill C-13, November
24, 2013

idegree(0), odegree(1),
International (among),
professional(among),
professional(out)

edges, nsp(1), media(out),
Canadians (out), Canadians

(in)
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7.7 Network Formation

Table 7.9 shows the distribution of strongly connected components in the networks. The

lack of strongly connected components in this field suggests that many of the discussion

networks were of citizens expressing opinions or outrage about the circumstances, rather

than engaging the policy problem with neighbours. It also causes us to reject the wise crowd

model proposed in RQ5 (Do the policy networks follow the "wise crowd" model where one or

more strongly connected components are surrounded by a larger group of weakly-connected

discussants.) The OpJustice4Rehtaeh network is the main exception, where a core group

of 23 users joined forces to discuss how to approach the lack of action by police. Instead

of competing groups, the networks are instead formed in a primarily non-social fashion

that contradicts policy theory and affirms alternative theories such as network or issue

attention theories.

Table 7.9: Distribution of strongly connected components of size k of Cyberbullying Net-
works.

Event 1 2 3 4 5-6 6+
Amanda Todd
Vigil, October 19
2012

954 49 3 0 0 0

Rehtaeh Parson,
April 6, 2013:
-OpJustice4 289 4 0 0 0 1 (23)
-Rehtaeh 676 14 2 0 1 0

Bill C-13,
November 24,
2013

204 5 0 0 1 0

In response to RQ6 (Do networks that form during focussing events centralize more than

those in decision-making events?) the decision event selected for cyberbullying was more

centralized than the focussing events, with the exception of the OpJustice4Rehtaeh where

a high degree of brokerage (betweenness) centralization occurred. The complete results

can be seen in Table 7.10. This result likely occurred due to the core group of activists

seeking to raise awareness of the Rehtaeh Parsons case from local users familiar with the

circumstances and members of Anonymous tasked with finding more information about
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the case.

Table 7.10: Degree and Betweenness Centralization of Cyberbullying Networks.

Event Degree Betweenness Eigenvector
Amanda Todd
Vigil, October 19
2012

0.013 0.000 0.990

Rehtaeh Parson,
April 6, 2013:
-OpJustice4 0.091 0.043 0.951
-Rehtaeh 0.025 0.0004 0.992

Bill C-13,
November 24, 2013

0.063 0.006 0.966

7.8 Analysis and Initial recommendations

Cyberbullying is a niche policy issue, taken seriously by only a small group of professionals

primarily in education. However, citizens online see it as extremely important. The stories

of Rehtaeh Parsons and Amanda Todd struck the emotions of online users and initiated

calls for policy change to prevent further tragedies. On the surface, the policy seems

like an example of policy friction where policymakers ignore an issue due to scarcity of

attention and then shift focus after policy failures occur (see chapter 2, especially references

to Jones and Baumgartner 2005). However, the policy friction thesis only works if one

ignores the development both domestically and internationally of legislation to address the

much broader issue of cybercrime. Similar to the cases of copyright and Idle No More, the

public attention on cyberbullying had a historical policy pedigree, based in international

agreements, professional discourse and justice legislation. Instead of policy friction, the issue

likely had more to do with the scope of policy. While the public sought change to prevent

the tragic deaths of children, the federal and provincial governments sought protections

from a much broader range of crimes including child pornography and cyber-harassment.

The difference in tone between the Amanda Todd case to the Rehtaeh Parsons case

were a notable trait of this case. The discourse about Amanda Todd included further

cyberbullying and no mention of “rape culture” while the Rehtaeh Parson’s case featured
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almost unanimous support for the victim and many references to the popular feminist

phrase. Differences in the way users perceived both Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons,

in terms of the degree that they “deserved” a policy response could be a factor (see Helen

Ingram 1993 for more details). In the Rehtaeh case, a group that formed into a cohesive

network around the perceived injustice, whereas the Amanda Todd case had no strongly

connected social engagement. Cyberbullying was probably not yet framed in a way to

appreciate the Amanda Todd story, while the Rehtaeh Parsons tragedy occurred at a time

when cyberbullying was recognized as health and security-related risk. Nova Scotia had

already had a number of incidents related to cyberbullying (Deschamps and McNutt 2016).

The Rehtaeh Parsons story also attracted the attention of feminist blogs, resulting in a

different frame for the tragedy. Because Amanda Todd’s story originated from YouTube, it

may have attracted a less sympathetic audience. Understanding the origins of this difference

is likely worthy of further research.

On the whole, the cyberbullying case was in contradiction with traditional policy network

theory. This result reflects the poorly understood and niche dimensions of the policy and

possibly the fact that cyberbullying is more directly an internet phenomenon compared to

the other issues studied. Table 7.11 summarizes the results for the cyberbullying networks.

Table 7.11: Research question results summary for Cyberbullying networks

Research Question Result
RQ1 What is the national, regional and international presence
of the Twitter networks?

International
and Regional

RQ2 Did Twitter policy actors maintain involvement across
online policy events?

No

RQ3 Do networks change from policy issue to policy issue? Yes
RQ5 Which policy model – the political-media, organizational,
international or activist – best fits the Twitter network?

Mix of
political, or-
ganizational

and
international

RQ5 Did the policy networks follow the "wise crowd" model
where one or more strongly connected components are
surrounded by a larger group of weakly-connected discussants.

No

RQ6 Did networks that form during focussing events centralize
more than those in decision-making events?

No

The organizers of the Amanda Todd vigils failed to prepare sufficiently for the response

of the online public to the subject of cyberbullying. Instead of greater awareness of

cyberbullying, the vigils resulted in continued online bullying. Many user felt that Todd
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played an important role in her own demise, while ignoring the overall message that

sustained online abuse has harmful effects. While media releases showed the purpose and

scope of the vigils, better planning for social media may have resulted in a more positive

response. Engagement of women’s and anti-bullying groups in particular may have increased

public engagement in the issue.

The framing of cyberbullying will continue to be a challenge for policy makers (Deschamps

and McNutt 2016). The role of gender, freedom of speech, interpersonal conduct, online

privacy, the use of anonymity and collective behaviour are all poorly understood concepts

at this juncture. The use of online media to build consensus on appropriate punishments

for cyberbullying are premature, since the questions are more complex than the public

is willing to accept. For example, a person repeatedly panning a film on their blog does

not constitute cyberbullying, but making fun of someone’s manner of dressing, speaking,

singing or whatnot may. Groups may feel justified for cyberbullying if their target’s manner

of speaking includes (perceived) racist or sexist speech. The reluctance of government to

include it their agenda is understandable for this reason. The policy agenda focussed on

the distribution of intimate images without consent, but required some potential loss of

privacy that the proponents of cyberbullying laws may not have preferred themselves.

Again, the existence of previous international agreements was an important and un-

derstated factor in the policy. This case offered one example, the Council of Europe’s

Convention on Cybercrime, but a number of others were likely involved as well. Inter-

national agreements developed in a global context are necessary to prevent the kinds of

cyberbullying that occurred to Amanda Todd. Unfortunately, many of these agreements

are made in closed-door meetings among powerful officials in countries that perhaps have a

different perspective on free speech than those in North America.

While the framing of cyberbullying needs better understanding before policy can improve

the lives of Canadians, this case suggests that those wishing to influence the policy agenda

should pay more attention to global context than to the musing of social media. Amanda

Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons were young women living in Canada, but interest in cybercrime

is global, even more global than the cases for indigenous rights and copyright. Boundaries

of free expression and privacy formulated outside North America are having an impact

on Canada. Unfortunately, the primary proponents of cyberbullying research – those in
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Education or Law – suggest that cyberbullying can be prevented “one school at a time” when

the issue is really more about the fundamentals of appropriate speech in an increasingly

globalized and digital world (Hinduja and Patchin 2012a). Increased public awareness of

what speech ought to be regulated and how will be an important discussion point for

advocates in the future. Given the tendency for social media discussion on this topic to

be fleeting and reactive, it is unlikely that Twitter will be the source for transformative

change.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and

Recommendations

Idle No More, Copyright and Cyberbullying are all examples of Canadian policy problems

that received a reaction from Twitter users nationally and globally. Each case had multiple

events where this response was observable through network relationships. By observing what

happened, who was involved, what groups were the most influential and what structures

formed as major events in the field occurred, a few patterns emerged. For one, the networks

formed mostly through simple behavioural characteristics - single responses or sharing of

opinions to politicians or media were more common than interactions based on groupings.

The influence of discussion on social media on the policy process must be observed in

historical context, however. Focussing on how policy developed, what agendas mattered

to government and other institutions is essential to understanding the role of a tool like

Twitter in influencing policy agendas. In agreement with policy research, what developed in

policy was influenced by its historical pedigree, related to international agreements or (in

the case of Idle No More) existing political agendas. Nonetheless, the response by the online

public using Twitter was a complex interaction of organizations, activists, professionals,

politicians, media, academics and interest groups.

When governments encounter complex networks and low capacity to manage them,

they resort to regulatory or information-based instruments to deal with policy problems

(Howlett and Lindquist 2004). The involvement of an organization or communications

by politicians to the public correlate with a reduction of ties in the network. Only when
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the public communicates with the state does the online public pays attention. The state

has more power online as a symbol of progress (or regression) than it has the ability to

influence online public opinion. The existence of social movements, engaged professionals

or a sense that the topic has captured interest of outsiders also matters. Regular citizens

occupy most of the space of Twitter network, but as a group their influence is about the

same as any random interaction. The transfer of knowledge about these topics had a mostly

national basis, but the cyberbullying case provided a strong counter-example to this trend.

The “winners” in the Idle No More case were unsuccessful in removing the omnibus

budget bill, but in the long run, put the issue of the environment and pipelines on the global

stage. They were also successful in blocking Shawn Atleo’s agenda of greater autonomy for

First Nations Education. The winners in the copyright case were education institutions,

who gained concessions and clarification on fair dealing on the way to a ratification of the

WIPO treaty. The losers were a small niche of consumers who felt digital locks were a

violation of property rights. The winners in the cyberbullying case earned new legislation

to protect (mostly) women from having intimate images distributed without their consent,

but giving police powers to access Internet Service Provider records without a warrant.

Those opposed to the latter felt that the Cyberbullying issue was a “Trojan Horse” used

to implement International Agreements for better law enforcement for Internet crimes.

The resulting legislation matches previous attempts at increasing police protections, so

the critics’s believes were warranted, although the dangers of the new policy are likely

overstated.

Network analysis was able to show the role of different actor groups on Twitter and

their relationships among each other. It also identified the degree that any one group or

individual was able to dominate discussion. As a methodology, it was important to show

both the representation of the actors that tweeted, but also such things as the direction

relationships occurred (for instance, politicians were more likely to be spoken to than

speaking) and the amount of attention they received (or gave) from (to) others in the

process. Often the representation was at odds with who was influential.
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8.1 Do Twitter networks reflect sustained attention by Canadians on

Canadian issues?

Twitter policy networks reflect a body of people with passing interest in the subject,

often tweeting or retweeting one person and being ignored afterwards. The larger the

network, the greater this effect. They are people who speak when spoken to as shown

in the propensity for mutual ties to correlate with ties in the network. By far, these

structural traits were more influential than any of the categorical variables created for

this study. From reading the Twitter feeds, a large degree of the discussion was emotive

– expressions of either positive or negative support for the ideas expressed. Table 8.1

provides a list of the hypotheses tested and their results. However, with the exception

of cyberbullying, the networks had a predominantly national character and among those

actors who were Canadian, the networks resembled the regional (predominantly) English-

speaking populations of those affected by the policy. In Idle No More, the population was

over-represented by the prairie provinces and territories, reflecting a greater proportion

of interest from First Nations people. For copyright, the population was similar to the

distribution of cultural industry among the provinces. The cyberbullying networks had

greater interest from the British Columbia and Nova Scotia, where the tragic deaths of

Amanda Todd and Rehtaeh Parsons occurred, respectively. Since the cases were Canadian,

they captured interest from Canadians. However, a population of International and U.S.

actors also participated. International interest in the cyberbullying case was larger than

for the others. As predicted by Agenda Setting theory, each issue formed a different kind

of network with different kinds of representation from national, regional or professional

groups.

Only the Idle No More case had a sustained interest in the policy arena that cross all

three events as per RQ2. The threshold for this test was very low - less than 1 percent of

the total population of all three networks. While part of this result could be influenced by

the comparative size of the networks, the population of actors participating in only two

events was just as low. For the most part, Twitter networks cannot be shown to have the

kind of durable institutional backing that traditional organizations do.

The theory of agenda setting strongly suggests that the formation and dynamics of

policy change based on each issue at hand. This trend was affirmed through comparison of
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all three issues. Paradoxically, while sustained interest by individual users on policy was

rarer than expected, the social demographics were relatively constant for each issue studied

and each issue had its own unique characteristics compared to the others.

Table 8.1: Responses for Research Question One.

Research
Question Idle No More Copyright Cyberbullying
RQ1: What is
the national,
regional and
international
presence of the
Twitter
networks?

National and
Regional

National and
Regional

International and
Regional

RQ2: Do
Twitter policy
actors maintain
involvement
across online
policy events?

Yes No Almost none.

RQ3: Do
networks
change from
policy issue to
policy issue?

Yes Yes Yes

Except for one event in the Copyright case (an announcement of a Supreme Court

decision), no professional designation was present more than others. “Citizen” was the only

category consistently represented in large numbers. Because media, professionals, activist

and artists have an interest in promoting their status, we can take this result at face value.

A few cases of professionals and freelancers participating in cognito are possible, but not

likely.

Organizations were present in greater-than-expected numbers. Many were social groups

like Anonymous and branches of the Occupy Movement, unregistered by government. The

Idle No More Twitter account was an influential example. Based on analysis of in-ties, these

accounts act as a place to coordinate attention on a topic, rather than to engage in two-way

conversation, although the Cyberbullying case had a few events where two-way engagement

did occur. Media groups held about 10 percent of the network, which is consistent with the

idea that media participate on Twitter. Retweeting a media story was a common way for

citizens to engage a topic as well. The copyright and cyberbullying cases told a different
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story, with smaller populations of media participating.

In short, Twitter does not represent a population that is outside the Canadian political

context for the most part. In fact, it aligns to the internal political geography quite well.

However, what we have seen is surprising interest from International groups in all of the

cases studied. In the case of cyberbullying, the role of International networks appears

essential. The connection of Canadians to Canadian institutions through Twitter seems

tenuous, however. Harold Innis would suggest that Twitter carries a considerable space bias

that favours geographic distribution at the expense of more durable forms of communication.

8.2 How do Actor Traits influence the formation of Networks?

Consistent with policy network theory, the influence of actors depends on the subject of

interest. In the Idle No More case, the Interest Group (people who participated in more

than one event) had the greatest influence for the retweet networks. In the copyright case,

professionals and academics discussed the policy in primarily homophilous relationships. In

cyberbullying, U.S. gender activists took interest in the subject. Consistently organizations

were less likely than random to engage citizens, and except in the cyberbullying case

were not very likely to communicate with each other on the issues. Similar interactions

were found with media and politicians. Meanwhile, International and U.S. users were

quite influential to the network in the sense that they communicated with each other.

Communications to or from International to Canadian sources were relatively rare.

Table 8.2: Hypotheses for Research Question Two.

Research
Question Idle No More Copyright Cyberbullying
RQ4: Which
policy model –
the
political-media,
organizational,
international or
activist – best
fits the Twitter
network?

Organizational
and Politcal

Organizational
and

International

Organizational,
International and

Political

Among the media, organization, international and activist models proposed, the orga-

nization model consisting of organizations, professionals and interest groups (consistent
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participants) was the best fit model most of the time. Occasionally, media and international

models were more influential. The “best” model was a hybrid of the proposed models

with organizations, academics, professionals, media, politicians showing the most influence

and international (including the U.S.) groups showing a propensity to speak amongst

themselves.

Policy theory’s suggestion that networks are exclusive and closed are partially supported

by the evidence on Twitter. People speaking “in” to organizations, professionals, academics,

media and politicians is much more common than reciprocation. However, evidence of

the latter groups speaking amongst themselves is only common with professionals and

academics - and in those cases, “in” ties are not especially common. The cyberbullying

case showed more homophily among professional and activist groups than the others. With

more research, it may be possible to categorize policy networks in new ways to include

the direction of discourse and differences between actors with symbolic versus technical

importance. Over all, the groups with both interest and power / prestige changed from

case to case. Academics were one group with influence (albeit small) across cases.

The influence of actor traits was smaller than the influence of the control variables,

especially small numbers of in and out ties. This result likely reflects emotivism (“yes” or

“no” responses) in political discourse. While emotivism in political world is nothing new, the

cyberbullying case in particular showed that it has a dark side that ought to be managed as

policy is developed. The response to the organized vigils for Amanda Todd’s death featured

a barrage of sympathy, but also a barrage of further bullying from a mostly international

audience with little understanding of the more localized purpose of the attention.

8.3 What is the Structure of a Twitter Network?

Conclusions about the structure of these Twitter networks are elusive. Sometimes they

featured a single strong component, implying overall control of the network by a conversant

group. Other times two strongly connected networks appear implying growing dissent. For

all the cases, no strongly connected network could consistently be detected for each issue,

although some events did feature fairly large strongly connected components.

For example, Rehtaeh Parson’s death featured a centralized discussion among the group

anonymous for #OperationJustice4Rehtaeh, and a separate less centralized discussion for
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the story itself. Other factors, whether the search was based on a hashtag or ordinary

search may also explain the differences.

Centralization measures mostly demonstrated that the networks were sparse and re-

mained sparse over time. By contrast, social network theory suggests that groups cohere

over time, as friends introduce each other to friends, closing gaps and creating strongly

tied groups. Persistent “weak” ties, an oxymoron in social network theory, is common

on Twitter. This result suggests that “thin” interactions and parasocial relationships are

important to an online environment like Twitter. Further research may ask what it means

when policy networks do not bond over time.

Table 8.3: Hypotheses for Research Question Three.

Research
Question Idle No More Copyright Cyberbullying
RQ5: Do the
policy networks
follow the "wise
crowd" model
where one or
more strongly
connected
components are
surrounded by a
larger group of
weakly-
connected
discussants.

No No No

RQ6: Do
networks that
form during
focussing events
centralize more
than those in
decision-
making events?

Yes No Yes

8.4 Policy Analysis for Agenda Setting in Online Networks

The cases tell a story of policy failure among the online networks. If anything, online

networks advanced already established agendas set by the state. Idle No More sought

changes to a budget bill, but instead drew attention to Attawapiskat and the Keystone

XL pipeline instead. This result cost First Nations people hard-fought policy for funding
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and sovereignty over Education. Overall, Twitter networks lack the cohesion and common

history required for social capital to develop. On the other hand, Castells (2010) ’s network

society with its flows of attention is insufficient to describe what formed the networks.

International actors are present, but barely influential. Instead, they engage in parallel

discourse or stand as symbols of policy while professionals, activists and interested amateurs

address policy more directly.

The copyright movement focussed on the issue of digital locks (barely a source of

consumer concern today), but gained on fair use rights for education – not because of an

effective social media campaign, but because libraries, universities, student unions and

professional groups lobbied government directly for a balance between author rights and

freedom of information.

Cyberbullying advocates wanted punishment for those responsible for the deaths of

Rehtaeh Parsons and Amanda Todd and greater accountability for police. To some degree

this was accomplished as the young man who shared the intimate image was eventually

charged with the distribution of child pornography. However, the networks also enabled a

“Trojan Horse” policy that increased police power. Only in the case of Idle No More were

the online actors able to alter the course of the established state agenda. Unfortunately, the

agenda that was stopped was sought by the elected First Nation leaders, not the Canadian

government. In the other cases, online outrage enabled the Canadian government to comply

with Internationalist policies that sought consistency across state legal institutions.

The cases of Rehtaeh Parsons and Amanda Todd are noteworthy because of their horror.

The online network that emerged during the vigils for Amanda Todd was cruel to her

family and friends. Somehow Amanda Todd became an international household name and

an aloof population felt it appropriate to judge a teenaged girl for her sexuality, social

development and despair. The population was not reacting to a person, but to her story.

The literature on internet media focusses on a dichotomy between “techtopians” and

“luddites” in the era of Internet (Funk 2012; Kozinets 2008). Changes to society due to the

introduction of ICTs like social media are a given, and Twitter is one example. The cases

suggest that the political side of policy has done its job. Idle No More highlighted the tragic

circumstances for First Nations peoples in Canada. The copyright protests pointed out

the risks to human rights associated with joining into International Treaty arrangements.
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Cyber-bullying highlighted that bullying goes well beyond physical harm, and through the

tragedies of Rehtaeh Parsons and Amanda Todd, called for a heightened dialogue about

the risks of sexual violence on the Internet. Each of these cases demonstrated the political

process doing its job. However, the policy development in each case showed different results.

From the federal perspective, the gap in the criminal code became an important and

obvious change for policy development, but the cyber-bullying case did not extend to

the promotion of the new charter of Victims Rights already in development. Meanwhile,

the cyberbullying policy at the provincial level failed to oppose a constitutional challenge

(Fraser 2015). Instead, legal experts dominated the environment and the conversation

continued onto national and international controversies about violence against women

highlighted in trials such as the Glenn Allan Elliot “Twitter trial” and the Jian Ghomeshi

sexual assault trials.

Idle No More suffered policy failure due to an ultimate lack of trust between the federal

government and First Nations groups. Even though consultation was legislated, what many

citizens considered consultation was quite different from what the government considered

their obligation. The literature on democratic deficits and changing demands from citizens

was relevant. The challenges expressed by Idle No More reflect many of the challenges that

Canada faces in governing a population within the constraints of Constitutional rights,

Treaty relationships and an ever growing population that believes the institutions that

formed Canada as a country need to be re-thought to include First Nations’s perspectives.

To be fair to the Public Service, both cyber-bullying and Idle No More are complex

problems. It was unclear what the primary goals were in both of these cases. Was the

Rehtaeh Parsons case about online bullying or was it really about the status of women in

society and the role of rape in the exclusion of women from decision-making? The opposite

perspective was equally complex: was the risk of new bullying policy related to rights of

the accused to defend themselves against prosecution or about free speech? In both cases,

the topics were interrelated and the ideas expansive, making it difficult to come up with

legitimate policy approaches for dealing with the problem. Both cyber-bullying and First

Nations policy are not about decision-making inside government, but in a lack of problem

formulation in the public sphere (Deschamps 2015).

Overall, analysis of the cases suggests that policy-makers are caught in a conundrum. On
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the one hand, using online networks to advance a policy agenda is fraught with problems –

including public distraction and the likelihood of policy development going in a different

direction than what public attention implies. While democracy is a popularity contest,

effective policy development should not be. The case studies show that the problem of

populism goes beyond popular fads, but also the effect of addressing short and long term

needs in an arena where ideas take hold before they benefit from forethought and wisdom.

8.5 Parasociality and Thin Interaction

Horton and Richard Wohl (1956) describe parasocial interactions as “illusory” where

people believe their interactions are reciprocal even when no evidence exists for the belief.

Parasocial interaction was shown by retweets and replies to political characters like Stephen

Harper and Theresa Spence, with no prospect of reply back. The interactions combine the

consumption of information – the ability to fulfill psychological needs to feel in control

of social problems through interactions – with person-to-person communication. It is

analogous to voting behaviour. On the one hand, political campaigns involve a great deal

of debate, discussion about policy, and rationales about decision making. On the other,

selecting one candidate over another, the voter identifies their preference for one outcome

over another. Online, people tweet at media, politicians and organizations to share their

ideas. The behaviour is not usually reciprocated, probably because these groups have other

work to do.

Thin interaction describes behaviours online that result in connection without increases

of cohesion over time (Leighninger 2014; Zuckerman 2014). In contrast to social capital

theory, thin engagement does not result in increased social support or constraint, but may

create boundaries within which policy can be defined. As discussed in chapter two, Couldry

(2012) claimed that hashtags play a role in the coherence of a movement without previous

capital. “Memes” - or viral ideas - structure most of the discourse, not social relationships.

Thus, previous research about polarisation on Twitter should be taken with a grain of salt.

Ideas are more easily separated than social ties.
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8.6 Thin Engagement - A New Research Program

Current policy theory does not explain the dynamics of online social movements very well.

While nascent scholarship has identified a variety of areas such as “media hybridization”

and “discourse mediatization” that mark differences between policy before the Internet and

policy after, the scholarship has failed to use that knowledge to build substantive theory

around the idea that online networks have a role to play in the policy process. Instead, it

has focussed on proverbs that do little to help us understand how best to cope with the

changes reflected in technology. These proverbs include:

1) online networks disrupt government decision-making.

2) virtual worlds are detached / less important than “real” policy activities.

3) technology are inherently transformative (but only come true under optimal circum-

stances).

4) historical patterns for policy were already in place (historical institutionalism)

Time-constraints in policy work are a well-established and often discussed component

of the policy process (Head 2015; see Jones and Baumgartner 2005). Building heuristics

from prophetic ideas to predict the future, or using examples of past experiences are a

well-trodden area of policy literature. To some, these approaches are a pragmatic response

to policy development in the real world (see Lindblom 1959). To others, these approaches

are too heavily influenced by cognitive biases that fail to address problems of racial and

sexual inequality, or a bias towards the status quo (see Mouffe 1999). The cases discussed

here each had a policy pedigree that was likely much more influential to the eventual

policy decision than the social media movements. Further, more powerful groups and

organizations such as universities in the copyright case, were much better able to facilitate

compromises with government than any of the online groupings – even ones that had

important public intellectuals such as Michael Geist on their side. Idle No More was one

example where policy was disrupted by online coordination, albeit not without the support

of organizations, kinship ties and real world protests.

“Thin” social interaction offers an explanation for the way that online networks influence

the policy process. So far, the idea of “thin” interaction has only been studied in limited
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ways, with little empirical support. I propose four components of “thin” interactions on

policy: 1) para-social interactions and emotivism, 2) a continuity of ideas (perhaps through

“memes” or viral ideas) in the absence of a continuity of actor involvement, 3) continually

shifting geographic and conceptual scope and 4) a focus on attention to social problems

rather than solutions or unstable group objectives. While more research is needed, I propose

that “thin” interactions can influence the way policy is framed more than the policy itself.

Overall, the historical pedigree of policy was much more important than online interactions.

To study thin interaction, it must be distinguished from previous theory. I propose two

dimensions to begin this process. First, "thin" ties are likely to interact with theory that

corresponds to tie strength in social network theory (see Grannovetter 1973). As friends

spend time together, it becomes increasingly likely that their friends will also be friends.

These relationships are called "strong ties" and are shown in networks as triads where

all three members are connected. "Weak" ties are less emotionally intense and feature

triads with a space between two of the three members. In general, one would expect "thin"

and "thick" ties to correspond to weak and strong cases. However, due to technological

mediation, the network ties do not need to close over time. In fact, on a service like Twitter,

everyone has a common but invisible "friend" – the Twitter service itself – that serves as the

common denominator. Thus, ideas spread regardless of stable actors and actor relationships

do not reliably grow "stronger" over time.

Harold Innis may again be helpful in exploring the relationship between thick and thin

interactions versus strong versus weak ties. His theory echoes Hegel’s categorizations of

historical knowledge suggesting a relationship between space-biased media and politically-

oriented speech. Space-oriented media and weak ties are compatable concepts because weak

ties are responsible for the exchange of information across great distances (Watts 1998).

However, one would not necessarily expect weak tie relationships to be inherently political.

Weak ties are a path to greater social cohesion over time – for example, as a way of finding

a job. On the whole, they are a social-structural construct, reliant on human interactions.

Thin ties are oriented towards political speech, or alternately, "memes" with no intention

for greater social cohesion over time and social-structural interactions are not a necessary

component of the process. Thus, voting interactions may be considered "thin" because

someone may vote for a party without ever becoming a member. Two voters of the same
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party may be connected by technological means, however, because they may be on similar

mailing lists, see the same targetted political advertisements and so on. This wearing away

("thinning") between what is communicated and who is communicating is an important

distinction of "thin" ties.

Because of an expected interaction with weak ties, the measurement of "thin" relationship

may be challenging, but not impossible. The following is a list of potential measures of

"thin" relationships:

1) Separation between actors with high in-degree and high out-degree.

(Few members with both high in-degree and out-degree.)

2) Lack of sustained interest in major events across an issue by key actors.

3) Lack or inconsistent formation of "wise" groups consisting of one or more large

strongly connected components.

4) High decentralization with few brokers.

5) High network growth and decay rates over time.

These descriptive network characteristics may coincide with a number of observable

qualitative characteristics. Only the Idle No More movement demonstrated some level of

continued interaction over the course of three events. Even so, the total membership of

the interest group was as little as 1 per cent. Meanwhile, each policy field had a fairly

consistent demographic in terms of geographic and professional groupings. The reasons for

this could be many. Ideas could traverse through a number of venues in an ecosystem of

social media and Internet tools such that continuity continues in different virtual spaces.

Alternately, the majority of people could be paying partial attention to the topic, joining

in when something new happens.

The scope of policy was another notable feature of the cases studied. Amanda Todd’s

story was seen as a local tragedy for British Columbian schools, a symbol of the danger

of cyberbullying across Canada and a source of speculation across the United States

and elsewhere. All of these perspectives could be found in the same space – a virtual

cornucopia of perspectives and opinion. This challenges governments’ ability to define

problems and formulate policy. Given the changes of scope across not only international

but also professional boundaries, one should expect “multiplicities” where the public

communications meet different contexts and therefore different responses by various publics
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(Hajer 2010).

Finally, as Zuckerman (2014) suggests, most of the social networks rightly identified

social problems, but usually failed to produce comprehensive positions on their policy

preferences. Only the case of Anonymous’s Operation “Justice for Rehtaeh” identified a

clear objective – find evidence so that Rehtaeh Parson’s alleged rapists met justice – albeit

one that evoked vigilante justice rather than advancing a proactive policy solution to sexual

violence and cyberbullying. In other cases, Anonymous acted as a signal boost for groups

they favoured rather than as a source for clarifying policy responses to social problems.

The influence of thin ties on policy requires more research, but this research offers some

avenues for exploration. For one, the role of interface design on public perception of policy

could be observed by comparing these results to results in other social media networks

such as in Facebook, Instagram, Tumblr or Snapchat.

8.7 Recommendations

Organizations interested in influencing policy would be best advised to engage the policy

process in the traditional way, through organizational connections, building trust among

government actors, registering lobbyists and seeking opportunities to work with allies to

influence the policy process through collaboration, consensus and compromise. In general,

none of these cases suggest that social media had a direct impact on the policy process

on its own, other than to raise attention. In fact, the cyberbullying and Idle No More

cases resulted in net losses from social media attention. The common existence of global

agreements and international discussion about these issues suggest that a global governance

approach to policy could benefit organizations wishing to influence the policy process in

Canada. The path to influencing the global process is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

There remains the possibility of an indirect effect of policy through thin engagement,

that could benefit both government and organizations. The development of copyright policy

began with a public consultation that included a great deal of information and discussion

made available through Internet channels. Videos of the debates on copyright in committee

were available in real time, demonstrating a diversity of opinion from a variety of political

actors, covering both consumer and producer rights. It is possible that this engagement

increased the level of trust among online observers, dampening the level of protest against
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WIPO-related institutions like the “digital lock” legislation. In the case of Amanda Todd,

the lack of social media presence among the Education departments that organized vigils

extended the cyberbullying to Amanda Todd’s memory. The shifting scope of policy ideas

online does not stop because a social movement decides not to promote itself using social

media. The influence of online stakeholders, recognized by their Twitter profiles suggests

that a stakeholder approach could be beneficial to the management of policy agendas.

Stakeholder engagement activities are probably more effective in mitigating negative effects

of Twitter events than they are in promoting positive effects.

The use of Exponential Random Graph models using professional groups may offer some

support for how manage policy agendas given that online movements have the ability to

embarrass politicians and complicate the policy process. By identifying groups through

the dimensions of power (ties to), interest (ties from) and homophily (ties among), ways

to connect audiences to policy before misinformation and/or outrage spreads may help.

An App that replaces content analysis of user profiles with a reliable form of text analysis

may be able to help predict the development of social movements in real time. The costs

of building such a tool versus the benefit of better understanding stakeholder interactions

is something best left for policymakers.

Reports that Twitter has been in decline due to increased cyberbullying, bias of moder-

ators and a lack of stable revenue suggests the model discussed here is of limited value.

Online social networking sites will continue to evolve over time, with continued capacity

to distract, coordinate, terrorize and inspire a voracious information-consuming public.

Whatever tools are examined, policy research needs to continue to examine in empirical

ways how online interactions influence the policy process. Social network analysis applied

in historical context offers one way to describe these social interactions and how they affect

the decisions our governments make over time.

8.8 Final Words

This dissertation began with a mention of Lord Durham’s report and his discussion of two

“races” – English and French – with different views of Canada’s future. Hugh Maclennan

called them “two solitudes.” It would have been easy to overlook this distinction in the

study of Twitter, but under-representation of Quebec was a consistent theme. The solitudes
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persist, even online. The answer to “what does twitter mean to public policy” must consider

this evidence. What Twitter does not say probably matters more to policy than what it

does. Policy analysis and study of online networks can perhaps highlight what Twitter

might not say and, with strong scientific communication, offer counterpoints to online

discourse. Identifying policy groups like interest, political, professional, academic, media,

activist and international and their reaction to policy beyond emotivism has the potential

to promote more effective and focus agenda setting in future.

Durham’s report also underlies the importance of rigorous policy research in helping to

understand the nature of a problem like the role of social media on government decisions

and effective democracies. The report’s success depended on Durham’s ability to understand

the stakeholders involved, the historical context and what tools are available to address

them. Policy and internet research must avoid proverbs about techtopians and luddites.

Network behaviours, social institutions and timing are where we can really gain clarity in

understanding our digitally distracted world.
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Chapter 9

Executive Summary / Policy Brief

9.1 Background

Social media sites such as Twitter challenge policy analysts to confront a population satu-

rated in information and ideas. Setting priorities for policy action can be challenging when

popular opinion shifts based on events that go “viral” and reframe public understanding of

social problems, or worse, misinform the public about the circumstances of policy.

9.2 Agenda Setting

Agenda setting refers to the way societies set priorities in a policy environment. Traditionally,

it has meant the period where public servants present information about policy issues to

those in political power. In a democratic society, agenda setting also refers to what captures

the public’s attention and how communities identify priorities for action by government.

The media plays a role as a framer of important issues, although some contest this view.

In reality, public servants acting inside government walls and informed by existing laws

and international agreements are the primary influence on setting government priorities in

Canada. While governments act in a mediatized environment, there is no guarantee that

popular policy solutions found in media or in online discussions will shift the priorities set

inside government. They may result in reframing policy to suit the ever-changing values of

citizens, however.
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9.3 Twitter as a Bringer of New Voices

Twitter is a social media site that has influenced the public agenda. Because people on

Twitter communicate with each other through Twitter "mentions" or recite interesting

thoughts through retweets, they form a network of individuals that exchange information

online.

Hashtags such as #idlenomore coordinate people interested in the same topic. Canadians

can spread messages around the world quickly simply by typing inside a box. This means

Twitter brings new voices to discussions about policy problems. This dissertation explore

three examples: Idle No More (a First Nations uprising about Treaty Rights), Copyright

reform and Cyberbullying.

By asking who participated, who led and how was power distributed in the networks, this

research uncovered new ideas about how to learn from Twitter for democratic purposes.

9.4 Results

In general, all the cases showed a few important trends:

• Policy actions are more directly influenced by international agreements and existing

policy than they are by online movements that go viral. Viral topics can have an

unpredictable effect on how policy is framed, however.

• Most Twitter discussion involves offering a simple opinion and then leaving the

discussion.

• If the discussion is about Canadian policy, it will include over 60% Canadians. If it

involves more humanitarian concerns, more international Tweeters may get involved.

• Between 15 and 20 percent of the Twitter profiles were organizations. People on

Twitter respond to organizations by tweeting at them. Organizations in Canada do

not usually reply to each other or engage with the public. A similar trend occurs

with media and politicians.

• Influence is widely distributed and unpredictable most of the time. Groups cohere

when goals are clear (for instance when Anonymous wanted to find evidence to convict

those responsible for the cyberbullying of Rehtaeh Parsons).
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• International actors share news with each other and disseminate information to their

own jurisdictions.

9.5 Conclusion and Policy Implications

Policy analysts should give some thought as to whether their activities are of interest

to an online public, as new policy can lead to the spread of misinformation due to

misunderstandings or ideological framing of new ideas. Consultation of online groups may

help, but expectations should be low. Twitter is not representative of public opinion, but

ideas spread quickly. Including analysis of social media sites in policy activities where

Twitter may have a voice is recommended for communicating policy ideas to the public.

More importantly, identifying issues that go viral and why they could be useful in broadening

the knowledge of the online public are worth examining.
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Appendix A

Appendix

A.1 Appendix One: Exponential Random Graph Result Tables

The numbers reflected in these tables represent coefficients for the log probability of the

factor having a tie greater than random (which is represented by the “edges” parameter.

Five models are shown, four of which are described in detail in Chapter 2. Among the

first four models, selection is determined by the lowest Akaike information criterion

(AIC) which is a model selection technique. AIC is not intended to test hypotheses, but

instead to compare different explanatory models. It tests goodness of fit, but provides a

penalty for each additional factor included in the analysis. See [@aikake1974].

*** : p-value < 0.01 ** : 0.01 to 0.001 *: 0.01 to 0.05 †: 0.1 to 0.05

A.1.1 IDLE NO MORE

Table A.1: Ergm results for Idle No More reply network, January 2nd, 2013 (p.m.) .

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -3.93*** -3.82 *** -3.99*** -3.76*** -4.07***
odegree(1) 0.17 0.20† 0.16 0.15 0.21†
idegree(0) 4.54*** 5.28*** 5.40*** 5.40*** 4.42***
idegree(1) 3.20*** 3.74*** 3.81*** 3.83*** 3.12***
idegree(2) 1.48*** 1.81*** 1.86*** 1.87*** 1.42***
nsp(1) -0.55*** -0.58*** -0.61*** -0.61*** -0.57***
mutual 5.24*** 5.20*** 5.09*** 5.14*** 5.19***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.04 0.19*
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“out” -0.73** -0.61**
“among” -0.08
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.45*** 0.67***
“out” -0.68
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN -
“in” -0.49*
“out” -0.02
“among” -0.18
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.12
“out” - -0.80*** -0.63***
“among” - -0.37* -0.35*
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.21 * 0.23*
“out” - 0.25 0.32
“among” - -0.58
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.08
“out” - 0.01
“among” - 0.04
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - 0.06
“out” - 0.17
“among” - 0.27
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.16
“out” - -0.55
“among” - 0.79
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.13
“out” - 0.40
“among” - 2.39*** 1.94***
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.00
“out” - -0.10
“among” - -0.42*
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - -0.20
“out” - -0.23
“among” - 0.63
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - 0.00 0.40 ***
“out” - 0.16*
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 5366 5405 5440 5447 5339
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Table A.2: Ergm results for January 2nd, 2013 (p.m.) retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.22*** -4.54 *** -4.37*** -4.48*** -4.40***
odegree(1) 1.19*** 1.17 *** 1.14*** 1.13*** 1.44***
idegree(0) 11.08*** 11.02*** 11.29*** 11.53*** 11.05***
idegree(1) 7.46*** 7.43 *** 7.54 *** 7.83*** 7.35***
idegree(2) 4.82 *** 4.80 *** 4/78 *** 5.12*** 4.69***
nsp(1) 0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.01
mutual 4.11*** 4.25*** 4.14*** 4.48*** 4.50***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” -0.02
“out” -0.92*** -0.58**
“among” -0.24
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.26
“out” -1.37*** -1.19**
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” 0.27 0.24*
“out” -0.19
“among” -0.33*
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.15* 0.12†
“out” - -0.93*** -0.82***
“among” - -0.38** 0.40**
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.07
“out” - 0.72*** 0.78***
“among” - 0.48
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.15
“out” - 0.30*
“among” - 0.98†
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.09
“out” - -0.05
“among” - 0.07
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.35*** -0.35*
“out” - -0.34*** -0.32*
“among” - 1.21*** 1.12***
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.18
“out” - -0.23
“among” - 0.38
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.04
“out” - -0.00
“among” - -0.12
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.17
“out” - 0.03
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 0.43
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - 0.06
“out” - -0.27
“among” - -0.27
AIC 17067 16999 17109 17178 16972
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Table A.3: Ergm results for January 2, 2013 (a.m.) reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.20*** -3.97 *** -4.07*** -3.71*** -4.39***
odegree(1) 0.33* 0.34 ** 0.23† 0.21† 0.40**
idegree(0) 4.78*** 5.27*** 5.51*** 5.70*** 4.47***
idegree(1) 3.64*** 3.94*** 4.11*** 4.25*** 3.42***
idegree(2) 1.72*** 1.87*** 1.97*** 2.05*** 1.58***
nsp(1) -0.25*** -0.30*** -0.38*** -0.37*** -0.23***
mutual 4.78*** 5.27*** 4.45*** 4.48*** 4.80***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.34* 0.30†
“out” -1.30*** -0.80***
“among” -0.55
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.61*** 0.76***
“out” -1.51* -1.65*
“among” 0.57
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -0.44†
“out” 0.08
“among” -0.05
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.25* 0.25†
“out” - -1.52*** -1.24***
“among” - -0.62* -0.50†
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.26 † 0.36†
“out” - 0.48† 0.50*
“among” - 0.83
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.34
“out” - 0.00
“among” - 0.40
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - 0.11
“out” - 0.13
“among” - 0.47*
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.27
“out” - -0.09
“among” - 0.57
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.59
“out” - -0.17
“among” - 1.12 1.13†
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.19
“out” - -0.26
“among” - -0.43
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.02
“out” - -0.24
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - -0.06
ACADEMIA -

“in” - -0.52
“out” - 0.09
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 3517 3528 3578 3589 3492
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Table A.4: Ergm results for January 2, 2013 (a.m.) retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -3.94*** -4.10 *** -4.07*** -3.98*** -4.03***
odegree(1) 1.29*** 1.24** 1.10*** 1.149** 1.20***
idegree(0) 11.64*** 11.41*** 12.43*** 12.53*** 11.70***
idegree(1) 8.07*** 7.91*** 8.81*** 8.87*** 8.14***
idegree(2) 5.23*** 5.16*** 5.93*** 5.96*** 5.30***
nsp(1) -0.00 -0.02*** -0.03† -0.04* -0.03***
mutual 4.52*** 4.09*** 4.43*** 4.48*** 4.39***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.08
“out” -2.01*** -0.97***
“among” -0.85*
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.36
“out” -1.21** -0.99**
“among” -0.33
CITIZEN -
“in” -0.00
“out” -0.25
“among” -0.16
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.28**
“out” - -1.90*** -1.16***
“among” - -0.81*
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.12
“out” - 0.52† 0.60***
“among” - 0.90* 1.51***
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.16
“out” - -0.00
“among” - -0.16
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.17
“out” - -0.14
“among” - 0.14
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.10
“out” - 0.10
“among” - 0.88* 0.55†
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.06
“out” - -0.68†
“among” - 0.92
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.15
“out” - -0.33*
“among” - -0.23
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.19**
“out” - 0.18
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - -0.61
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.03
“out” - 0.32
“among” - 0.36
AIC 9741 9665 9817 9843 9541
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Table A.5: Ergm Results for January 10, 2013 (p.m.) reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.43*** -4.33 *** -3.98*** -4.26*** -4.34***
odegree(1) 0.22** 0.27 ** 0.21* 0.22* 0.27**
idegree(0) 7.4*** 7.29*** 7.93*** 7.63*** 6.87***
idegree(1) 5.35*** 5.24*** 5.74*** 5.54*** 4.96***
idegree(2) 2.71*** 2.60*** 2.96*** 2.85*** 2.44***
nsp(1) -0.26*** -0.28*** -0.28*** -0.26*** -0.28***
mutual 5.74*** 5.76*** 5.62*** 5.77*** 5.69***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.20** 0.24**
“out” -0.78***
“among” -0.49 0.66**
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.38*** 0.42***
“out” -0.22**
“among” 1.03** 1.14**
CITIZEN -
“in” -0.00
“out” -0.25
“among” -0.16
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.03
“out” - -1.08*** -1.00***
“among” - -0.21 -0.58**
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.54*** 0.56***
“out” - 0.92*** 0.88***
“among” - 1.34*
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.40†
“out” - 0.00
“among” - 0.90* 1.1*
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.50*** -0.50***
“out” - -0.54*** -0.39***
“among” - -0.10
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.19
“out” - -0.06
“among” - -0.47† 0.70*
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.47†
“out” - -0.32
“among” - 0.48
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.08
“out” - -0.31**
“among” - 0.16
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - -0.04
“out” - 0.03
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 0.01
ACADEMIC -

“in” - -0.62**
“out” - 0.15
“among” - -0.03
AIC 8538 8507 8581 8570 8420
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Table A.6: Results for January 10, 2013 (p.m.) retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.25*** -4.46 *** -4.25*** -4.53*** -4.32***
odegree(1) 1.52** 1.77 *** 1.42*** 1.41*** 1.62**
idegree(0) 12.93*** 11.40*** 14.26*** 13.72*** 11.56***
idegree(1) 8.31*** 7.06*** 9.52*** 9.00*** 7.25***
idegree(2) 5.92*** 4.93*** 7.09*** 6.59*** 5.18***
nsp(1) -0.31*** 0.01*** -0.28*
mutual 2.53*** 4.56*** 2.75*** 2.41*** 4.17***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” -0.08
“out” -0.80***
“among” -0.21
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.01
“out” -1.32**
“among” 0.15
CITIZENS - - - - -
“in” -0.24
“out” -0.24
“among” -0.44
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.06 0.06
“out” - -0.56*** -0.43*
“among” - 0.12 0.06
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.64*** 0.53***
“out” - 1.50*** 1.11***
“among” - 2.03*** 2.41***
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - 0.12
“out” - 0.03
“among” - -0.05
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - 0.30* -0.48***
“out” - -0.90* -0.49***
“among” - 0.78***
US - - - - -
“in” - 0.22 -0.27
“out” - 0.02
“among” - 0.79***
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - 0.10
“out” - -0.14
“among” - 1.04
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.28*
“out” - -0.10
“among” - 0.03
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.24***
“out” - 0.25
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 1.20***
ACADEMIC -

“in” - 0.07
“out” - 0.08
“among” - -0.88
AIC 22742 20902 21650 21689 20820
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Table A.7: Ergm results for January 10, 2013 (a.m.) reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.70*** -5.18 *** -4.78*** -4.75*** -4.49***
odegree(1) 0.29*** 0.33 *** 0.26*** 0.26* 0.33**
idegree(0) 5.18*** 4.78*** 5.58 *** 5.62*** 4.53***
idegree(1) 3.74*** 3.42*** 4.01*** 4.02*** 3.27***
idegree(2) 1.67*** 1.45*** 1.82*** 1.81*** 1.38***
nsp(1) -0.20*** -0.22*** -0.25*** -0.25*** -0.23***
mutual 5.31*** 4.78*** 5.19*** 5.12*** 5.23***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.06
“out” -0.77*** -0.50**
“among” -0.60*
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.17†
“out” -0.89** -0.69 †
“among” 0.50 1.20*
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -0.70***
“out” -0.12
“among” -0.39**
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.37*** 0.36
“out” - -0.89*** -0.62
“among” - -0.31†
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.61*** 0.62***
“out” - 0.89*** 0.91***
“among” - -0.02
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.02†
“out” - 0.12
“among” - 0.85** 0.83*
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.28*
“out” - -0.33** -0.49**
“among” - -0.20† 0.54***
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.46*
“out” - -0.21
“among” - 0.94** 1.54***
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.49†
“out” - -0.02
“among” - 1.04* 1.59*
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.23** 0.70***
“out” - -0.26*
“among” - -0.19
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.12
“out” - -0.37†
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 0.48
ACADEMIC -

“in” - 0.04
“out” - 0.05
“among” - 1.12** 1.10 *
AIC 10983 10914 11011 11064 10835
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Table A.8: Ergm results for January 10, 2013 (a.m.) retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.38*** -4.43 *** -4.02*** -4.29*** -4.36***
odegree(1) 1.48*** 1.52 *** 1.57*** 1.57* 1.52**
idegree(0) 12.82*** 13.06*** 12.88*** 12.92*** 12.81***
idegree(1) 8.20*** 8.44*** 8.27*** 8.32*** 8.27***
idegree(2) 5.63*** 5.85*** 5.72*** 5.67*** 5.82***
nsp(1) -0.10 -0.12*** -0.11 -0.16** -0.11***
mutual 2.45* 2.39*** 2.48*** 2.77*** 2.62**
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.15
“out” -0.72** -0.56†
“among” -0.36
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.24
“out” -0.72
“among” 0.22
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -0.03
“out” -0.02
“among” -0.11
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - -0.05 0.12
“out” - -0.69** -1.75 **
“among” - 0.10
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.25† 0.43**
“out” - 1.44*** 1.33***
“among” - 2.37**
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.24
“out” - -0.12
“among” - 0.98 **
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.43* -0.35***
“out” - -0.48** -0.32***
“among” - -0.45
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.52* -0.28†
“out” - -0.49*
“among” - 0.89* 1.40***
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.45
“out” - -0.17
“among” - 0.29
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - 0.04
“out” - -0.06
“among” - 0.10
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.09
“out” - 0.04
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 0.73†
ACADEMIC -

“in” - 0.14 **
“out” - -0.09
“among” - 0.57
AIC 19136 18905 19187 19305 18858
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Table A.9: Ergm results for October 7th, 2013 (p.m.) reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -3.30*** -2.62 *** -2.55*** -3.58*** -4.02***
odegree(1) 0.24 0.24 0.15 0.22**
idegree(0) NA 3.05* 3.50** -0.08***
idegree(1) 0.24 2.42* 2.68** NA
idegree(2) -1.70** -0.17 -0.04 NA
nsp(1) -0.88*** -0.71*** -0.70*** -0.90*** -0.89***
mutual 3.18*** 3.56*** 3.50*** 3.29*** 3.58***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” -0.31
“out” -0.55
“among” -0.40
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.06
“out” 0.11
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” 0.00
“out” 0.24
“among” 0.39
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.12† 0.43
“out” - -0.67
“among” - -1.03†
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 1.03 †
“out” - -0.54
“among” - 0.42 0.79 **
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.82
“out” - -0.29
“among” - NA/-Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - 0.06
“out” - -0.42
“among” - 0.00
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.99
“out” - 0.16
“among” - 0.91
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.69
“out” - -0.70
“among” - 1.69* 1.86
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.19
“out” - -0.12
“among” - -0.16
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.01
“out” - -0.86
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 0.58
ACADEMIC - - - - -

“in” - 1.42*** 1.82***
“out” - 1.52*** 1.58***
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 765 746 742.4 763.1 737.6
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Table A.10: Ergm results for October 7th, 2013 (p.m.) retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -2.91*** -3.34*** -2.90*** -3.67*** -3.65***
odegree(1) 1.49*** 1.52*** 1.42*** 1.46** 1.49***
idegree(0) 11.76*** 10.56*** 12.23** 5.09*** 10.20***
idegree(1) 7.85*** 6.95*** 8.25** NA 6.67***
idegree(2) 4.52*** 3.87*** 4.85 NA 3.67***
nsp(1) -0.11** -0.71*** -0.15*** -0.19*** -0.14***
mutual 4.65*** 4.51*** 4.38*** 3.77*** 4.40***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.09
“out” -1.16** -0.38*
“among” -0.99*
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” -0.18
“out” -0.35
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -0.35
“out” 0.03
“among” 0.00
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.42*** 0.51***
“out” - -0.66†
“among” - -0.58†
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.45*** 0.56***
“out” - 0.75*** 0.90***
“among” - 0.42 1.44***
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.53* -0.38†
“out” - -0.45
“among” - NA/-Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.43**
“out” - -0.28
“among” - 0.30
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.16
“out” - 0.15
“among” - 1.07*** 1.32***
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.25
“out” - 0.01
“among” - 1.36** 1.17**
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.40**
“out” - -0.53*
“among” - -0.35
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.29**
“out” - 0.46†
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 1.41***
ACADEMIC - - - - -

“in” - 0.05†
“out” - 0.50 0.57*
“among” - 1.10
AIC 3007 2938 2996 3259 2908
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Table A.11: Ergm results for October 7th, 2013 (a.m.) reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -3.96*** -3.92*** -4.22*** -3.24*** -4.71***
odegree(1) 1.28*** 1.21** 0.98*** 1.03** 1.11**
idegree(0) -0.48 -1.53 -0.84 -0.80 -1.57
idegree(1) 1.11 0.60 1.06 0.94 0.65
idegree(2)
nsp(1) -2.99*** -3.04*** -3.10*** -3.10*** -3.01***
mutual -0.57 -0.57 -1.09 -0.61 -0.85
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” -0.34
“out” 0.35
“among” 1.66
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.27
“out” NA / -Inf
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -0.56
“out” 1.38** 0.99***
“among” 0.79
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.58
“out” - -0.80
“among” - -0.55
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.88† 1.15***
“out” - 0.44 0.84***
“among” - 1.58* 2.03***
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.54
“out” - -1.34
“among” - NA/-Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - 1.05
“out” - -0.89
“among” - 1.51
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.05
“out” - -0.49
“among” - 2.67* 2.72***
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - 1.71
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.45
“out” - 0.15
“among” - NA / -Inf
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.35
“out” - -0.83
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 0.51
ACADEMIC - - - - -

“in” - 0.39
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 399.5 401.3 393.1 410.2 380.2
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Table A.12: Ergm results for October 7th, 2013 (a.m.) retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -3.58*** -3.82 *** -3.02*** -3.59*** -3.86***
odegree(1) 1.64** 1.68 *** 1.67** 1.67** 1.67***
idegree(0) 10.44*** 9.46*** 10.77*** 10.59*** 9.69***
idegree(1) 6.32*** 5.55*** 6.58*** 6.47*** 5.71***
idegree(2) NA NA NA NA NA
nsp(1) 0.06 0.08 0.06 0.06*** 2.37***
mutual 2.21*** 2.37*** 2.29† 2.22***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.02
“out” -0.38
“among” 0.05
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.25
“out” -0.95
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -0.07
“out” 0.35
“among” -0.03
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.33*** 0.26 **
“out” - -0.34*
“among” - -0.20
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 0.40 *** 0.35***
“out” - -0.21
“among” - 0.11 †
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.28 †/sup>
“out” - 0.48†
“among” - NA
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.29
“out” - -0.88
“among” - -0.52
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.18
“out” - -0.52
“among” - 0.51
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.51
“out” - -0.08
“among” - NA / -Inf
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.23
“out” - 0.33† 0.40*
“among” - 0.11
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.12†
“out” - -0.60* -0.59†
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 0.07
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.30
“out” - 0.23
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 3297 3206 3244 3258 3197
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A.1.2 COPYRIGHT / FAIR USE

Table A.13: Ergm results for February 10th, 2012 reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -2.60*** -2.69 *** -3.12*** -2.81*** -2.61***
odegree(1) -0.17 -0.17 -0.18 -0.22 -0.07***
idegree(0) 9.75*** 10.05*** 9.90*** 9.68*** 9.96***
idegree(1) 7.48*** 7.74*** 7.59*** 7.44*** 7.63
idegree(2) 3.61*** 3.83*** 3.71*** 3.62*** 3.75
nsp(1) -0.04 -0.04 -0.04
mutual 2.55*** 2.50*** 2.53*** 2.20*** 2.23***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” -0.08
“out” -1.04** -0.72†
“among” 0.03
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.01
“out” -1.73* -2.05**
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN -
“in” -0.39
“out” -0.03
“among” -0.08
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.05
“out” - -0.95*** -1.06***
“among” - -0.60 *
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - -0.13 -0.48***
“out” - NA/ -Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - 0.13
“out” - 0.62† 0.47
among" - 1.16† 1.26*
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.05
“out” - -0.36
“among” - 0.50*
US - - - - -
“in” - 0.00
“out” - -0.91
“among” - 0.81
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.29
“out” - 0.14
“among” -
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - 0.06
“out” - -0.40
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - -0.59
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.17
“out” - -0.57
“among” - 0.36
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.64 *
“out” - 0.32**
“among” -
AIC 1822 1822 1834 1835 1801
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Table A.14: Ergm results for June 29, 2012 reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -2.60*** -1.98 *** -2.48*** -1.99*** -2.46***
odegree(1) -0.74 -0.72† -0.85* -0.90* -0.63***
idegree(0) 6.28*** 5.80*** 5.66*** 5.53*** 4.96***
idegree(1) 4.66*** 4.24*** 4.26*** 4.11*** 3.70***
idegree(2) 1.25*** 0.90 0.97*** 0.86
nsp(1) -0.30* -0.35**
mutual 2.50*** 3.29*** 1.93*** 3.15*** 2.70***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.07
“out” -1.03
“among” NA/-Inf
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.28
“out” -1.86* -1.51
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN -
“in” 0.22
“out” 0.50
“among” 0.25
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.18 0.40
“out” - -1.18* -1.27*
“among” - -1.60 * -1.35
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/ -Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.10
“out” - 0.10
among" - 0.62
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.77
“out” - -1.18
“among” - 0.22
US - - - - -
“in” - 0.75
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/-Inf
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - 0.81
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/-Inf
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -1.23† -1.25
“out” - -0.21
“among” - 0.20
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - NA/-Inf
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.10
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 555.9 546.1 555.1 551.4 538.7
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Table A.15: Ergm results for June 29, 2012 retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -3.69*** -2.99 *** -3.46*** -3.17*** -2.58***
odegree(1) 1.98*** 2.00 *** 1.97*** 1.99*** 2.00***
idegree(0) 7.52*** 7.58*** 7.42*** 7.38*** 7.33***
idegree(1)
idegree(2)
nsp(1)
mutual NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” NA/-Inf
“out” 0.48
“among” NA/-Inf
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.32 0.04
“out” -1.12 -0.74*
“among” 1.44
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” 0.58†
“out” 0.69
“among” 0.63
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.00
“out” - -0.73
“among” - -0.48
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.70† -0.45
“out” - -0.01 -0.04
among" - 0.85† 0.74
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - 0.15
“among” - NA/ -Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.31 -0.21†
“out” - -1.40† -1.39
“among” - -0.66 -0.59
US - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - 0.56
“among” - NA/-Inf
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - 0.14
“among” - NA/-Inf
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.80
“out” - 0.29
“among” - 0.85
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.39
“out” - -1.38
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - NA/-Inf
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - 0.35
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 1039 1040 1033 1040 1028
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Table A.16: Ergm results for July 12th, 2012 reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.46*** -4.99 *** -4.58*** -4.64*** -4.84***
odegree(1) 1.77 *** 1.75 1.80*** 1.80*** 1.87***
idegree(0) 0.63** 0.67*** 0.85*** 0.90*** 0.79***
idegree(1)
idegree(2)
nsp(1) -2.08*** -2.06*** -2.10*** -2.10*** -2.05***
mutual 4.22*** 4.28*** 4.11*** 4.27*** 4.34***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.38***
“out” -0.42 -0.82***
“among” 0.40
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” -0.58
“out” -0.87
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN -
“in” -0.72*** -0.45 **
“out” -0.49***
“among” -0.59**
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.42 ***
“out” - -0.25 -0.48***
“among” - 0.78 **
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - 1.02 *** 1.09***
“out” - 0.78
“among” - NA/ -Inf
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.60***
“out” - 0.12 0.46***
among" - 1.02*** 1.22***
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.51***
“out” - -0.36
“among” - 0.35
US - - - - -
“in” - 0.03
“out” - 0.06 1.06***
“among” - 1.00**
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -1.46*** -1.42**
“out” - -0.12
“among” - 0.72
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.16
“out” - 0.10
“among” - -0.33
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.10
“out” - -0.16
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 1.14
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - 0.35 * 0.48**
“out” - 0.46** 0.72**
“among” - 1.61*** 1.81***
AIC 5733 5698 5723 5807 5637
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Table A.17: Ergm results for July 12, 2012 retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -2.32*** -2.99 *** -3.07*** -3.61*** -3.14***
odegree(1) 4.43*** 2.99 *** 2.11*** 2.23† 2.92***
idegree(0) 7.77*** 11.78*** 9.40*** 7.18***
idegree(1)
idegree(2)
nsp(1) -2.31*** -0.62*** -0.55***
mutual NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” -0.70*
“out” -1.04
“among” NA/-Inf
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” -1.71†
“out” -2.14†
“among” NA/-Inf
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -1.46***
“out” -0.56*
“among” -2.07***
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.30**
“out” - -0.25 -0.01
“among” - 0.02 -0.10
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - 0.32*** 0.40
“out” - -0.03 -0.96
among" - 1.58**
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.13
“out” - 0.04
“among” - -0.16
US - - - - -
“in” - 0.28
“out” - -0.06
“among” - 1.32
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - 0.60
“among” - NA/-Inf
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - 0.10
“out” - 0.26
“among” - 0.18
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.51*** 0.59***
“out” - -2.01**
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - -1.88*
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - 0.49
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 2475 2208 2407 2294 2155
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A.1.3 CYBERBULLYING

Table A.18: Ergm results for October 19, 2012 reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.30*** -5.37 *** -5.20*** -5.35*** -5.62***
odegree(1) 0.68*** 0.58 *** 0.60*** -0.65*** 0.75***
idegree(0) 6.02*** 5.67*** 6.14*** 6.16*** 5.45***
idegree(1) 4.92*** 4.66*** 4.97*** 4.98*** 4.54***
idegree(2) 2.22*** 2.07*** 2.23*** 2.24*** 2.02***
nsp(1)
mutual 5.69*** 5.55*** 5.46*** 5.58*** 5.62***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.42* 0.34**
“out” -2.22*** -2.47***
“among” -1.17** -1.47***
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” -0.03
“out” NA / -Inf
“among” 2.39***
CITIZEN -
“in” -1.21***
“out” -1.29***
“among” -1.01***
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.16
“out” - -1.48***
“among” - 0.60*** 1.49***
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/ -Inf
“out” - NA/ -Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - 0.25
“out” - -0.17
among" - 1.25†
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.24†
“out” - -0.05
“among” - 0.25
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.24†
“out” - 0.22
“among” - 0.77*** 0.80***
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.49**
“out” - -0.32†
“among” - 0.33
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - 0.00
“out” - -0.12
“among” - -0.02
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.10
“out” - -0.44
“among” - 1.47*
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.62 †
“out” - 1.47*** 1.22***
“among” - NAN / -Inf
AIC 6197 6226 6272 6273 6135
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Table A.19: Ergm results for October 19, 2012 (p.m.) retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.67*** -5.44 *** -5.11*** -5.65*** -5.30***
odegree(1) 2.66*** 2.55 *** 2.55*** 2.62*** 2.61***
idegree(0) 10.04*** 9.72*** 10.02*** 10.14*** 9.73***
idegree(1) 6.54*** 6.26 *** 6.49*** 6.58*** 6.28***
idegree(2) 3.76 *** 3.54*** 3.71 *** 3.75*** 3.57***
nsp(1)
mutual 2.26*** 1.96* 1.92* 2.32* 2.20**
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.01
“out” -2.62*** -1.16†
“among” -0.87
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” -0.19
“out” -0.24
“among” NA/-Inf
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -0.89
“out” -0.67
“among” -0.72
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.08 0.12
“out” - -1.86 *** -1.30†
“among” - 0.19
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - 0.20* 0.21
“out” - 0.34
among" - NA/-Inf
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.45*** -0.58***
“out” - -1.93** -1.58**
“among” - 0.31 0.57
US - - - - -
“in” - 0.02
“out” - -0.43
“among” - -0.33
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.17 *
“out” - -0.57 * -0.30
“among” - 0.16
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.36
“out” - 0.26
“among” - 0.46
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.08
“out” - 1.43*** 2.15**
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 3.04* 2.59†
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.25
“out” - 0.61
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 5267 5253 5220 5309 5160
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Table A.20: Ergm results for April 6, 2013 (“OpJustice4Rehtaeh”)reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -3.24*** -2.94 *** -2.58*** -2.65*** -3.36***
odegree(1) -0.06 -0.19 0.21 -0.22 -0.08
idegree(0) 5.50*** 5.00*** 5.72*** 5.68*** 4.85***
idegree(1) 4.06*** 3.74*** 4.22*** 4.19*** 3.66***
idegree(2) 2.57*** 2.41*** 2.67 2.66*** 2.36***
nsp(1) -0.15* 0.15* 0.22*** -0.21** -0.17*
mutual 3.41*** 3.38*** 3.07*** 3.23*** 3.20***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.12
“out” -0.98† -1.49**
“among” NAN / -Inf
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.41 0.36†
“out” -1.52 -2.07*
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN -
“in” -0.35***
“out” 0.42***
“among” 0.47** 0.30†
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.48 ** 0.63***
“out” - -0.73*
“among” - -0.11
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.32†
“out” - -0.67
among" - NA / -Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.80** -0.97***
“out” - -0.62* -0.30
“among” - 0.52* 0.63**
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.08
“out” - 0.23
“among” - NA/-Inf
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - 0.41† 0.34
“out” - 1.19*** 1.33***
“among” - 1.35* 1.41 *
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.25
“out” - -0.59*
“among” - -0.35
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.31
“out” - 0.44
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - NA/-Inf
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 1368 1375 1359 1390 1319
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Table A.21: Ergm results for April 6, 2013 (“OpJustice4Rehtaeh”) retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -3.25*** -2.81 *** -2.71*** -2.88*** -2.78***
odegree(1) 2.06*** 2.00 *** 1.96*** 1.99*** 1.99***
idegree(0) 12.58*** 12.62*** 12.82*** 12.89*** 12.54***
idegree(1) 7.02*** 7.13 *** 7.32*** 7.40*** 7.10***
idegree(2) 4.78*** 5.08 *** 5.34 *** 5.38*** 5.06***
nsp(1) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00***
mutual 2.28 2.29 2.00 2.19 2.19
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.96
“out” -0.94 -1.29**
“among” 0.25
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 1.16
“out” -0.29
“among” NA/-Inf
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” 0.14
“out” 0.59
“among” 0.53
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.15* 0.14†
“out” - -0.57 -0.39
“among” - -0.14
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.03 -0.14
“out” - -0.63† -0.71*
among" - NA/-Inf
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.14
“out” - -0.65*
“among” - -0.24
US - - - - -
“in” - 0.15
“out” - 0.16
“among” - -0.21
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.11
“out” - -0.04
“among” - 0.35
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.07
“out” - 0.02
“among” - 0.19
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.06
“out” - 0.12
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - -0.99
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - -0.71
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 3196 3112 3115 3169 3103
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Table A.22: Ergm results for April 6, 2013 (“Rehtaeh”)reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -4.71*** -4.42*** -4.01*** -3.76*** -4.46***
odegree(1) 1.30*** 1.31*** 1.11*** 1.11*** 1.29***
idegree(0) 9.28*** 8.93*** 6.46*** 6.37*** 8.22***
idegree(1) 7.05*** 6.84*** 4.45*** 4.39*** 6.34***
idegree(2) 3.87*** 3.80*** 3.48***
nsp(1) -0.63 -0.62 -0.34***
mutual 5.06*** 5.29*** 4.51*** 4.30*** 5.26***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.20
“out” -2.12*** -1.22***
“among” -1.34*** -1.22***
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.04
“out” 0.91
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN -
“in” -0.65* 0.45 **
“out” 1.09***
“among” -0.39
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.88 ** 0.59**
“out” - -3.06*** -1.58***
“among” - -1.37***
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.17
“out” - -0.36
among" - 0.91
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.43**
“out” - -0.07
“among” - 0.83***
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.01
“out” - 0.15
“among” - 0.46* 0.58***
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.62*
“out” - -0.31
“among” - 0.68
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.03
“out” - -0.16
“among” - -0.33
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.23**
“out” - -1.25***
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - -0.63
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.33 0.48**
“out” - 0.27 0.72**
“among” - NA/-Inf 1.81***
AIC 3727 3693 3795 3830 3651
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Table A.23: Ergm results for April 6, 2013 (“rehtaeh”) retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -2.48*** -4.32 *** -3.40*** -4.11*** -4.36***
odegree(1) 2.24*** 2.68 *** 2.67*** 2.66*** 2.76***
idegree(0) 9.62*** 6.54*** 7.46*** 7.57*** 6.36***
idegree(1) 4.55*** 2.94 *** 3.60*** 3.71*** 2.81***
idegree(2) 2.10 *** 2.57 *** 2.65*** 2.01***
nsp(1) -0.38** -1.05*** -0.99*** -0.99*** -1.06***
mutual NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.07
“out” -0.58
“among” 0.77
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 1.79***
“out” 0.65
“among” (only one)
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -0.49
“out” -0.03
“among” -0.53
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - 0.36*** 0.39***
“out” - 0.51 0.36
“among” - -0.79* 1.14**
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.04
“out” - 0.26
among" - 1.47. 1.07*
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -1.09***
“out” - -0.65***
“among” - -0.22 0.42**
US - - - - -
“in” - -0.30**
“out” - -1.17** -1.02***
“among” - -0.34
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - -0.28
“out” - -0.08
“among” - -0.31
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - -0.19
“out” - 0.21†
“among” - 0.59 *
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.06
“out” - -0.20
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - 1.35
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.08
“out” - 0.22
“among” - 1.07
AIC 4069 3878 3868 3929 3832
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Table A.24: Ergm results for June 29, 2012 reply network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -3.39*** -2.50 *** -2.31*** -2.73*** -3.16***
odegree(1) 0.27 0.18 0.03 0.05 0.27
idegree(0) 4.05*** 4.38*** 4.46*** 4.46*** 3.94***
idegree(1) 2.81*** 3.03*** 3.07*** 3.08*** 2.75***
idegree(2) 0.55 0.64 0.67 0.68 0.52
nsp(1) 0.14 0.20* 0.24** 0.24*** -0.08
mutual 3.19*** 3.00*** 2.93*** 2.93*** 3.33***
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.33 0.41†
“out” -2.03† -2.41**
“among” 0.32
POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.44† 0.53*
“out” -1.85† -2.39*
“among” NA / -Inf
CITIZEN -
“in” -0.27
“out” 0.57†
“among” 0.60†
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - -0.06
“out” - -1.86*** -1.15*
“among” - -0.56
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/ -Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.45
“out” - -0.08
among" - 0.30
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.18
“out” - -0.48
“among” - -0.45
US - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - 0.10
“among” - NA/-Inf
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/-Inf
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - 0.02
“out” - 0.32
“among” - 0.52
ACTIVIST - - - - -
“in” - 0.91† 0.31
“out” - 0.02 -0.77
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“among” - NA/-Inf
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.10
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 1030 1040 1058 1058 1020
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Table A.25: Ergm results for June 29, 2012 retweet network.

Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
edges -2.57*** -2.24 *** -2.51*** -2.48*** -3.57***
odegree(1) 2.38*** 2.31 *** 2.34*** 2.24*** 2.68***
idegree(0) 7.40*** 9.44*** 7.39*** 9.62*** 9.74***
idegree(1) 4.44*** 4.55***
idegree(2)
nsp(1) -0.46*** -0.39*** -0.47*** -0.38** -3.12***
mutual NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf NA/-Inf
MEDIA - - - - -
“in” 0.00
“out” -0.59 -2.65***
“among” (only 2

members)
-0.28†

POLITICIAN - - - - -

“in” 0.10
“out” -0.70
“among” (only 1

member)
CITIZEN - - - - -
“in” -0.53
“out” 0.01
“among” 0.23
ORGS - - - - -
“in” - -0.25† 0.04
“out” - -1.31* -0.56†
“among” - -0.45 -0.54
PROFESSION - - - - -

“in” - -0.34 -0.45
“out” - -0.54 0.28*
among" - NA/-Inf 1.18***
INTEREST - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/ -Inf
CANADA - - - - -
“in” - -0.11 -0.85***
“out” - -0.12 -0.85**
“among” - -0.10 -0.28
US - - - - -
“in” - NA/-Inf
“out” - -0.92 -0.20
“among” - NA/-Inf
INTERNAT - - - - -

“in” - NA/-Inf 0.56
“out” - NA/-Inf
“among” - NA/-Inf 1.18**
ANONYMOUS - - - - -

“in” - 0.13
“out” - 0.29
“among” - 0.12
ACTIVIST - - - - -
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Variable Political Organizational International Activist Best fit
“in” - 0.11
“out” - 0.15
“among” - NA/-Inf
ACADEMIA - - - - -

“in” - -0.05
“out” - -0.95
“among” - NA/-Inf
AIC 1388 1360 1391 1369 9565
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A.2 Appendix Two: Goodness of Fit Graphs for Selected Cases

Although the AIC was the primary selection criterion, the goodness of fit can be observed
through a visual comparison of the distribution of indegree ties, outdegree ties, edgewise shared
partners and minimum geodesic distance for the simulated graphs against the empirical graph.
Unfortunately, a complete analysis of goodness of fit for all the cases would require 560 different
graphs, so a sample of three analyses – one for each case – is provided here.

In general, the models are stronger in representing in-degree, out-degree and geodesic distance
than they are of edgewise shared partners. In the Idle No More case shown, in-degree of 3 was
under-represented in the simulated models compared to the empirical model, while out-degree of
3 was over-represented. Zero edgewise shared partners were over-represented in the simulations
compared to the empirical graph.

The copyright case simulations over-represented for in-degrees in the mid range (for example,
in-degree of 6, 7 or 8) while the empirical graph had slightly more actors with larger in-degrees.
Similar to the Idle No More case, the simulated graphs over-represented the number of actors
with no edgewise shared partners.

The cyberbullying case shown here was very well matched to the simulated graphs, with only a
small discrepancy with actors that have no edgewise shared partners.
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(a) Minimum Geodesic Distance distri-
bution.

(b) Edgewise Shared Partner distribu-
tion.

(c) In-degree distribution. (d) Outdegree-degree distribution.

Figure A.1: Goodness of fit distributions for Idle No More January 2, 2013 Reply Network
(Organizational Model).
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(a) Minimum Geodesic Distance distri-
bution.

(b) Edgewise Shared Partner distribu-
tion.

(c) In-degree distribution. (d) Outdegree-degree distribution.

Figure A.2: Goodness of fit distributions for Idle No More January 2, 2013 Reply Network
(Media Model).
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(a) Minimum Geodesic Distance distri-
bution.

(b) Edgewise Shared Partner distribu-
tion.

(c) In-degree distribution. (d) Outdegree-degree distribution.

Figure A.3: Goodness of fit distributions for Idle No More January 2, 2013 Reply Network
(Hybrid Model).
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(a) Minimum Geodesic Distance distri-
bution.

(b) Edgewise Shared Partner distribu-
tion.

(c) In-degree distribution. (d) Outdegree-degree distribution.

Figure A.4: Goodness of fit distributions for Copyright February 10, 2012 Reply Network
(Organizational Model).
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(a) Minimum Geodesic Distance distri-
bution.

(b) Edgewise Shared Partner distribu-
tion.

(c) In-degree distribution. (d) Outdegree-degree distribution.

Figure A.5: Goodness of fit distributions for Copyright February 10, 2012 Reply Network
(Hybrid Model).
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(a) Minimum Geodesic Distance distri-
bution.

(b) Edgewise Shared Partner distribu-
tion.

(c) In-degree distribution. (d) Outdegree-degree distribution.

Figure A.6: Goodness of fit distributions for Cyberbullying October 19, 2012 Reply Network
(Media Model).
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(a) Minimum Geodesic Distance distri-
bution.

(b) Edgewise Shared Partner distribu-
tion.

(c) In-degree distribution. (d) Outdegree-degree distribution.

Figure A.7: Goodness of fit distributions for Cyberbullying October 19, 2012 Reply Network
(Hybrid Model).
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